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The unique plant resistance (R) protein RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 confers broad-
spectrum resistance in Arabidopsis to all tested isolates of Golovinomyces spp. fungi, the
casual agents of powdery mildew disease in multiple plant species.  RPW8.2 is
specifically targeted to the extra-haustorial membrane (EHM) that encases the fungal
feeding structure named the haustorium and represents the host-pathogen interface.
EHM-localization of RPW8.2 correlates with haustorium-targeted host defense,
providing subcellular evidence for the broad-spectrum resistance mediated by RPW8.2.
RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 belong to a small gene family in the Arabidopsis and Brassica
lineages.  However, the cellular function of the other family members remains to be
functionally characterized.  Here, I report that all homologs of RPW8 (designated HR#)
examined are EHM-residents, suggesting that the RPW8 family proteins share a common
EHM-targeting signal.  Moreover, through a reverse genetics approach I show that three
Arabidopsis homologs, i.e. AtHR1, AtHR2 and AtHR3, appear to play a role in salicylic
acid-dependent basal resistance against powdery mildew and perhaps other biotrophic
pathogens.  These results support our hypothesis that the two atypical resistance R genes,
RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 evolved from duplication and functional diversification
(enhancement) of a more ancient component of basal immunity in Arabidopsis (Chapter
2).  Furthermore, I provide the first piece of cell biological evidence to suggest that the
enigmatic EHM is formed via de novo synthesis rather than simple extension and
differentiation of the host plasma membrane in the invaded host cell during the
biogenesis of the fungal haustorium (Chapter 3).  I also summarize my contribution to a
project that aims to utilize RPW8 as a delivery vehicle to confer novel resistance in other
crop species against a variety of fungal or oomycete haustorium-forming pathogens
(Chapter 4) and ongoing efforts to further dissect the RPW8 defense and trafficking
pathways in relation to bioactive phosphoinositides (Chapter 5) and to characterize
putative interacting or signaling components of RPW8-mediated defense mechanisms
against powdery mildew in Arabidopsis (Chapter 6).
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review
Importance of Plant Resistance to Pathogens
Food security is a measure of the assurance that individuals have access to
sufficient, safe and nutritious food to maintain a healthy and active life (World Health
Organization, 2012).  Unfortunately, it is estimated that nearly 1 billion people globally
are suffering from severe hunger and poverty (Food and Agricultural Organization,
2010).  On top of the existing global food security pressures, a growing world population,
rising incomes, increasingly scarce resources, changing climates and other concerns are
threatening to exacerbate these pressures (Gates Foundation: Agricultural Development,
2011).
One major food security concern is that on a global scale, 10-15% of crops is lost
due to diseases caused by diverse plant pathogens including viruses, bacteria, oomycetes,
fungi, and nematodes (Strange and Scott, 2005; Oerke, 2007).  In some instances, the
effects of plant diseases can be extremely damaging to individuals and regional societies,
as exemplified by well-known historic tragedies: the Great Irish Famine of the 1840s
which was largely triggered by the devastating potato late blight disease caused by
Phytophthora infestans, and the Great Bengal Famine of 1943 whose direct cause was the
devastation of the regional staple rice crop by Cochliobolus miyabeanus.  The emergence
of highly virulent pathogens again raises the alarm for regional or global food security.
For example, Ug99, a new strain of stem rust (Puccinia graminis f. sp. tritici) discovered
in Uganda in 1999 overcomes most resistant wheat cultivars and is rapidly spreading to
Asia and other parts of the world. Magnaporthe oryzae, a pathogen closely related to the
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causal fungus of rice blast (the major rice disease) is now threatening wheat production in
South America (Singh et al., 2011; Cruz et al., 2012).
Therefore, the need to protect crops from pathogens to ensure food security has
never been more pressing.  Because plants have evolved complex immune systems to
combat various pathogens, the best strategy to control diseases and mitigate losses
involves the utilization of naturally evolved disease resistance genes and mechanisms of
plants.  As such, understanding the mechanisms of natural resistance through
comprehensive molecular genetic and genomic studies is crucial for improving disease
resistance of crop plants through genetic engineering technology in combination with
classical breeding programs.
Plant Innate Immune System
Overview
Despite their sessile nature and lacking of a somatically adaptive immune system,
plants have evolved complex immune systems that can effectively protect them against
various microbial pathogens.  Preformed physical and chemical barriers such as leaf
hairs, cuticles, rigid cell walls, and pre-existing antimicrobial compounds generally
function to prevent/reduce microbial invasion.  Should invading microbes breach these
pre-formed barriers, a complex innate immune system consisting of two mechanistically
interconnected branches will be activated to fight against the infection  (Nurnberger et al.,
2004; Chisholm et al., 2006; Thomma et al., 2011).  The first branch is similar to the
innate immune system of animals and is elicited upon the recognition of pathogen (or
microbe)-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs or MAMPs) by cell surface-localized
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pattern recognition receptors (PRRs).  PAMPs are pathogen-specific molecules that are
highly conserved in pathogens of an entire class and often are required for the survival of
the pathogens (Gomez-Gomez and Boller, 2000; Zipfel et al., 2006).  For example,
flagellin and translation elongation factor-Tu (EF-Tu) of plant pathogenic bacteria are
two characterized PAMPs that are recognized by two plasma membrane (PM)-localized
PRRs , FLAGELLIN SENSITIVE 2 (FLS2) and EF-TU RECEPTOR (EFR) respectively
(Gomez-Gomez and Boller, 2000; Zipfel and Felix, 2005; Zipfel et al., 2006).  Both
FLS2 and EFR are members of a large receptor-like kinase (RLKs) family that are
structurally similar to the toll-like immune receptors (TLRs) of animals (Ronald and
Beutler, 2010). PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI) is an evolutionary ancient defense
mechanism that protects plants against a plethora of potential pathogens (Nurnberger et
al., 2004; He et al., 2006).
The second branch of induced plant innate immunity is activated upon recognition
of pathogen effectors by cell-surface receptor-like proteins (RLPs) or intracellular
immune receptors belonging to the nucleotide binding site (NBS) leucine-rich-repeat
(LRR) superfamily. This branch of immune mechanism is thought to have co-evolved
along with host adaption of invading microbes (Chisholm et al., 2006).  Faced with
selective pressures to survive, invading microbes gradually overcome PTI by delivering
effector proteins into plant cells to interfere with the host immune system and cause
diseases (Kim et al., 2005; He et al., 2006; Janjusevic et al., 2006; Xiang et al., 2008).  To
counterattack effector-triggered disease, plants have evolved RLP and NBS-LRR
immune receptors which are historically called resistance (R) proteins to specifically
detect the presence or activity of the pathogen effectors (called avirulence factors (Avr)
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once recognized by R proteins) and trigger defense response referred to as effector-
triggered immunity (ETI).  ETI or R-gene dependent resistance often features an
induction of pathogenesis-related (PR) genes, fortification of the cell wall, synthesis of
antimicrobial peptides, a localized production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), and in
most cases, the hypersensitive response (HR).  HR is a form of plant programmed cell
death at the site of infection that is analogous to apoptosis in animals (Hammond-Kosack
and Jones, 1997; Dangl and Jones, 2001; van Doorn, 2011).  In addition to the barrage of
local defense responses, plants also possess the ability to defend against subsequent
attack in uninfected tissues through the activation of systemic acquired resistance (SAR).
SAR is a whole plant resistance response that provides enhanced immunity to secondary
infection by a wide range of pathogens (Durrant and Dong, 2004).
Aggressive pathogens suppress ETI through mutation or deletion of the
recognized Avr genes and/or development of new effectors that can evade host
recognition and subvert ETI.  This co-evolutionary struggle between plant hosts and
pathogens is illustrated by a four phased “zigzag” model (Jones and Dangl, 2006)
(Figure 1-1).  Evidence suggests that ETI may be mechanistically connected with PTI to
fortify the plant innate immune system against evolving pathogens in an “arms-race”
model  (Kim et al., 2005; He et al., 2006; Jones and Dangl, 2006; Nomura et al., 2006;
Shen et al., 2007).  For example, one study by Nomura and colleagues showed that
HopM1, a conserved effector protein of the bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae,
targets an immunity-linked protein AtMIN7 in Arabidopsis thaliana for degradation
(Nomura et al., 2006).  More recently, Nomura and colleagues revealed that not only is
AtMIN7 required for PTI and ETI, but that upon recognition of AvrRpt2, AvrPphB or
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HopA1 in Arabidopsis ETI blocks the ability of Pst DC3000 to destabilize AtMIN7
(Nomura et al., 2011).
PTI is effective against most pathogens and generally operates in all individuals
of a plant species because both PRRs and their corresponding PAMPs are highly
conserved in plants and (potential) pathogens respectively.  In contrast, ETI (i.e. R-gene
resistance) in most cases is only effective against one or a few strains of a particular
pathogen that possesses an Avr protein recognized by an R protein.  ETI is also less
stable and may be overcome by pathogens in a short period of time (e.g. many resistant
cultivars last only 5-10 years in field).  As a consequence of the co-evolutionary arms-
race between plants and pathogens (Figure 1-1), both the R-gene loci and Avr gene loci
are highly polymorphic.
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Figure 1-1.  A “zigzag” Model Illustrating the Output of the Plant Immune System.
This figure is from Jones and Dangl, 2006.  The co-evolutionary arms race between
plants and pathogens is illustrated by a four phased “zigzag” model.  In phase 1, plants
detect PAMPs (diamonds) via PRRs to trigger PTI.  In phase 2, successful pathogens use
effectors to mitigate PTI resulting in ETS (effector-triggered susceptibility).  In phase 3,
an effector (red circle) is recognized by an R protein, activating effector-triggered
immunity (ETI).  In phase 4, aggressive pathogens suppress ETI through Avr
mutation/deletion (blue circle) and selection favors new plant R proteins that can
recognize the newly acquired effector to re-establish ETI. PAMPS= pathogenesis-
associated molecular patterns; PTI= PAMP-triggered immunity; ETS= effector-triggered
susceptibility; ETI= effector-triggered immunity; Avr= avirulence proteins; R=
resistance proteins; HR= hypersensitive response.
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Plant R Genes
In the past 20 years, over 100 plant R genes have been isolated from Arabidopsis
and many other plant species.  Most characterized R genes are members of the NBS-LRR
superfamily, suggesting that NBS-LRR genes are dedicated to plant innate immunity.
Whole genome sequencing revealed that all genomes of higher plants contain a large
number of NBS-LRR genes as there are ~150 NBS-LRR genes in the Arabidopsis genome
and over 500 in the rice genome (Meyers et al., 2003; Monosi et al., 2004). NBS-LRR
genes are also found in lower plants such as moss and other non-vascular plants
suggesting an ancient origin (Mun et al., 2009; Jupe et al., 2012).
NBS-LRR encoding genes are also often clustered within many plant genomes
suggesting that duplications of large genome segments and local gene duplications may
have contributed to the formation of specific R gene clusters in plants (Michelmore and
Meyers, 1998; Richly et al., 2002; Meyers et al., 2003).  Duplicated NBS-LRR genes were
probably subjected to selection by various genetic mechanisms, resulting in high levels of
intraspecific and interspecific variation (Baumgarten et al., 2003; Kuang et al., 2004;
Meyers et al., 2005).  Therefore, orthologous relationships are generally difficult to
determine because of lineage-specific gene duplications, loses and evolution resulting in
family-specific subfamilies (Akita and Valkonen, 2002; Zhou et al., 2004).  It is
conceivable that  the evolution and maintenance of a large and diverse assortment of
plant R genes among different plant species reflects the capacity that plants have evolved
to fight against various pathogens (Xiao et al., 2008).
Structural Characterizations of R Proteins
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Based on both the deduced structures and/or biochemical functions, plant R
proteins can be classified into three different major classes: (1) the NBS-LRR super
family, (2) the extracellular (e)LRR-containing RLPs or receptor-like protein kinases
(RLKs), and (3) atypical R proteins that do not contain an LRR domain (Hammond-
Kosack and Jones, 1997; Dangl and Jones, 2001) (Table 1).  The NBS-LRR class is the
largest and can be further divided into two subclasses based on the features of their N-
terminus region.  One subclass contains an N-terminal TIR domain that shows homology
to the Drosophila toll and mammalian interleukin-1 (IL-1) receptors and is represented
by N from tobacco (Whitham et al., 1994) and L6 from flax (Lawrence et al., 1995) and
is called TIR-NBS-LRRs.  The other subclass contains a putative coiled coil (CC) domain
in the N-terminus and is called CC-NBS-LRRs and is represented by RPS2 and RPM1
from Arabidopsis (Bent et al., 1994; Grant et al., 1995).
eLRR-type proteins play key roles in both plant defense and development by
perceiving extracellular signals of pathogen effectors or plant hormones (van der Hoorn
et al., 2005).  As a representative of the RLP-type R genes, the Cf genes of tomato confer
resistance against the fungal pathogen Cladosporium fulvum (Fritz-Laylin et al., 2005;
van der Hoorn et al., 2005).  Genetically characterized RLK-type R genes include rice
Xa21 and Xa26 that confer resistance to multiple strains of Xanthomonas oryzae pv.
oryzae (Song et al., 1995; Sun et al., 2004). However, Xa21 was also recently shown to
be a PRR (similar to FLS2) that recognizes Ax21, a PAMP from the Xanthomonas oryzae
(Lee et al., 2009).
The NBS-LRR R proteins share structural similarity to the intracellular immune
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domain (Nod) protein families (i.e. Nod1, Nod2 and NALP3) which also contain the NBS
and LRR domains but differ in the N-terminus (Viala et al., 2004; Ausubel, 2005; Correa
et al., 2012).  However, unlike plant NBS-LRR proteins (which recognize pathogen
effector proteins); animal Nod-like receptors (NLRs) are intracellular PRRs recognizing
PAMPs (Martinon and Tschopp, 2005; Kawai and Akira, 2010).  Interestingly, the TIR
domain is also shared between the TIR-NBS-LRR of plants and animal TLRs and their
adaptor proteins: MyD88, MAL, TRIF, TRAM and SARM (O'Neill and Bowie, 2007; Ve
et al., 2012). The structural and functional relatedness between the immune receptor
proteins of plants and animals suggests that innate immunity between plants and animals
evolved through convergent evolution (Yue et al., 2012).
The remaining group of genetically defined plant R genes encode structurally
diverse proteins that unlikely function as receptors because they lack an LRR domain for
ligand perception.  One of the most highly studied atypical R genes is Pto from tomato
that confers race-specific resistance to the bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae
carrying the effectors AvrPto or AvrPtoB (Martin et al., 1993; Tang et al., 1999).  The Pto
gene encodes a Ser/Thr kinase that is involved in direct recognition of the Avr proteins
from Pseudomonas syringae (Tang et al., 1999; Eckardt, 2004; Dong et al., 2009) and
physically interacts and requires Prf, a CC-NBS-LRR protein for function (Mucyn et al.,
2006; Gutierrez et al., 2010). These findings contributed to a better understanding as to
how NBS-LRR proteins recognize Avr proteins (see later text).  One other atypical R
gene is RPW8 from Arabidopsis, which is the subject of this project (see details in later
text).
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R-Avr Recognition and Defense Signaling
How NBS-LRR receptors recognize specific effector ligands has been the subject
of extensive studies in the past 15 years.  By studying the interaction specificity between
different flax genotypes and different strains of the flax rust pathogen Melampsora lini,
Flor proposed the “gene-for-gene” hypothesis to interpret the plant-pathogen interaction
specificity at the genetic level (Flor, 1956).  This hypothesis implies a direct R (receptor)
- Avr (ligand) interaction between a specific R protein functioning as the receptor the
pathogen-derived Avr protein as the ligand.  However while some direct interactions
have been documented (Dodds et al., 2006; Kanzaki et al., 2012; Saunders et al., 2012),
the majority of known R-Avr interaction pairs fail to show any actual physical interaction
(Mackey et al., 2002; Mackey et al., 2003; Ade et al., 2007).  Furthermore, one could
reason that despite a large number of R genes, plants cannot evolve or maintain the
genetic diversity at R gene loci to match the abundance of effectors from multiple
potential pathogens.
Combined, these facts led to the formation of the indirect R-Avr interaction
model, the “guard” hypothesis (Van der Biezen and Jones, 1998; Dangl and Jones, 2001).
This model assumes that there is no direct physical interaction between the paired R and
Avr, instead the Avr protein targets a host protein(s) as part of its virulence activity and
the R protein functions as a "guard" to monitor the status of the Avr-targeted host protein
and triggers defense signaling upon detection of the Avr's virulence activity.  Strikingly, a
recent study on protein interaction networks of the plant-pathogen immune system
activated during the interaction between two distinct pathogens, Pseudomonas syringae
and Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis, and Arabidopsis reveals that both pathogens target
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an overlapping subset of plant proteins of well-connected cellular hubs of host machinery
to suppress host defense and facilitate pathogen fitness (Mukhtar et al., 2011).  Mukhtar
and colleagues provide evidence that plant immune receptors “guard” these pathogen
targeted cellular hubs mostly through indirect interaction with pathogen effectors
(Mukhtar et al., 2011).
Pathogens must overcome a series of non-host (or basal) resistant mechanisms
including pre-formed defenses and induced responses mediated through PAMP
recognition by PRRs.  While little is known about the molecular mechanisms that link
PRR activation to intracellular signaling, evidence has emerged that additional RLKs,
such as the BRI1-ASSOCIATED KINASE (BAK1) and the BOTRYTIS-INDUCED
KINASE1 (BIK1), are associated with and required for the activation of specific PRRs
(Chinchilla et al., 2007; Heese et al., 2007; Nicaise et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010; Zhang
and Zhou, 2010).  Upon recognition, early signaling events lead to ion flux changes in
K+, Cl-, Ca2+ and H+ (Boller and Felix, 2009; Nicaise et al., 2009; Jeworutzki et al.,
2010), local or extracellular production of ROS which act as second messengers for HR
induction and defense gene expression (Heller and Tudzynski, 2011; O'Brien et al.,
2012), cell wall reinforcement (Nuhse, 2012), and activation of mitogen-activated protein
kinase (MAPK) and WRKY-type transcription factors that are key regulators of plant
defense (Eulgem and Somssich, 2007; Colcombet and Hirt, 2008).  Specifically, MPK3,
MPK4 and MPK6 have been demonstrated to be rapidly activated in response to PAMPs
(Pitzschke et al., 2009).
Downstream of PTI (and ETI) activation, plant hormones including salicylic acid
(SA), jasmonic acid (JA) and ethylene (ET) act as central regulators of the plant immune
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signaling network (Bari and Jones, 2009; Pieterse et al., 2009; Pieterse et al., 2012)
(Figure 1-2).  Compared to PTI where a MAPK-WRKY signaling cascade is involved
(Asai et al., 2002), ETI predominantly engages the SA-signaling pathway for defense
activation that has been largely dissected.  Upstream of SA accumulation, there appears
to be a dichotomous branching where ENHANCED DISEASE SUSCEPTIBILITY 1
(EDS1) and PHYTOALEXIN DEFICIENT 4 (PAD4) are critical for ETI activated by
TIR-NBS-LRR proteins whereas NON-RACE SPECIFIC DISEASE RESISTANCE
PROTEIN 1 (NDR1) is required for function of many CC-NBS-LRR R proteins (Aarts et
al., 1998; Glazebrook, 2001; Wiermer et al., 2005).  The genetic components
SALICYLIC ACID INDUCTION DEFICIENT 2 (SID2) and ENHANCED DISEASE
SUSCEPTIBILITY 5 (EDS5) are required for SA synthesis or accumulation, thus are
shared signaling components of both TIR- and CC-NBS-LRR genes.  The NON-
EXPRESSOR OF PR GENES 1 (NPR1) functions as a master regulator downstream of
SA (Cao et al., 1994) and mediates the expression of SA-dependent defense genes in
combination with TGA and WRKY transcription factors (Zhang et al., 1999; Despres et
al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2006).  Recently, it has also been reported that
NPR1 and the NPR1 homologs, NRP3 and NPR4, function as SA receptors (Fu et al.,
2012; Wu et al., 2012).  SA also engages a feedback amplification loop to increase the
defense response and is negatively regulated by several proteins including the putative
MAPKKK ENHANCED DISEASE RESISTANCE 1 (EDR1), LESION SIMULATING
DISEASE 1 (LSD1) and a calmodulin-binding transcription activator (AtSR1) (Dietrich
et al., 1994; Frye et al., 2001; Nie et al., 2012). It is important to note that SA-dependent
ETI is only effective against biotrophic pathogens that strictly require living host cells to
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survive or hemi-biotrophic pathogens that require a short early biotrophic stage for host
colonization (Glazebrook, 2001, 2005).  For necrotrophic fungal pathogens such as
Alternaria spp. and Botrytis spp., ETI is ineffective as HR accompanying ETI may even
facilitate development of disease caused by necrotrophic pathogens (Govrin and Levine,
2000; Mayer et al., 2001).  Supporting this notion, a recent paper identified the
Arabidopsis NBS-LRR LOV1 protein as the susceptibility determinant for the
necrotrophic pathogen Cochliobolus victoriae (Lorang et al., 2012).
Compared to ETI against biotrophic or hemi-biotrophic pathogens, mechanisms
of plant defense against necrotrophic pathogens are less characterized. Basically, it is
known that both the JA- and ET-dependent pathways are engaged for activation of
defense against this type of pathogens (Figure 1-2).  Several JA-dependent antimicrobial
proteins including PLANT DEFENSIN1.2 (PDF1.2), THIONIN2.1 (THI2.1), HEVEIN-
LIKE PROTEIN (HEL) and CHITINASE B (CHIB) are used to monitor JA-dependent
defense responses (Reymond and Farmer, 1998).  These JA-responsive genes are induced
following activation of the F-box protein CORONATINE-INSENSITIVE 1 (COI1) that
interacts with and subsequently degrades jasmonate ZIM domain (JAZ) proteins in an
ubiquitin-dependent fashion (Xie et al., 1998; Xu et al., 2002; Chini et al., 2007; Thines
et al., 2007; Katsir et al., 2008; Fonseca et al., 2009).  In addition, several studies have
shown that JA- and ET- signaling are synergistically connected to activate defense gene
expression (Penninckx et al., 1998; Thomma et al., 2001; Glazebrook, 2005).  For
example, PDF1.2 expression in response to Alternaria brassicicola was inhibited in the
ETHYLENE INSENSITIVE 2 (EIN2) mutant ein2 and requires both JA- and ET-
signaling for activation (Penninckx et al., 1998; Zarei et al., 2011).  Furthermore, the
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Arabidopsis transcription factor ETHYLENE RESPONSE FACTOR 1 (ERF1) is a
positive regulator of both JA- and ET-signaling and several members of the ERF family
play important roles in mediating defense responses (Lorenzo et al., 2003; McGrath et al.,
2005).  Lastly, ETHYLENE INSENSITIVE 3 (EIN3) and EIN3-like proteins are
transcriptional factors of ethylene signaling that act downstream of EIN2 in many plant
species and therefore have similar roles in defense mediated via the JA- and ET-
signaling pathways (Chang and Shockey, 1999; Hibi et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2009a).
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Figure 1-2.  Overview of the Signaling Pathways Involved in Plant Defense.
Defense signaling pathways of PTI and ETI.  Defense against biotrophic and hemi-
biotrophic pathogens induces the Salicylic Acid (SA) pathway while defense against




Powdery mildew fungi are obligate biotrophic fungal pathogens of the order
Erysiphales and of the phylum Ascomycetes.  They are some of the most common,
widespread and easily recognizable plant pathogenic fungi that infect approximately
10,000 species of plants belonging to more than 1600 genera except gymnosperms
(Agrios, 2005; Huckelhoven and Panstruga, 2011).  Wheat, barley, tomato, cucumber,
grape, strawberry and apple are among the crop plants of economic importance that suffer
from powdery mildew diseases.
Infected plants display white or greyish dusty growth spots consisting of both
mycelia (vegetative structures) and conidia (asexual spores) on the surface of leaves and
stems of plants and can infect almost any above ground part of the plant.  Typically,
powdery mildew is visible on the adaxial side of leaves but it can also infect the lower
side of leaves.  Resulting damage from powdery mildew includes death of host tissue (or
the entire plant), defoliation, cosmetic damage (common among ornamentals), weakening
of the immune system to other pathogens and reduced yields and quality.
Life Cycle of Powdery Mildew
The life cycle of powdery mildew consists of both asexual and sexual states
depending on environmental conditions.  The asexual state begins with the landing of
conidia or condiophores on the plant leaf surface.  After landing on a leaf surface, fungal
spores will uptake low molecular weight molecules from the waxy surface upon the
release of an extracellular proteinaceous matrix with esterase and cutinase activity that
subsequently directs the formation of the primary germ tubes (Carver et al., 1999;
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Nielsen et al., 2000; Wright et al., 2002).  Primary germ tubes sense specific topological
and hydrophobic features of the leaf surface and produce a “cuticular peg” that penetrates
the plant cuticle to anchor the spore and assist in directing germination of the appressorial
germ tube (Edwards, 2002; Zhang et al., 2005).  The appressorial germ tube is the
infection structure that attaches to the leaf surface and produces a penetration peg.  The
penetration peg pierces through the host cell wall and the resulting cell wall apposition
(CWA) (also known as the papillae – see later details) through enzymatic activities and
turgor pressure (Zhang et al., 2005; Glawe, 2008).  If successful in overcoming non-host
resistance, the penetration peg will begin differentiation of the feeding organ, also known
as the haustorium in close contact with the host cell cytoplasm for nutrient uptake and
delivery of effector proteins into the host cell to subvert defense responses (Staples, 2001;
Szabo and Bushnell, 2001; Voegele and Mendgen, 2003; O'Connell and Panstruga,
2006).  The haustorium is separated from the host cell cytoplasm by an interfacical
membrane termed the extra-haustorial membrane (EHM) whose origin and biogenesis is
virtually unknown.
Conidia of host adapted powdery mildew normally establish colonies consisting
of a mycelium network that can produce new spores from conidiophores in 5 days and
reach massive production at 8-10 days, resulting in snow-like mildew phenotype
(Osherov and May, 2001).   New spores are carried away by wind or other mechanical
forces onto fresh plant surface, starting a new round of infection.
Sexual reproduction for powdery mildew fungi generally occurs via chasmothecia
(formerly cleistothecium) once environmental or nutritional conditions (i.e. availability of
host nutrients) becomes less favorable (Agrios, 2005; Glawe, 2008).  Sexual reproduction
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is initiated by the formation of gametangia (also known as gamocysts) where male and
female gametangia are called antheridia (or androgamocysts) and ascogonia (or
gynogamocyts) respectively (Braun et al., 2002).  Genetic recombination between the
male and female gametangia occurs though the establishment of a cytoplasmic
connection (also known as plasmogamy) followed by the movement of the antheridia
nucleus into the ascogonia (also known as dikaryotization) forming the cleistothecium
(Glawe, 2008).  The cleistothecium (also known as ascocarps or fruiting bodies) are
attached by mycelioid appendages and begin cellular division to form an internal ascus or
asci that are also dikaryotic in nature.  Asci undergo karyogamy and meiosis to form
monokaryotic ascospores which once released can infect other plants (Agrios, 2005;
Glawe, 2008).
The Extra-Haustorial Membrane - the Host-Pathogen Interface
As a special type of intracellular hyphae, the haustorium is a collective name for
structurally similar feeding organs formed by many plant pathogens including powdery
mildew and dikaryotic rust fungi and algae-like oomycetes. It seemly likely that fungal
and oomycete pathogens independently evolved the haustorium-based pathogenesis
strategy.  Differentiated haustoria are distinct cellular structures that contain their own
cytoplasm, nuclei, mitochondria, cell membrane, cell wall and other organelles and can
vary greatly in size and shape depending on the pathogen types (Mehrotra and Aneja,
1990).
Earlier studies revealed that concomitant with the development of the haustorium,
a membranous structure distinct from the host cell-wall lining plasma membrane is
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formed to encase the invading haustorium (the EHM) (Gil and Gay, 1977; Manners and
Gay, 1982). The EHM separates the haustorium from direct contact with the plant cell
cytoplasm.  Between the EHM and the fungal haustorial cell wall is a gel-like layer
enriched in carbohydrates called the extra-haustorial matrix (EHX) that may help protect
the fungus from host responses (Green et al., 2002).  The entire infectious structure
including the haustorium, the EHX and the EHM is referred to as the haustorial complex
(HC) (Figure 3-1). It is conceivable that the EHM is a critical battleground between the
host and the pathogen, and may be modified by both the host and the pathogen for
defense and pathogenesis respectively.  However, apart from some early descriptive
ultrastructural and histobiochemical analyses (Gil and Gay, 1977; Roberts et al., 1993;
Soylu, 2004; Koh et al., 2005), the origin/biogenesis and the molecular composition of
the EHM and the host-pathogen interaction at the EHM remain virtually uncharacterized.
Pre- and Post-Invasion Resistance Mechanisms
The two layers of resistance mechanisms against biotrophic fungal or oomycete
pathogens are referred to as pre- and post-invasion or penetration resistance.  For a
successful infection, the powdery mildew fungus must breach the cell wall and
subsequently establish a functional haustorium inside the plant epidermal cell.  Thus,
plant resistance to powdery mildew bears spatiotemporal characteristics: i.e. it can be
divided into penetration resistance (at the cell wall before haustorium formation; also
called pre-invasion resistance) and post-penetration resistance (in the host cell against the
haustorium; also called post-invasion resistance).  For non- or poorly adapted pathogens,
by definition, their infection is typically stopped by penetration resistance.  In this
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scenario, the fungus fails to break the cell wall and/or the cell wall apposition (the
papilla) and lack the formation of (functional) haustoria.   For example, penetration
resistance as part of non-host resistance prevents infection of barley from wheat powdery
mildew, and wheat from barley powdery mildew.
Pre-invasion resistance appears to be associated with dynamic cytoskeletal
rearrangements, organelle transport, protein translocation, secretion of defense proteins,
focal cell wall remodeling and formation of the callose-enriched papillae at the site of
attempted penetration (Hardham et al., 2007; Huckelhoven, 2007; Lipka et al., 2010). The
molecular basis of penetration resistance is currently unclear.  Fungal chitin- (as a
PAMP) triggered immune signaling may play a role in mounting penetration resistance.
In recent years, several groups investigated penetration resistance mechanism by using
Arabidopsis-barley mildew interaction.   Arabidopsis penetration 1 (pen1), (pen2) and
(pen3) mutants with defects in penetration resistance to the non-host mildew Bgh have
been characterized (Collins et al., 2003b).  Results from these studies suggest that there
exist at least two separate pathways that contribute to penetration resistance.  One
involves an exocytosis pathway controlled by PEN1, a plasma membrane anchored
syntaxin with a soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptor
(SNARE) domain that becomes recruited to the papillae (Collins et al., 2003b; Kwon et
al., 2008).  The other pathway involves PEN2, which encodes an atypical myrosinase
involved in glucosinolate metabolism in defense responses (Lipka et al., 2005; Bednarek
et al., 2009; Clay et al., 2009) and PEN3, which encodes a ATP-binding cassette
transporter (Stein et al., 2006).  Impairment of either or both pathways appears to affect
pre-invasion resistance mechanisms against Bgh or the pea powdery mildew (Erysiphe
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pisi) on single or double pen1 and pen2 mutants, yet barley and pea mildew isolates were
unable to breach post-invasion resistance to form functional haustoria (Lipka et al.,
2005).  Interestingly,  the loss of EDS1 or PAD4/SAG101 (another interacting partner of
EDS1 like PAD4) in pen2 or pen3 mutant backgrounds led to sporulation of the barley
and pea mildew in the Arabidopsis mutants, suggesting that the breakdown of post-
invasion resistance in Arabidopsis to these non-host pathogens (Lipka et al., 2005; Stein
et al., 2006).  This finding also suggests that post-invasion resistance against biotrophic
fungal pathogens involves SA-dependent defenses since EDS1, PAD4 and SAG101 are
characterized components functioning upstream of SA in R-gene mediated resistance.
More recently, by using a new mildew isolate Golovinomyces cichoracearum Gc-
UMSG1 which is a poorly adapt pathogen of Arabidopsis, Wen and colleagues
demonstrated that both SA-dependent and SA-independent signaling pathways contribute
to post-penetration resistance (Wen et al., 2011).  One common subcellular defense
activated in post-penetration resistance is the formation of a callosic encasement of the
haustorial complex (EHC), which presumably constrains the fungal haustorium (Wen et
al., 2011).  Well-adapted powdery mildew pathogens, however, probably secrete
effectors into host cells and suppress the formation of EHC, thereby developing
functional haustoria and establishing colonization. It is conceivable that plants employ
NBS-LRR genes to counterattack these aggressive pathogens. Indeed, a number of CC-
NBS-LRR R genes that confer post-penetration resistance to adapted mildew have been
cloned from barley (Wei et al., 2002) and wheat (Srichumpa et al., 2005).
RPW8, a Unique Resistance Gene Locus
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The RPW8 locus from the Arabidopsis accession Ms-0 contains two functional
genes designated RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 (referred to as RPW8 hereafter unless otherwise
specified) that confer broad spectrum resistance to all tested isolates of Golovinomyces
spp. fungi, the causal agents of powdery mildew disease, with high prevalence and
phenotypic plasticity among accessions surveyed (Xiao et al., 1997; Xiao et al., 2001;
Gollner et al., 2008).  Surprisingly, RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 are predicted to encode small
atypical R proteins (~18-20 kDa) with a putative N-terminal transmembrane (TM)
domain and one or two CC domains (Xiao et al., 2001; Xiao et al., 2004).  Thus, RPW8
represents a unique type of R gene featuring a novel protein structure and broad spectrum
resistance (Dangl and Jones, 2001; Xiao et al., 2001). A great deal of efforts of the Xiao
laboratory has been devoted to understanding the molecular basis of RPW8-mediated
broad-spectrum mildew resistance.
All tested Arabidopsis accessions also contain three closely linked homologs of
RPW8 named HR1, HR2, and HR3 with similar predicted protein structures that do not
seem to contribute to powdery mildew resistance (Xiao et al., 2001).  There are two basic
haplotypes at this locus in Arabidopsis accessions depending on the presence or the
absence of RPW8.  The first contains the three homologs HR1/2/3 and RPW8.1 and
RPW8.2 (the Ms-0-like) and the second contains the three homologs HR1/2/3 and a
fourth homolog, HR4 which is most similar to RPW8.1, in place of RPW8 (the Col-0 like)
(Xiao et al., 2001; Xiao et al., 2004) (Figure 1-3).  Based on these two major haplotypes,
there are two basic types of interactions possible between Arabidopsis and powdery
mildew (Figure 1-3).  First, Arabidopsis plants that do not express RPW8 are susceptible
to infection (classified by the white, snow-like accumulation on the leaf surface).  The
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Figure 1-3.  Arabidopsis Haplotypes and Response to Powdery Mildew.
(A) The schematic gene organization of the complex RPW8 locus in Ms-0 (resistant) and
Col-0 (susceptible) accessions. (B) Scanning electromicrographs are from Xiao et al.,
1997.  The disease reaction phenotypes of Ms-0 and Col-0 at 8 days after inoculation of
Golovinomyces cichoracearum (Gc-UCSC1).  Note the arrested germinated spore and
collapse of the penetrated host epidermal cell in Ms-0 indicative of a HR.
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second is an incompatible interaction where Arabidopsis plants expressing RPW8 are
resistant to powdery mildew.  In this scenario, mycelium expansion is arrested with little
or no conidiophores formed after post-invasion resistance is triggered (Figure 1-3).
Syntenic RPW8 loci have also been isolated and analyzed from Arabidopsis lyrata,
Brassica oleracea (Bo) and rapa (Br) species (Xiao et al., 2004; Orgil et al., 2007)
(Figure 1-4). Arabidopsis lyrata contains four genes that are apparent orthologs of
AtHR1/2/3 and AtRPW8.2 (there is no ortholog for AtRPW8.1 in A. lyrata) while Brassica
spp. contain 4 RPW8 homologs, HRa, HRb, HRc and HRd (on a separate locus in
Brassica rapa only), that are not definitively orthologous to the Arabidopsis genes but
share the highest sequence homology to AtHR3 and AlHR3 suggesting both lineages
evolved from independent duplications of a common HR3-like progenitor gene (Xiao et
al., 2004).  Unlike the paralogs in A. thaliana and A. lyrata, the Brassica paralogs are
more highly homologous to each other, which is indicative of a recent origin for this gene
cluster (Xiao et al., 2004).  Previous evolutionary analysis suggests that RPW8 is a
relatively young R gene and its origin followed after the evolution of Arabidopsis from
the Brassica genus but before the speciation of A. thaliana from A. lyrata and that RPW8
evolved from an HR3-like progenitor gene by duplication and functional diversification
(Xiao et al., 2004; Orgil et al., 2007).
Interestingly, RPW8 family members also share limited sequence amino acid (aa)
identity (25-30%) to an ancient clade of CC-NBS-LRR resistance proteins (termed CCR-
NBS-LRR) that includes AtNRG1.2 (At5g66910), the Nicotiana benthamiana N-required
gene 1 (NRG1) and the Arabidopsis activated disease resistance gene 1 (ADR1) proteins
(Dangl and Jones, 2001; Meyers et al., 2003; Xiao et al., 2008; Collier et al., 2011).  The
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Figure 1-4.  Gene Organization of the Syntenic RPW8 Loci from Arabidopsis and
Brassica.
This figure is modified from Xiao et al., 2004.  Grey bars/blocks represent the region of
highest homology between RPW8 family members between Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0
and Ms-0 accession, Arabidopsis lyrata, and Brassica rapa plant species. AtHR4 is most
similar to AtRPW8.1 which is also absent from Arabidopsis lyrata. Brassica homologs of
RPW8 are most similar to HR3 suggesting that HR3 is the putative family progenitor
gene. Brassica paralogs are also more similar to each other suggesting a recent origin for
this gene cluster.
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N-terminal domain of CCR-NB-LRR proteins is capable of triggering defense responses
and therefore functions differently from other canonical CC-NB-LRR proteins that are
primarily involved in microbial recognition (Collier and Moffett, 2009; Collier et al.,
2011).
Despite having a novel protein structure, RPW8 activates HR and other defense
responses via the conserved SA-dependent signaling pathway that is required by TIR-
NBS-LRR (Xiao et al., 2003b; Xiao et al., 2005).  Loss-of-function mutations in SA-
dependent pathway components such as EDS1, PAD4, EDS5, SGT1, and NPR1
compromise RPW8 defense function (Xiao et al., 2005).  Other features of RPW8
signaling include a SA-dependent positive feedback loop for transcriptional amplification
of RPW8 during infection (Xiao et al., 2003b; Xiao et al., 2005) and negative control by
EDR1 a MAPKKK gene (Frye et al., 2001; Xiao et al., 2005).  While the molecular
mechanisms of RPW8-mediated defense are not well understood, interacting partners of
RPW8 have been identified.  For example, 14-3-3 (At5g10450) interacts with RPW8
and positively regulates RPW8.2 resistance function and plays a role in enhancing basal
resistance in Arabidopsis (Yang et al., 2009).  A PHYTOCHROME-ASSOCIATED
PROTEIN PHOSPHATE TYPE 2C (PAPP2C) (At1g22280: AY080735.1) protein also
has been shown to interact with and negatively regulate RPW8.2-mediated defense and
SA-dependent basal defense against powdery mildew in Arabidopsis and rice (Wang et
al., 2012b).
To understand how RPW8 confers broad-spectrum resistance using the same SA-
dependent defense pathway, Wang and colleagues investigated the subcellular defense
responses activated by RPW8. Interestingly, it was found that expression of RPW8
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correlated with  i) an enhancement of EHC formation surrounding the haustorial complex
and ii) an accumulation of H2O2 at the host pathogen interface (Wang et al., 2009).
Similar to the cell-wall apposition or papillae seen in non-host pre-invasion resistance,
the EHC (detectable by aniline blue staining) is rich in callose and is rarely formed in
Arabidopsis Col-0 plants (RPW8 lacking) when challenged with the adapted powdery
mildew Golovinomyces cichoracearum UCSC1.  However in Ms-0, most haustoria
(stained with trypan blue) are surrounded by an EHC and appear shrunk and/or deformed
in comparison to those in Col-0 suggesting that the haustorium has been physically
constrained by host defenses activated by RPW8 (Wang et al., 2009).  In addition, H2O2
accumulation (detected by DAB staining) in Ms-0 background is detectable inside the
haustorial complex when surrounded by an EHC but was rarely seen in the HCs of Col-0
plants (Wang et al., 2009).  It is noteworthy that in some cells expressing RPW8, H2O2
accumulation spread into the cytoplasm of the invaded epidermal cells and subsequently
resulted in cell death.  These results demonstrate that RPW8 enhances both physical and
chemical barriers upon the fungal feeding organ to protect the host against colonization.
To understand how RPW8 achieves broad-spectrum mildew resistance and
activates these subcellular defense responses, Wang and colleagues looked at the
subcellular localization of RPW8.2 (Wang et al., 2009).  Most interestingly, RPW8.2 is
specifically induced and targeted to the EHM encasing the haustorium upon infection
with powdery mildew (Gc-UCSC1) (Figure 1-5).  Consequently, the spatiotemporal
targeting of RPW8.2 and subsequent triggering of defense responses at the host-pathogen
interface to constrain fungal haustorium provides a physical explanation for RPW8-
mediated broad-spectrum mildew resistance (Wang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010).
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Figure 1-5.  RPW8.2 is Specifically Localized to the EHM.
Confocal images in (B) and (C) are taken from Wang et al., 2009. (A) A schematic
domain structure of RPW8.2 translationally fused to YFP.  TM = transmembrane domain.
(B) Col-0 plants expressing RPW8.2-YFP were examined using confocal microscopy at
4dpi with Gc-UCSC1.  Bright green sphere-like bodies indicate induction and
accumulation of RPW8.2-YFP.  Note the small fluorescent spots apparently on their way
to fuse with the big fluorescent body in the lower left insert.  Fungal structures were
stained red by propidium iodide (PI). (C) An isolated haustorium from (A) detailing
RPW8.2-YFP precisely localized at the EHM.
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Project Aims & Questions
Powdery mildew is one of the most widespread and devastating plant pathogens.
Despite being one of the most easily recognizable pathogens, powdery mildew (along
with other haustorium-forming pathogens causes significant economic and agricultural
loses.  The overall goal of this project is to understand the functional origin of RPW8 by
characterizing the function of the RPW8 homologs in Arabidopsis and Brassica.
Moreover, this project is aimed at further dissecting the signaling pathways and
molecular mechanisms of RPW8-mediated broad-spectrum disease resistance and to use
RPW8 as a delivery vehicle for achieving resistance against haustorium-forming
pathogens.
Aim 1:  Determine the molecular functions of multiple RPW8 homologs in
Arabidopsis and Brassica spp. RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 belong to a small gene family in
the Arabidopsis and Brassica lineages.  Interestingly, while the RPW8 homologs in
Arabidopsis, specifically HR1, HR2 and HR3, are evolutionarily conserved, their cellular
functions remains to be functionally characterized.  Moreover, our evolutionary studies
support the notion that the RPW8 has evolved from an HR3-like progenitor gene (Xiao et
al., 2004; Orgil et al., 2007).  Therefore, I aim to understand the functional origin of
RPW8 mediated disease resistance by characterizing the function of these homologs
(Chapter 2).
Aim 2:  Determine if the RPW8 homologs in Arabidopsis and Brassica are EHM-
resident proteins.  RPW8.2 represents the first host protein that is specifically targeted
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to the host-pathogen interface (the EHM) whereby it activates a defense response to
constrain the fungal haustorium.  Because RPW8 likely evolved from duplication and
functional diversification of an HR3-like progenitor gene, it is interesting to determine
whether the EHM-targeting feature of RPW8.2 is inherited from the more ancient family
members or acquired through neofunctionalization in RPW8.2 only. I thus aim to
determine the subcellular localization of several RPW8 family members in cells invaded
by the haustorium (Chapter 2).
Aim 3:  Determine the origin of the extra-haustorial membrane.
The extra-haustorial membrane represents the critical membrane or interface between the
host and pathogen that is presumably modified by both for their benefit.  Despite its
importance in host-pathogen interactions, little evidence has been presented regarding the
function and biogenesis/origin of the EHM.  The highly specific localization of RPW8.2
to the EHM together with the absence of plasma membrane proteins in the EHM (Koh et
al., 2005) suggests that the EHM is likely of host origin, and distinct from the host PM.
However, whether the EHM is derived from the PM or de novo synthesized remains to be
determined. I aim to take advantage of RPW8.2’s unique EHM localization to provide
evidence for the origin of the EHM (Chapter 3).
Aim 4:  Utilization of RPW8.2 to target antimicrobial cargos to the host-pathogen
interface.  RPW8.2 is specifically targeted to the host-pathogen interface of fungal and
oomycete pathogens, confers resistance in tobacco against powdery mildew (Xiao et al.,
2003a), and enhances basal defense against biotrophic pathogens (Wang et al., 2007).
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Therefore, our group devised a unique strategy to target antimicrobial peptides to the
host-pathogen interface using RPW8 as a delivery vehicle in an effort to increase
resistance in other plant species against haustorium-forming pathogens.  In (Chapter 4), I
highlight my contribution in our group efforts towards developing this strategy to
engineer novel resistance against powdery mildew.
Aim 5:  What are the trafficking cue(s) and molecular mechanisms for the specific
targeting of RPW8.2to the EHM? While RPW8.2 represents the first host protein
targeted to the host-pathogen interface, mechanisms of the haustorium-targeted
protein/membrane trafficking of RPW8.2 remains unclear.  Whether there exists a
trafficking cue at the EHM and what this cue might be are particularly intriguing
questions. In Chapter 5, I highlight my contribution to a group project that aims to
investigate whether bioactive phospholipids play any role in polarized protein trafficking
and host defense in relation to haustorial invasion.
Aim 6:  Identify novel components of the basal resistance mechanisms regulated by
RPW8. While the identification and functional characterization of a large repertoire of R
genes has greatly improved our knowledge of plant innate immunity, more work is
needed to identify novel regulatory components of R proteins to understand how they
work to activate resistance.   In (Chapter 6), I describe my preliminary work towards
characterizing the role of a DnaJ type chaperone (ATJ3) and a Phospholipase D (PLD )
in RPW8-mediated and basal resistance against powdery mildew in Arabidopsis.
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Chapter 2:  Functional Characterization of RPW8 Homologs in
Arabidopsis thaliana and Brassica oleracea
Introduction
The two homologous Arabidopsis R genes RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 comprise a
unique (albeit atypical) type of R genes (Dangl and Jones, 2001; Xiao et al., 2001).
RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 (referred hereafter to as RPW8 unless otherwise indicated) encode
small basic proteins containing an N-terminal TM domain (or signal peptide) and 1-2
CCs.  Yet, just like TIR-NB-LRR R genes, RPW8 activates EDS1/PAD4- and SA-
dependent defense responses including pathogenesis-related (PR) genes expression, H2O2
production and accumulation, and localized cell death at the site of infection (i.e.
hypersensitive response; HR).  However, unlike most NB-LRR R genes, which often
trigger race-specific resistance, RPW8 confers broad-spectrum resistance in Arabidopsis
to different powdery mildew species (Golovinomyces spp.) with diverse host-ranges.
How RPW8 renders broad-spectrum resistance via a conserved SA-dependent signaling
pathway remains an interesting question.  Our recent investigation on RPW8.2’s
subcellular localization reveals a spatiotemporal basis for the broad-spectrum nature of
RPW8-mediated resistance: RPW8.2 expression is induced in the fungus-invaded
epidermal cell and the RPW8.2 protein is specifically targeted to the extra-haustorial
membrane (EHM) that encases the fungal feeding structure named the haustorium,
whereby RPW8.2 activates defenses to constrain the haustorium (Wang et al., 2009;
Wang et al., 2010).  Thus, it appears that RPW8.2 contributes to the broad-spectrum
resistance against powdery mildew via activation of haustorium-targeted defense at the
EHM—the enigmatic, poorly characterized host-pathogen interfacial membrane.
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How RPW8.2 evolved the spatiotemporally controlled subcellular defense against
powdery mildew is not known. Our previous studies show that in addition to RPW8.1 and
RPW8.2, the RPW8 locus contains 3-4 homologs of RPW8 named HR1 (At3g50450),
HR2 (At3g50460), HR3(At3g50470), and HR4(At3g50480).  The syntenic RPW8 loci in
Brassica species also contain 3 homologous genes designated HRa, HRb and HRc.
Sequence analysis suggests that the RPW8 gene family in Arabidopsis probably
originated from an HR3-like progenitor gene (HR3-p), with RPW8.1 and RPW8.2, and
HR4 being the newest homologs (Xiao et al., 2004).  Whether RPW8.2’s defense
function and its EHM-targeting properties in particular, have evolved via duplication of
HR3-p and subsequent neo-functionalization has not been determined.  To this end,
functional characterization of HR3 (which most likely has retained the original function
of HR3-p) and other homologs should be revealing.  In this study, we obtained genetic
evidence to suggest that HR1, HR2, and HR3 in particular, contribute to basal resistance
in Arabidopsis.  Moreover, our cell biological studies indicate that all RPW8 homologs
examined can be targeted to the EHM when ectopically expressed in infected epidermal
cells. We thus propose that (i) HR3 may be a component of basal immunity, (ii) the
resistance function of RPW8.2 (and perhaps RPW8.1 also) is not an entirely new
innovation but rather an enhancement of the existing function of the more ancient
progenitor protein HR3-p, and (iii) the EHM-targeting properties must have been
acquired early in the evolution of the RPW8 protein family and retained by all members.
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Results
Overexpression of RPW8 Homologs Enhances Resistance to Powdery Mildew
To determine if the Arabidopsis RPW8 homologs are functional in defense against
Golovinomyces cichoracearum (Gc-UCSC1), we generated stable overexpression lines in
the Arabidopsis accession Col-0 containing the single gene mutation (glabrous, gl1-1)
(Col-gl).  Col-0 lacks RPW8.1 and RPW8.2, and is susceptible to Gc-UCSC1 (Xiao, et
al., 2001).  For each homolog, the genomic sequence of the respective gene including
approximately 1000 bp of the 5  UTR/promoter region, (496bp in the case of HR3), was
placed under control of the 35S promoter.  Independent transgenic lines were passed
down to T3 and T4 generations were tested for their disease reactions to powdery
mildew.  Five to ten independent lines for 35S-HR1, 35S-HR2 and 35S-HR3, but not 35S-
HR4, displayed a varied but marked increase in resistance to powdery mildew in
comparison to the susceptible, RPW8-lacking wild-type (WT) Col-gl (Figure 2-1A).
Col-0 plants expressing NahG, a bacterial gene encoding a SA hydrolase that depletes
SA, showed enhanced disease susceptibility (eds) to the pathogen, implying that SA-
dependent basal resistance is active in Col-0 wild-type plants (Figure 2-1A and C).
Disease quantification showed that 35S::HR1, 35S::HR2, and 35S::HR3 lines exhibited
four-to-five fold reduction in total number of spores produced per milligram of fresh
infected leaf tissue, whereas 35S-HR4 lines were as susceptible as Col-gl (Figure 2-1A
and C).  Reverse-transcription (RT)-PCR showed that expression levels of these RPW8
homologs in the respective transgenic lines were roughly 10-12x higher than those of the
endogenous genes in the wild-type plants (Figure 2-1B).  However, none of the Col-
NahG plants expressing 35::HR1, 35S::HR2 or 35S::HR3 showed an obvious enhanced
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Figure 2-1. Overexpression of RPW8 Homologs Enhances Resistance to Powdery
Mildew.
(A) Disease reaction phenotypes of representative leaves of T3 Col-gl lines overexpressing HR1, HR2,
HR3 or HR4 infected with Gc-UCSC1. Col-gl and Col-nahG were used as control.  Pictures were
taken at 12dpi. (B) RT-PCR analysis of representative overexpression lines and Col-gl using gene-
specific primers (top panels). UBC21 was used as control (bottom panels).  cDNA was synthesized
using total RNA prepared from uninfected plants.  PCR was done with 24 (UBC21) or 30 (other
genes) cycles.  ImageJ used to estimate band intensities. (C) Quantitative assay of disease
susceptibility.  Data represent means+SE. Asterisks indicate significance at P < 0.01 compared with
Col-gl based on Student’s t test data represent means ± SEM (n=4) from one of three representative
experiments. (D) Control vs. independent T1 lines expressing BoHRa.  Distorted growth phenotypes
of independent lines indicated by red arrows (>24 tested). (E) EDR phenotype for independent
35S::BoHRa T1 lines compared to control plants with Gc-UCSC1 at 12dpi.
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mildew resistance (data not shown), suggesting that similar to RPW8.1 and RPW8.2
(Xiao et al., 2003b; Xiao et al., 2005), these RPW8 homologs also function via a SA-
dependent signaling pathway.
The Brassica oleracea genome contains three RPW8 homologs named BoHRa,
BoHRb, and BoHRc and they share >90% sequence identity at the protein level (Xiao et
al., 2004).  Whether these genes play a role in disease resistance in B. oleracea is not
known.  To test if these B. oleracea homologs have similar function as the Arabidopsis
RPW8 homologs, we ectopically expressed BoHRa from the 35S promoter in Arabidopsis
Col-gl plants.  About 12 T1 plants transgenic for 35S::BoHRa exhibited stunted and/or
distorted growth with varying degrees of necrotic cell death in leaves (Figure 2-1D),
likely as a result of BoHRa overexpression.  Upon infection with Gc-UCSC1, a
noticeable enhanced resistance was observed for those T1 plants (Figure 2-1E).
Combined, the above results suggest that both Arabidopsis and Brassica RPW8
homologs, excluding HR4, may be functional genes in conferring basal resistance to
powdery mildew.
Genetic Depletion of HR1, HR2, or HR3 Results in Enhanced Disease Susceptibility
In order to provide additional evidence for the role of the RPW8 homologs in
basal resistance against powdery mildew, we obtained one or two T-DNA insertion lines
from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center (ABRC) for HR1, HR2, or HR3 (no
informative T-DNA lines available for HR4) to determine if knocking down or knocking
out any of these genes would result in an eds phenotype to powdery mildew infection.
The T-DNA insertion positions of these SALK lines were validated (Figure 2-2A) and
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the mutant alleles were purified by backcrossing to Col-0 once.  Subsequent RT-PCR
analysis using mildew-infected leaves of the homozygous lines at 3 days post inoculation
(dpi) (Figure 2-2B) showed that SALK _093095 had no detectable expression of HR2
thus is probably HR2-null (designated hr2-ko1), that SALK _122954 and
WiscDsLox420C08 had no detectable expression of HR3 thus is probably HR3-null
(designated hr3-ko1 and hr3-ko2, respectively) and SALK _056764 had reduced (~10%
of the wild-type level) expression of HR1 thus is HR1-knocked down (hr1-kd1).
To assess whether HR1-kd1, HR2-ko1, HR3-ko1 and HR3-ko2 have compromised
basal resistance to powdery mildew, we first visually monitored the development of the
disease phenotypes of these mutant plants along with Col-0 and Col-NahG.  All of the
four T-DNA lines exhibited a small but noticeable increase in fungal mass on the leaf
surface in comparison with Col-0, although they were not as susceptible as Col-NahG
(Figure 2-2C).  Subsequent quantification of these disease phenotypes showed that plants
of these four mutant lines produced approximately 1.4 to 1.5 times of total fungal spores
relative to that in Col-0 while Col-NahG supported nearly twice as many spores than Col-
0 (Figure 2-2D).  These observations, together with the data from overexpression
analyses, indicate that HR1, HR2 and HR3 are functional genes that contribute to basal
resistance to powdery mildew via the conserved SA-dependent signaling pathway.
These results also lend support to our hypothesis that RPW8 has evolved from
HR3-p to bolster resistance against aggressive powdery mildew pathogens by enhancing
the basal resistance function of HR3-p and raise a question as to whether RPW8-mediated
mildew resistance requires the more ancient function of the HR3 gene.  To address this
question, we introduced by crossing hr3-ko1 into a Col-gl transgenic line (designated S5)
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Figure 2-2.  Genetic Depletion of HR1, HR2 and HR3 Enhances Susceptibility to
Powdery Mildew.
(A) Schematic gene structures and location and direction of T-DNA insertion lines for HR1, HR2 and
HR3 (arrowheads). hr1-kd1: SALK_056764 (+778ACTCAA.. ..CAAATG+789). hr2-ko1:
SALK_093095 (+582TATGGC.. ..CAAGAT+593). hr3-ko1: SALK_122954
(+972AAGAAA.. ..ACGGAA+983). hr3-ko2: WiscDsLox420C08 (+361AATTTA.. ..AATAGTT+372).
Drawing approximate in scale. (B) RT-PCR analysis of T-DNA insertion lines.  Top panels (left to
right) - HR1, HR2, or HR3 using gene-specific primers within Exon 1 upstream of all T-DNA
insertions.  Bottom panels (all) - UBC21.  Infected leaves at 3dpi were subjected to RT-PCR (30
cycles). (C) Disease phenotypes of infected leaves representative from indicated kd, ko and control
lines at 12dpi. (D) Quantitative assay of disease susceptibility.  Data represent means ± SEM (n=4)
from one of three representative experiments.  Student’s t test was used to calculate P value for each
genotype compared with Col-0 and Col-0 compared to Col-NahG. (* = p < .05). (E) Disease
phenotypes of representative S5 (Col-gl transgenic for RPW8) and hr3-ko1/S5 plants (top) and
infected leaves (bottom) at 12dpi.  Eight independent F3 hr3-ko1/S5lines were tested.
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homozygous for a single copy of the 6.2-kb genomic fragment containing both RPW8.1
and RPW8.2 and their respective promoters from the Ms-0 accession (Xiao et al., 2003).
We challenged F3 progenies that are homozygous for both the RPW8 transgene and hr3-
ko1 with Gc-UCSC1 and found no obvious phenotypic changes in comparison to S5
plants (Figure 2-2E).  This result suggests that HR3 (and most likely the other RPW8
homologs) are not essential for RPW8-mediated mildew resistance.
RPW8 Homologs Are Likely Functionally Redundant
Previously we reported that HR1, HR2, and HR3 appear to have been subjected to
purifying selection (Xiao et al., 2004; Orgil et al., 2007), implying a functional
conservation and redundancy among these three genes.  To address this question, we
explored an approach to simultaneously silence HR1, HR2 and HR3 using artificial micro
RNA (amiRNA) genes considering that these three genes are tandemly arrayed in a
<10kb region, genetic recombination of the T-DNA insertion alleles in the same
background would be extremely difficult.  We utilized the design principles and web-
based tool at http://wmd3.weigelworld.org/ to find an optimum target site for 21-mer
based amiRNA fragments (Schwab et al., 2006).  One of the best candidate amiRNA was
derived from the middle region of the 2nd exon of HR1, HR2, and HR3 (Figure 2-3A).
We introduced this construct (designated HR1-3ami) into Col-gl and found that eight of
24 mildew-infected transgenic T1 plants exhibited an eds phenotype at 12dpi (data not
shown).  T2 progenies from four independent T1 lines further tested with Gc-UCSC1.
These plants showed a similar eds phenotype in comparison to Col-gl plants noticeable at
12dpi (Figure 2-3B), which was further validated by quantitative assays (Figure 2-3C).
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These HR1-3ami lines were slightly more susceptible than hr3-ko1 in our multiple
infection tests, but the difference between them was not statistically significant.  RT-PCR
analysis with two representative HR1-3ami lines at 2dpi showed that expression levels
were reduced to 60-65% for HR1, 50-60% for HR2 and 55-57% for HR3 of their
respective wild-type levels in Col-gl (Figure 2-3D), which is in agreement with the eds
phenotypes of the HR1-3ami lines.
Expression of HR3 by the RPW8.2 Promoter Enhances Resistance to Powdery
Mildew
Expression of both RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 are induced by powdery mildew (Xiao et
al., 2003b; Wang et al., 2009).  We thus determined if HR1, HR2, and HR3 exhibit
similar transcriptional regulation.  RT-PCR analysis showed that expression of HR1, HR2
and HR3 before powdery mildew inoculation was detectable at low levels while their
expression increased ~2.5-4x at 42 hours post inoculation (hpi) (Figure 2-4B),
suggesting that the promoters of these three genes are also powdery mildew responsive.
We also tested whether expression of HR3 from the RPW8.2 promoter (~1.8kb 5´ of the
ATG start codon of RPW8.2) could improve resistance activated by HR3.  Ten of thirty
T1 plants transgenic for R82p::HR3 showed enhanced disease resistance (edr) to Gc-
UCSC1 while 3-4 of them also showed spontaneous HR-like cell death (SHL) that could
be further accelerated by powdery mildew infection and soon engulf the whole leaf
(Figure 2-4C).  These results indicate that the RPW8.2 promoter is likely stronger, at
least after several dpi, than that of HR3 which is < 500bp (as the entire intergenic region
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Figure 2-3. HR1, HR2 and HR3 are Likely Functionally Redundant.
(A) Schematic illustration of HR1, HR2 and HR3 with an approximate location of the
designed amiRNA 21-mer (TGTTTAGTGTTCATATCGGAC) within the 2nd exon of
each homolog. (B) Disease phenotypes of representative infected leaves from
independent T2 lines of HR1-3ami/Col-gl in comparison to the control lines at 12dpi.
(C) Quantitative assay of disease susceptibility.  Data represent means ± SEM (n=4) from
one of three representative experiments.  Student’s t test was used to calculate P values
for comparisons to Col-gl (* = p < .05, ** = p < .01) and hr3-ko1 (see bracket values).
(D) RT-PCR analysis of two representative HR1-3ami lines and a control line for HR1,
HR2, HR3 and UBC21 (as indicated).  Infected leaves at 2dpi were subjected to RT-PCR
(30 cycles).
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upstream of the ATG start codon of HR3 is only 497bp) and probably contributes to
RPW8.2’s resistance activity in Ms-0.
However, given that RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 share only 40-66% sequence identity
at the protein level to HR1, HR2, and HR3 (Xiao et al., 2004), it is likely that protein
sequence diversification of RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 from these three homologs mainly
explains RPW8-mediated resistance. One obvious difference between the two groups of
proteins is that RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 had shorter C-tails compared to HR1, HR2 and
particularly HR3 (Figure 2-4A).  We thus wondered if loss of some C-terminal amino
acids had contributed to functional enhancement of RPW8.1 and RPW8.2.  To get
evidence for this speculation, we made an HR3 mutant gene (HR3 Ct65) whose product
has a truncation of the C-terminal 65 amino acids (AAs) and expressed it from the
RPW8.2 promoter.  As shown in (Figure 2-4B, D and E), ten of 30 T1 lines transgenic
for RPW8.2p::HR3 Ct65 showed similar enhanced mildew resistance compared to
RPW8.2p::HR3 transgenic plants.  Interestingly, three independent lines had reduced
stature and extensive SHL (data not shown).  This phenotype is reminiscent of the S6
line (in Col-gl) that contains multiple copies of RPW8 (Xiao et al., 2003b).  These results
suggest that the long C-terminus of HR3 may have a self-inhibitory function and partial
loss of this portion in RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 might have been one mechanism for the
functional evolution of these two R genes.
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Figure 2-4.  Expression of HR3 by the RPW8.2p Enhances Resistance to Powdery
Mildew.
(A) Alignment of HR3 and RPW8.2 using ClustalW and shaded using the BOXSHADE
server (http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/BOX_form.html).  Highest conserved
sequence underlined in red. (B) RT-PCR analysis for HR1, HR2 and HR3 and UBC21 in
Col-0 prior to or at 42hpi (30 cycles). (C) Independent T1 lines expressing HR3 (top
panel) or HR3 Ct65 (lower panel) by the RPW8.2 promoter.  Note about 1/3rd of T1 plants
exhibited SHL and enhanced resistance to powdery mildew (red arrows). (D)
Representative infected leaves from independent T3 lines in comparison to Col-0 at
10dpi. (E) Quantitative assay of disease susceptibility.  Data represent means ± SEM
(n=4) from one of three representative experiments.  Student’s t test was used to calculate
P values for comparison to Col-0 (* = p < .05, ** = p < .01).
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Despite Being Microscopically Undetectable, Expression of HR3-YFP Results in
Necrotic Cell Death
Given that all the RPW8 family members are predicted to contain an N-terminal
TM domain and 1-2 coiled-coils, and that HR1, HR2, HR3 appears to be functional
genes, it is likely that all of them are EHM-resident proteins.  To test this, we thus
translationally fused YFP to the C-terminus of HR1, HR2, HR3 and HR4 and placed
these fusion genes under control of their respective native promoters (NP) (see Methods).
These DNA constructs were introduced in Col-0 and >30 independent T1 transgenic lines
were analyzed.  Unexpectedly, we were unable to detect any fluorescent signal prior to or
post inoculation with Gc-UCSC1 in 5-6 week-old plants (data not shown).  Interestingly,
while plants transgenic for NP::HR1-YFP, NP::HR2-YFP, and NP::HR4-YFP appeared
phenotypically normal in stature and development, ~55% of plants transgenic for
NP::HR3-YFP exhibited varying degrees of stunted growth and leaf necrosis (Figure 2-
5A and B – far left panel).  Surprisingly, despite the stunted growth of rosette leaves,
these plants seemed to have normal root development (Figure 2-5B – middle left panel).
These observations suggest that these constructs are likely expressed but the fusion
proteins are either toxic (in the case of HR3) and/or rapidly degraded.  All transgenic
lines for NP::HR1-YFP, NP::HR2-YFP and NP::HR4-YFP are susceptible to powdery
mildew (data not shown).  Notably, NP::HR3-YFP-expressing plants appeared  less
susceptible (or moderately resistant) to Gc-UCSC1, as fungal growth was partially
suppressed by the necrotic cell death that became exacerbated by mildew infection
(Figure 2-5B – right panels).
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Figure 2-5.  HR#-YFP Proteins are Undetectable and Expression of HR3-YFP
Results in Necrotic Cell Death.
(A) NP::HR1-YFP, NP::HR2-YFP and NP::HR4-YFP transgenic T1 lines (>30 tested)
are phenotypically indistinguishable from wild-type plants. (B) Far left panel-
Transgenic plants for NP::HR3-YFP exhibit varying degrees of i) stunted growth, ii) SHL
and iii) leaf necrosis.  Middle left panel- normal root development for NP::HR3-YFP T1
lines.  Right panels- HR3p::HR3-YFP lines at 5dpi with Gc-UCSC1.  Red arrows indicate
independent lines experiencing an exacerbation of cell death and leaf necrosis. (C) Cell
death phenotypes of Independent T1 lines expressing indicated DNA constructs.
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The fact that there was no detectable YFP signal from any of the C-terminally
tagged HR1-YFP, HR2-YFP, HR3-YFP and HR4-YFP fusion proteins is in sharp
contrast to our early finding concerning RPW8.2-YFP’s specific localization in the EHM
(Wang et al., 2009).  To understand this discrepancy, we first expressed HR3-YFP with
the RPW8.2 promoter in Col-gl. No YFP signal was observed either (data not shown)
while similar cell death was observed (Figure 2-5C).  Next, knowing that the aspartate-
to-glycine mutation at position 116 (D116G) in RPW8.2 could abolish RPW8.2-triggered
HR (Orgil et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009), we introduced this mutation into HR3 to make
NP::HR3D116G-YFP.  Transgenic assays indicated that the D116G mutation could not
suppress cell death from HR3-YFP (Figure 2-5C) and the fusion protein still remained
“invisible” (data not shown), suggesting that HR cell death activated by RPW8.2 is
mechanistically distinct from the necrotic cell death caused by HR3-YFP.  To see if the
removal of the presumable self-inhibitory C-terminal 65 AAs of HR3 could alleviate the
cell death from HR3-YFP and/or enable substantial accumulation of HR3-YFP, we
examined transgenic plants expressing NP::HR3 Ct65-YFP.  However, no noticeable
effect was observed in the T1 transgenic plants (Figure 2-5C).  Lastly, we made a mutant
HR3 in which the encoded product is truncated for the C-terminal 26 AAs and contains
the G186D mutation to make an SDDS C-terminus as seen in RPW8.2, such that this
mutant HR3 Ct26/G186D structurally resembles RPW8.2 most (Figure 2-4A).
Unfortunately, no YFP signal was detected from T1 plants transgenic for
NP::HR3 Ct26/G186D-YFP while similar cell death was readily observed (Figure 2-5C).
Based on the above results we reasoned that unlike RPW8.2 (Wang et al., 2009),  an
intact C-terminus may be required for protein stability for HR1, HR2, HR3 and HR4, and
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a C-terminal fusion with YFP would make these fusion proteins unstable and/or toxic (in
the case of HR3).  We also inferred that the N-terminal portion of HR3 (AA1-148) must
possess the capacity to activate inappropriate cell death if the likely self-inhibitory C-
terminus is perturbed, and that this property of HR3 must have been lost in RPW8.2
perhaps as part of its functional diversification from the HR3-p progenitor.
To test the above speculation, we created chimeric domain swap constructs
between the N- and C-terminal domains of RPW8.2 and HR3 where the N-terminal
domains were defined based on the predicted end of the 2nd coiled-coil domain for each
protein (HR31-147=HR3n and RPW8.21-145=R82n) using the web-based prediction
software (COILS) (Lupas et al., 1991).  The C-terminal 66 aa of HR3 (HR3c) were
translationally fused to the N-terminal sequence of RPW8.2 and the C-terminal 29 aa of
RPW8.2 (R82c) were fused to the N-terminal sequence of HR3, and these chimeric genes
were fused with YFP at the C-terminus (Figure 2-6A).  More than 25 transgenic T1
plants and five T2 lines were examined for each chimeric construct.  Interestingly, we
found that R82n-HR3c-YFP was functional in defense activation and localized to the
EHM induced by Gc-UCSC1 in a similar manner as RPW8.2-YFP (Figure 2-6B&C –
left panels), suggesting that R82n is essential for the stability, defense and targeting
properties of RPW8.2 while R82c is dispensable. In contrast, HR3n-R82c-YFP expressed
from either the HR3 or the RPW8.2 promoter was undetectable (Figure 2-6C – right
panel), which is consistent with the results from the C-terminally YFP tagged HR3
mutants (Figure 2-5).  However, T1 plants transgenic for HR3n-R82c-YFP lines s did
not develop necrotic cell death and stunted phenotypes observed in HR3-YFP transgenic
lines and were fully susceptible to Gc-UCSC1 (Figure 2-6B&C – right panels). This
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Figure 2-6.  Chimeric R82n-HR3c is Functional While HR3n-R82c Remains
Undetectable.
(A)  Schematic drawing of the chimeric R82n-HR3c and HR3n-R82c genes in fusion
with YFP driven either by the RPW8.2 or HR3 promoter.  HR3n=HR31-147,
R82n=RPW8.21-145, HR3c=HR3148-213 and R82c=RPW8.2146-174. (B) Phenotypes of the
indicated genotypes.  Representative leaves from infected plants at 12dpi were shown to
reflect the functionality of the DNA constructs. (C) Protein expression and localization
analysis. Note that R82n-HR3c-YFP is detected at the EHM, whereas HR3n-R82c-YFP
was undetectable.
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implies that R82c may be able to suppress HR3n-mediated inappropriate cell death.
Alternatively, HR3n-R82c-YFP was very unstable and could not accumulate to a level
sufficient for triggering cell death.  A more detailed structure-function analysis between
HR3 and RPW8.2 is needed to reveal the molecular and evolutionary mechanisms
underlying the functional differences between these two related proteins.
All Examined RPW8 Homologs Are Localized to the Extrahaustorial Membrane
From the above analysis, we were unable to determine if the RPW8 homologs are
also EHM-resident proteins due to the unknown intrinsic constraints associated with C-
terminal YFP tagging.  Neither did we succeed in detection of internally YFP-tagged
HR3 by microscopy (data not shown).  Previously we reported that N-terminally YFP
tagged RPW8.2 (YFP-RPW8.2), despite its loss of function in defense, was specifically
targeted to the EHM in cells invaded by the haustorium (Wang et al., 2010). We thus
reasoned that N-terminal YFP-tagging may be used to investigate the subcellular
localization of the RPW8 homologs.  Therefore, we made DNA constructs in which HR1,
HR2, HR3, HR4, and two B. oleracea homologs BoHRa and BoHRc, were individually
fused with YFP at their N-termini.  These DNA constructs were stably expressed from
the 35S promoter in Col-gl.  Before infection, YFP signal from each of the six fusion
proteins appeared to be distributed in or around the plasma membrane (PM) (Figure 2-
7A).  Interestingly, YFP puncta were observed along the plasma membrane in some lines
for all six fusion proteins (see YFP-HR3 and YFP-BoHRa as examples) and YFP signal
was occasionally found in proximity to the nucleus (see YFP-HR2 and YFP-HR3)
(Figure 2-7A).  To determine if the observed YFP signal was indeed in the PM,
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Figure 2-7.  N-terminally Fused RPW8 Family Member Proteins are Localized to
the Plasma Membrane.
(A) Localization patterns of N-terminally YFP-tagged RPW8 homologs (excluding
BoHRb) stably expressed from 35S in Col-gl.  YFP signal was pseudo-colored green
while autofluorescent chloroplasts (in some instances) are pseudo-colored red.  Bars =
20µm. (B) Co-localization betweenYFP-HR3 and FM4-64. Bars = 20µm.  Leaf sections
were treated with FM4-64 and imaged at 15-30min after treatment. (C) Plasmolysis of
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cells expressing 35S::YFP-HR3.  Leaf sections were first stained with FM4-64 for 15-
30min and then treated with 1M NaCl for ~2-3min before imaging. Bars = 20µm.  Note
the YFP puncta align nicely with FM4-64 stained PM.
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treated leaf sections of transgenic lines expressing each of the six fusion proteins (YFP-
HR3 was shown as a representative) with FM4-64, a lipophilic dye to allow visualization
of the PM and other endomembranes, and subsequently added 1M NaCl to induce
plasmolysis.  We found that the YFP signal in all cases co-localized nicely with the FM4-
64 stained PM before and post plasmolysis (Figure 2-7B and C), indicating that these
YFP-tagged proteins are localized to the PM.
I then challenged these transgenic lines with Gc-UCSC1 to examine the
localization of these fusion proteins in epidermal cells invaded by haustoria.
Interestingly, we found that all of the six YFP-fusion proteins appeared to be
preferentially or even exclusively targeted to the EHM in epidermal cells invaded by
haustoria (Figure 2-8A), similar to our observation with YFP-RPW8.2 (Wang et al.,
2010).  The EHM-localization of these fusion proteins were confirmed by the precise
colocalization between YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2-RFP at the EHM (Figure 2-8B).  To
exclude the possibility that EHM-localization of these fusion proteins was caused by
overexpression of these fusion proteins, I also generated transgenic lines expressing YFP-
HR1, YFP-HR2, and YFP-HR3 from the RPW8.2 promoter.  As predicted, expression of
from these fusion proteins was mostly confined to haustorium-invaded cells and YFP
signals were mostly or exclusively found in the EHM (Figure 2-8C).  All T1 transgenic
plants expressing these fusion proteins (>20 for each construct) were as susceptible as
Col-gl to Gc-UCSC1 (Figure 2-8C – right panels), confirming the non-functional nature
of these fusion proteins in defense activation.  To rule out the possibility that membrane
proteins may be targeted by default to the EHM in the haustorium-invaded cells during
the biogenesis of the EHM, we expressed two YFP tagged PM-localized membrane
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proteins, LTI6b (Koh et al., 2005), and SPY131 (Uemura et al., 2004) in Col-gl from the
RPW8.2 promoter.  Both YFP-LTI6b (data not shown) and YFP-SYP131 (Figure 2-8D)
showed exclusive PM localization in haustorium-invaded cells, indicating the EHM-
targeting of the YFP-tagged RPW8 homologs is attributable to the properties of these
proteins rather than as a consequence of activation of a default EHM-oriented trafficking
pathway.  Our recent analysis on RPW8.1 also indicates that RPW8.1-YFP can also be
targeted to the EHM when expressed from the RPW8.2 promoter (Wang et al., under
review).
Intriguingly, we also noticed that these N-terminally YFP tagged RPW8
homologs showed focal accumulation around the fungal penetration site, where a callosic
papilla is formed and is visualized by Sirofluor staining (see Methods) (one
representative shown in Figure 2-9A).  A papilla is part of a cell wall apposition where
defense chemicals, including callose ( -1,3-glucan) are deposited in response to fungal
penetration (Bushnell and Bergquist, 1975; Aist, 1976; Huckelhoven et al., 1999).  This
localization pattern is reminiscent of PEN1/SYP121, a syntaxin involved in penetration
resistance (which is likely required for a timely assembly of papillae) (Collins et al.,
2003a; Assaad et al., 2004; Kwon et al., 2008).  To determine the precise localization of
YFP-HR3 (as a representative) in relation to papillae, we looked at the invaded cells at
higher magnification and found that YFP-HR3 was not always exactly colocalized with
callose, as it was more concentrated in the middle and the rim of the bull's eye shape of
the callosic papillae (Figure 2-9B).  These observations suggest that the endogenous
HR3 protein and proteins of other RPW8 homologs are targeted to the papillae, whereby
they may serve a
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Figure 2-8. All RPW8 Homologs are Localized to the Extrahaustorial Membrane.
(A) Representative images showing localization of the indicated YFP fusion proteins.
Host PM and fungal haustoria were stained by propidium iodide.  Images were taken
from infected leaves at 42hpi.  Bars = 10µm. (B) Serial images of a representative Z-
stack projection showing the colocalization between YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2-RFP at the
EHM.  Bars = 10µm. (C) Representative images showing the localization of the
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indicated fusion protein expressed from the RPW8.2 promoter (left panels) and
representative infected leaves (at 12dpi) for the indicated transgenic lines (right panel).
Bars = 10µm. (D) Localization of GFP-SYP131 expressed from the RPW8.2 promoter.
Fungal structures were stained by propidium iodide.  Yellow arrows indicate
differentiating haustoria.  Bars = 20µm.
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yet-to-be determined cellular function, contributing to basal resistance against powdery
mildew as revealed by our earlier genetic results (Figure 2-1/2/3/4).
YFP-HR3 is Translocalized to the Callosic Papilla Region via a BFA-Sensitive
Endosomal Recycling Pathway
Because powdery mildew-induced YFP-HR3's focal accumulation at the
penetration site was not significantly affected by cycloheximide (CHX) treatment (see
Chapter 3), it is very likely that the PM-localized YFP-HR3 is trans-localized to the
papilla via an endosomal recycling pathway.  A recent study reveals that focal
accumulation of YFP-PEN1 and callose deposition at the fungal penetration site engage a
brefeldin A (BFA)-sensitive endosomal recycling pathway (Nielsen et al., 2012). We thus
tested if YFP-HR3's localization to the papilla is BFA sensitive.  We treated leaves of
plants transgenic for 35S::YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2p:: RPW8.2-RFP with BFA (300 µM)
and examined the leaf sections at 30 and 45hpi.  As expected, YFP-HR3 in control leaves
treated with 1%  DMSO water solution was found in the PM, the callosic papilla, and the
EHM (as shown by precise colocalization with RPW8.2-RFP) (Figure 2-10A and B;
Suppl-Figure 2-1).  However, in BFA-treated leaves, while YFP-HR3 exhibited normal
PM and EHM localization and RPW8.2-RFP showed EHM-specific localization, focal
accumulation of YFP-HR3 was significantly reduced (~78%) in comparison with that in
DMSO control leaves (Figure 2-10A-C; Suppl-Figure 2-1).  Callose deposition in the
papilla showed a similar reduction (~86%), nicely correlating with the reduction of the
YFP-HR3 signal in the papilla (Figure 2-10A-C; Suppl-Figure 2-1).  Based on these
observations, we conclude that (i) YFP-HR3's translocalization from the PM to the
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papilla is via a BFA-sensitive endosomal recycling pathway that is likely also engaged
for callose deposition at the penetration site, and that (ii) EHM-localization of newly
synthesized YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2-YFP recruit a BFA-insensitive, most likely the
biosynthetic secretory pathway.
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Figure 2-9.  YFP-RPW8 Homologs Show Focal Accumulation Around the Fungal
Penetration Site.
(A) An image showing that YFP-HR3 expressed from 35S is localized to the PM and the
fungal penetration site where callose and other defense molecules are deposited to form
papillae.  Callose is visualized by Sirofluor staining.  Bars = 20µm. (B) A single optical
section image showing heterogeneous distribution of YFP-HR3 at the penetration site
where callose is deposited.  Note the incomplete overlapping between YFP-HR3 and
callose.  Bars = 5µm. (C) A representative Z-stack projection showing that YFP-RPW8
is only in the EHM localization but rarely found  in or near the fungal penetration site
where callose accumulates ( indicated by an arrow).  Bars = 10µm.
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Figure 2-10.  Translocalization of YFP-HR3 to the Penetration Site is BFA-
Sensitive.
(A - B) Representative images showing localization of YFP-HR3 to the PM, the papilla,
and the EHM in haustorium-invaded cells at 30hpi (A) or 45hpi (B).  Detached leaves
from plants stably co-expressing 35S::YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2p::R82-RFP were treated
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with either 1% DMSO buffer or 300µM BFA at ~6hpi (see Methods).  The EHM was
highlighted by RPW8.2-RFP and the callose was stained by Sirfluor (indicated by an
arrow).  Note that both YFP-HR3 and callose were diminished in the papilla due to BFA
treatment.  Bars = 20µm. (C) Quantification of relative fluorescence intensity for YFP-
HR3 and Sirofluor-stained callose at the papilla in images captured in (A).  Data
represent means ± SEM (n=6) from one of two independent experiments.  Student’s t test
was used to compare the differences between treatments (** = p < .01, *** = p < .001).
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Suppl-Figure 2-1.  Localization of YFP-HR3 to the Penetration Site is BFA-
Sensitive.
(A) Additional images showing localization of constitutively YFP-HR3 to the PM, the
papilla, and the EHM in haustorium-invaded cells at 30hpi.  Detached leaves from plants
stably co-expressing 35S::YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2p::R82-RFP were treated with either
1% DMSO buffer or 300µM BFA at ~6hpi (see Methods).  The EHM was highlighted by
RPW8.2-RFP and the callose was stained by Sirfluor and (indicated by an arrow).  Bars =
20µm.
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Suppl-Figure 2-2.  The YFP-tagged N-terminal Coiled Coil Domain of AtNRG1.2 is
Not Localized at the EHM.
(A)  Alignment of the consensus amino acid sequence of the AtRPW8 family members
and the CCR domain of AtNRG1.2.  The sequences were aligned by ClustalW and shaded
using the BOXSHADE server.  The two putative EHM-targeting sequences (R/K-X-R/K-
X-R/K) for the RPW8 family members are indicated with red lines.  The second motif
appears to be partially conserved between AtNRG1.2 and the RPW8 family members.
(B)   Localization of CCRAtNRG1.2-YFP from mildew-infected leaf epidermal cells
expressing 35S:: CCRAtNRG1.2-YFP.  Note that YFP signal was predominantly found in the
PM but absent from where the EHM may be present.  Fungal structures (red) were




In this study, we have shown that (i) HR3, the presumptive progenitor of the
RPW8 family,  and other family members play a positive role in basal resistance and that
(ii) specific EHM-localization is probably a conserved feature for the RPW8 family.
Thus, evolution of RPW8.2 (and RPW8.1)-mediated broad-spectrum mildew resistance
represents functional improvement/renovation rather than an entirely new invention from
the more ancient family members.
Functional Diversification of RPW8.2 from HR3
Based on sequence analysis, we previously inferred that RPW8.1 (and HR4)
evolved from RPW8.2, and RPW8.2 in turn evolved from duplication and functional
diversification from an HR3-like progenitor gene (Xiao et al., 2004). In this study, we
found that HR3 and other family members including RPW8.1 (Wang et al., manuscript
under review) and two Brassica olerecea homologs examined are all likely EHM
residents.  This suggests that EHM-targeting is a unique feature of subcellular
localization originated in an early stage of the evolution of the RPW8 family and has
been maintained for millions of years before the separation of Arabidopsis from the
Brassica lineage.  In addition, our genetic data showed that HR1, HR2 and HR3, which
are present in all Arabidopsis accessions with very low levels of intraspecific
polymorphism (thus are likely under purifying selection) (Xiao et al., 2001; Xiao et al.,
2004; Orgil et al., 2007), appear to contribute to basal resistance to powdery mildew
(Figure 2-1 and 2).  Thus, we conclude that RPW8.2’s capability in triggering
haustorium-targeted defense is not an entirely new innovation, but rather stemmed from
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that of HR3.  Indeed, the two likely EHM-targeting motifs identified through a
comprehensive mutational analysis of RPW8.2 are mostly conserved among the family
members (Suppl-Figure 2-2A, Wang et al., manuscript under review), and similar to
RPW8-mediated resistance, HR3-overexpression mediated enhanced resistance to Gc-
UCSC1 is also SA-dependent.  It is therefore possible that the semi-dominant resistance
gene RPW8.2 has evolved to increase the strength of defense response to counterattack
more adapted and aggressive powdery mildew pathogens, whereas HR1, HR2, and HR3
may activate basal level of resistance function against less adapted powdery mildew or
potentially other haustorium-forming pathogens while minimizing the cost of resistance
in the absence of any pathogen that appears to be associated with expression of RPW8
(Orgil et al., 2007).  A critical question then is how RPW8.2-mediated resistance is
mechanistically renovated from the original function of HR3.  Our present studies
provided some insights onto this question. First, while RPW8.2-YFP appears to be
mostly functional and accumulates at high levels at the EHM, HR3-YFP is toxic, as
reported by a stunted phenotype of transgenic lines (Figure 2-5), and unfortunately
cannot accumulate to a level detectable in the cells.  This suggests that the C-tail of HR3
may serve an auto-inhibitory domain and needs to be intact for proper function/behavior
of HR3, whereas this constraint is relaxed for RPW8.2.  Interestingly, results from our
domain swapping experiments indicate that it is the difference in the N-terminal portion
(RPW8.2Nt1-145 and HR3Nt1-147) that underlies the major functional diversification between
RPW8.2 and HR3.  This conclusion was based on our observation that the chimeric
protein R82n-HR3c-YFP behaved similarly as RPW8.2-YFP in defense and EHM-
targeting whereas HR3n-R82c-YFP did not confer resistance and the protein was not
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detectable (Figure 2-6).  There are 28 non-similar and 14 similar aa substitutions, and
two aa insertion/deletion between RPW8.2 and HR3 in the 1-147 aa region.  A detailed
mutational analysis is needed to nail down the residues that determine the functional
divergence.  Second, because YFP-RPW8, though not functional in defense activation, is
also targeted to the EHM (Wang et al., 2010), we reason that subcellular localization of
YFP-HR3 may also faithfully reports that of the native HR3 protein.  It is thus worth
noting that YFP-HR3 but not YFP-RPW8.2 (Figure 2-9), was found in the papillae when
expressed either from the 35S or RPW8.2 promoter.  This suggests that a signal for
papillae localization in HR3 might have been lost in RPW8.2.  Given that PEN1 and
MLO, two genetically defined components involved in penetration resistance also show
focal accumulation in papillae (Bhat et al., 2005), whether YFP-HR3’s papilla
localization correlates with its possible role in penetration resistance against non- or
poorly-adapted powdery mildew remains to be an interesting question for future
investigation.  Lastly, functional improvement of RPW8.2 from HR3 may be partly
attributed to the RPW8.2 promoter, which renders powdery mildew inducible, epidermal
cell-specific expression of RPW8.2 (Wang et al., 2009), whereas the HR3 promoter
(~500bp 5´sequence between the HR2 stop codon and the HR3 start codon) appears to be
weak, as we rarely if ever observed detectable levels of YFP-HR3 from the HR3
promoter (data not shown).  Supporting this speculation, expression of HR3 from the
RPW8.2 promoter conferred enhanced resistance to powdery mildew (Figure 2-4).  Thus,
functional evolution of RPW8.2 from HR3 probably necessitated DNA sequence
diversification at both the 5´regulatory and the coding region for higher efficiency in
defense activation while conserving the amino acids for EHM-targeting.
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There is also likely functional redundancy among HR1, HR2, and HR3, as
evidenced by our observation that the RNAi lines aiming at silencing all the three genes
were slightly more susceptible than single knockout or knockdown lines (Figure 2-3).
However, to what extent these three genes together contribute to basal resistance against
powdery mildew and potentially other pathogens is not clear because mutants with
simultaneous loss of all the three tandemly-arrayed genes are not available.
HR4 is the youngest member of the RPW8 family in A. thaliana.  It was thought
to have evolved from RPW8.1 via a gene conversion event after a transposon-insertion-
mediated deletion of RPW8.2 in a few Col-0-like accessions that are most susceptible to
powdery mildew (Xiao et al., 2004; Orgil et al., 2007).  Unlike other family members,
(over)expression of HR4, YFP-HR4, or HR4-YFP by the 35S promoter or the RPW8.2
promoter (Figure 2-1; data not shown) did not alter powdery mildew infection
phenotypes.  These results suggest that HR4 may not play any positive role in mildew
resistance, which is compatible with its occurrence only in accessions with higher mildew
susceptibility.  Nonetheless, the EHM-targeting feature has apparently been maintained in
HR4, implying that either HR4 still plays a role in relation to haustorial invasion or its
EHM-targeting feature is purely a relic from its immediate progenitor protein.
Interestingly, HR4 is induced upon infection by powdery mildew (Chandran et al., 2009),
or Pseudomonas syringae (Bricchi et al., 2012), and upon colonization by a beneficial
endophytic fungus Trichoderma atroviride (Saenz-Mata and Jimenez-Bremont, 2012).
How HR4 might contribute to host interaction with multiple microbes remains to be
investigated.
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RPW8 Family Proteins May Function as Sorting Adaptors?
Now that HR3, the oldest RPW8 family member, appears to be a resistance
protein localized at the EHM, one may wonder how HR3 might have functionally
originated.  BLAST showed that HR3 has the highest homology outside the RPW8
family to the CC domain  (designated CCR for CC homologous to RPW8) of a group of
NB-LRR proteins (CCR-NB-LRR) falling into a conserved group represented by the
Nicotiana benthamiana N-required gene 1 (NRG1) protein and the Arabidopsis activated
disease resistance gene 1 (ADR1) protein (Xiao et al., 2008; Collier et al., 2011).  Both
NRG1 and ADR1 are genetically defined as non-canonical NB-LRR proteins that do not
function as sensors for pathogen effectors, but rather act as signaling components (Grant
et al., 2003; Peart et al., 2005) for immune response, suggesting that they play a more
generic and/or likely more ancient function in innate immunity. CCR-NB-LRR genes (the
ADR1-like clade in particular) are highly conserved in higher plants (Collier et al., 2011).
This functional relatedness and sequence homology between HR3 (and other RPW8
family proteins) and CCR-NB-LRRs raised a tantalizing question as to how RPW8 family
proteins originated in relation to the apparently more ancient CCR-NB-LRR proteins.
Theoretically, there may be two possibilities: the CCR domain of an ancient CCR-NB-LRR
gene might have spun off the NB-LRR backbone and been maintained initially as a gene
encoding a trans-acting CCR domain and eventually evolved into the progenitor of the
RPW8 family in Brassicaceae (Collier et al., 2011).  The other possibility is that the
RPW8 family genes evolved independently of CCR-NB-LRRs through convergent
evolution.  In both cases, it is possible that the RPW8 family proteins function to activate
resistance via exploiting the central immunity machinery governed by NB-LRR proteins
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perhaps in a similar manner as the CCR domain in the NRG1- and ADR1-like proteins.
Indeed, this speculation is supported by the observations that transient expression of
RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 (Xiao et al., 2003a), or the CCR domain of NRG1-like or ADR1-
like Arabidopsis genes in N. benthamiana activate cell death (Collier et al., 2011), and
that RPW8 activates resistance via the EDS1-dependent pathway (Xiao et al., 2003b;
Xiao et al., 2005) that is also engaged for N- and NRG1-mediated resistance to TMV
(Liu et al., 2002).  Recently, it has been proposed that, in mammalian cells, Toll-like
immune receptors (TLRs) recruit sorting adaptors such as MyD88 and TRIF for
activation of immune signaling at specific subcellular locales, and the TIR domain is
thought to render the sorting capacity (Kagan, 2012). Similarly, different TIR-NB-LRR
and CC-NB-LRR proteins have been shown distinct intracellular locations (reviewed by
Heidrich et al., 2012), and there has been at least one study that provides experimental
evidence to support that the TIR and CC domains of several plant NB-LRR proteins may
determine subcellular localization of these NB-LRR proteins (Takemoto et al., 2012).
Under this context, the highly specific EHM-localization of the RPW8 family proteins
raise a possibility that they may function as sorting adaptors for directing an immune
complex to the host-pathogen interface for haustorium-targeted defense. It is also
reasonable to speculate that the CCR domain of the CCR-NB-LRR proteins may provide
sorting function for these immunity proteins or an interface for interaction with sorting
adaptors such as the RPW8 family proteins.  As an initial test, we made and express the
CCRAtNRG1.2-YFP fusion construct and expressed it in N. benthamiana and Arabidopsis.
Although transient overexpression of CCRAtNRG1.2-YFP in N. benthamiana activated cell
death (data not shown) similarly as the CCR domain of AtNRG1.2 (Collier et al., 2011),
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we did not observe EHM-localization of CCRAtNRG1.2-YFP in Arabidopsis plants stably
expressing this fusion protein which appeared to be ubiquitously distributed (Suppl-
Figure 2-3B).  This result is not completely unexpected as only the 2nd of the two
putative EHM-targeting signals in RPW8.2 and HR3 (Wang et al., manuscript under
review) seems to be partially conserved in the CCR domain of AtNRG1.2 (Suppl-Figure
2-3A).  This implies that the EHM-targeting feature of the RPW8 family proteins
probably evolved independently of the CCR-NB-LRR proteins and the sequence
conservation between RPW8 family and CCR-NB-LRR proteins may mainly hint a
connection or related mechanism in defense activation.  How exactly RPW8 family
proteins activate SA- and EDS1-dependent defense at the host-pathogen interface
remains to be determined.
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Materials & Methods
Plant materials and cultivation
Arabidopsis accessions Col-0 or its variants, Col-gl (Col-0 containing the glabrous
mutation) and Col-NahG (Col-0 transgenic for a bacterial SA hydrolase gene) were used
for generation of transgenic lines.  The Col-gl transgenic line (S5) carrying one copy of
RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 from the Ms-0 accession under control of their native promoters
was used as a resistant reference and for crossing with hr3-ko1.  All genetic analyses
including crossing, genotyping and phenotyping were conducted in accordance with
previous reports (Xiao et al., 2003b; Xiao et al., 2005). Unless otherwise indicated, seeds
were sown in Sunshine Mix #1 or Metro-Mix 360 soil (Maryland Plant & Suppliers, Inc,
USA) and cold-treated (4 ºC for 1-2 days).  Seedlings were kept under 22 ºC, 75% RH,
short-day (8 hrs light at ~125 µ mol·m-2·sec-1, 16 hrs dark) conditions for 5-6 weeks
before pathogen inoculation and/or other treatments.
Pathogens strains, inoculation and phenotyping
Powdery mildew isolate Golovinomyces cichoracearum UCSC1 (Gc-UCSC1)
was maintained on live Col-0 or Col-NahG plants for generation of fresh conidia for
inoculation purposes.  Inoculation, visual scoring, photographing and quantification of
disease susceptibility were done as previously described (Xiao et al., 2005).  All pathogen
infection experiments were repeated at least three times.
DNA constructs and generation of transgenic lines
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Overexpression constructs for HR1, HR2, HR3 and HR4 were created following
amplification of the genomic sequence including ~1000bp of the 5’ UTR/promoter region
(496bp in the case of AtHR3) from the T20E23 BAC clone obtained from the Arabidopsis
Biological Resource Center (ABRC) into the binary vector pKMB downstream of the 35S
promoter (Mylne and Botella, 1998).  The overexpression construct for BoHRa was
created following amplification of the genomic sequence from the 25K1 BAC clone
using the primers (BoHRatpF: 5’caccATGCCGATTGGTGAGGTTCTTGTA3’ and
BoHRaR: 5’TTCCATTCCACACAACAACAACAAGA3’) (Xiao et al., 2004 ) and
inserted downstream of the 35S promoter in the pCXSN binary vector (Chen et al.,
2009b).
An artificial miRNA (amiRNA) was constructed according to a published method
(Schwab et al., 2006) incorporated into the web-based tool at




5’gaAGTTTAGAGTTCATATCGTACtctacatatatattcct3’).  The amiRNA fragment was
digested with KpnI/BamHI and cloned into the binary vector pBTEX KpnI/BamHI site
downstream of the 35S promoter (Frederick et al., 1998).
The pCX-DG TA cloning vector described in (Chen et al., 2009b) was modified
by replacing the 35S-GFP fragment upstream of the ccdB gene with a ~1.6-kb fragment
containing the RPW8.2 promoter using EcoRI digestion and subsequent ligation to make
the cloning vector pCX-DG-82p.  We used this modified TA cloning vector to express
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the full length AtHR3g using the primers (BamHR3F:
5’caggatccATGCCGGTTAGTGAGATTATGGCA3’ and BamHR3R2:
5’cgggatccTCACTTCAAGACAAATCGGATCTCACGGT3’) and a truncated version of
AtHR3, HR3 Ct65 using the primers (BamHR3F and BamHR3-148R:
5’gcggatccTCATGGTTGACGAGTGATTTCATCAAGT3’), by the RPW8.2 promoter.
Arabidopsis homologs under control of their native promoters were translationally
fused at the C-terminus with YFP using the pPZPYFP23  vector described in (Wang et
al., 2007), a modified derivative of pPZP211 (Hajdukiewicz et al., 1994), using  the







5’gcggatccGCCTTCATTTCTTTGATATCGGTCCA3’).  Derivatives of NP::HR3-YFP in
the same vector were created using the primers- (HR3-D116GF:
5’TCATTAAGATGGATGGTAGGTGTGGATGTCCAAGTCAAT3’ and HR3-D116GR:
5’ATTGACTTGGACATCCACACCTACCATCCATCTTAATGA3’ for HR3D116G and
BamHI-HR3pF and BamHI-HR3R for full transgene amplification), (HR3 Ct65: BamHI-
HR3pF and BamHR3-148R) and (HR3- Ct26/G186D: BamHI-HR3pF and BamHR3R-
SDDS: 5’gcggatccAGAGTCATCACTCGAACATTCAACA3’).  Additionally, HR3-YFP
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was also cloned into the pCX-DG-82p vector using the primers (BamHR3F and
BglYFPR1: 5’gcagatctCACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG3’).
Six Arabidopsis and Brassica homologs were translationally fused to YFP at the
N-terminus under control of the 35S promoter using the pEarleyGate gateway compatible
vector series (Earley et al., 2006).  Recombination reactions were completed using
pENTR/D-TOPO clones containing the genomic sequences of the respective genes and
the pEG104 destination vector using LR recombination.  The primers used for
amplification from the T20E23 BAC clone for Arabidopsis homologs and the 95K1 BAC





5’caccATGCCGGTTAGTGAGATTATG3’ and BamHR3R2; HR4- HR4tpF
5’caccATGCCGATTGCTGAGCTTGCT3’ and BamHR4R2
5’cgggatccTCATTTATTATGCTTTTCAGATATCTGGG3’; BoHRa- BoHRatpF and
BoHRaR; BoHRc- BoHRatpF 5’caccATGCCTATTGGTGAGGTTATTGTAGGG3’ and
BoHRcR 5’GAGCATTCATTTTACTTGTTGCTTAA3’).  Gateway® LR Clonase® II
enzyme mix was used to complete the recombination reaction between the entry clones
and destination vector (pEG104).  Standard published procedures were used for the
generation of entry and destination clones.
Chimeric domain swapping constructs between the N- and C- terminal domains of
HR3 and RPW8.2 were created using NcoI adapted primers designed at the end of the 2nd
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predicted CC domain of each gene.  Both domains of HR3 were amplified with the
primers (BamHI-HR3pF and NcoHR3-2CCR:
5’caccatggTTGACGAGTGATTTCATCAAGTTTAGTGT3’ and NcoHR3-CtdF:
5’caccatggCCAACTGATTGTATTTGTTTCAAGAGCA3’ and BamHR3R2) respectively.




5’ttggatccTCAAGAATCATCACTGCAGAAC3’) respectively. HR3p::HR3n-R82c and
R82p::R82n-HR3c chimeric genes were translationally fused to YFP at the C-terminus
under control of either the HR3 or RPW8.2 promoter using the previously mentioned
pPZPYFP23  homemade vector (Wang et al., 2007).  Additionally, HR3n-R82c-YFP was
also cloned into the homemade pCX-DG-82p vector using the primers (BamHR3F and
BglYFPR1).
TA cloning using the modified binary vector pCX-DG-82p was also used for a
variety of other constructs including: YFP-HR1, YFP-HR2, YFP-HR3, YFP-HR4, YFP-
BoHRa, YFP-BoHRc and RPW8.2-RFP.  All generated constructs in binary vectors were
introduced into Agrobacterium strain GV3101 and stable transgenic Arabidopsis plants
were generated by floral dip (Clough et al., 2000).  All materials, sequences and unlisted
primers are available upon further request.
Transcript analysis
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RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis were conducted as previously described in
(Xiao et al., 2005).  DNase treatment of extracted RNA samples was performed with
DNase I, amplification grade (Invitrogen:
http://products.invitrogen.com/ivgn/product/18068015).  Endo control transcripts of the




Fully expanded leaves of ~7 week-old YFP-HR3 or YFP-HR3/RPW8.2-RFP Col-
gl background plants were detached from the base of the petioles and inserted into
sterilized Murashige and Skoog (MS) agar medium in Petri dishes.  Detached leaves were
inoculated evenly with Gc-UCSC1 and at different time points each half leaf was
pressure-infiltrated with a blunt end 1 mL plastic syringe with BFA or 1% DMSO
solutions at ~6hpi.  Leaf sections (~.25 cm2) were examined using a Zeiss LSM710
confocal microscope at 36-42hpi following haustorial staining with 0.5% propidium
iodide (PI) or FM4-64 solution.  BFA treatments were conducted with a 300µM solution
of BFA dissolved in a 1% DMSO solution (Nielsen et al., 2012).
Other Analyses
Imaging and laser scanning confocal microscopic (LSCM) imaging was done
using either a  Zeiss Axio epifluorescence microscope coupled with an HBO 100
microscope illumination system or with a Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope as
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previously described in (Wang et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010).  All
images and videos presented are single optical sections or Z-stack projected of 15-30
images unless otherwise indicated.  Relative intensity units * µm2 were measured using
the Zeiss Zen 2009 Light Edition software for the papillae region using specified regions
of interest.  The data are represented as mean ± standard error of mean (SEM) for (n=6).
For FM4-64 staining, detached leaf sections (~.25 cm2) were submerged in 8.2µM FM4-
64 (Molecular Probes) in water for 15-30 minutes.  For propidium iodide (PI) staining,
detached leaf sections (~.25 cm2) were submerged in 0.5% PI solution for 45-60 minutes
then washed briefly (10-15 minutes) in water before imaging.  Sirofluor staining of leaf
sections for callose was conducted with a 0.1mg ml-1 dissolved in a 1% DMSO solution;
(Biosupplies, http://www.biosupplies.com.au/products.htm).  Image data was processed
using Zen 2009 Light Edition and Adobe Photoshop CS5.  ImageJ gel quantification
analysis was used to estimate band intensities (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).
At least three replicates of biological experiments were conducted for all
experiments described.  Statistical analysis was conducted using Student’s t test analysis
and for data means ± SEM (n 4) from one replicated experiment.
Accession Numbers (a Accession number assigned to a gene cluster)
Sequence data from this article can be found in the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative
or GenBank/EMBL databases under the following accession numbers: RPW8.1/RPW8.2
AF273059a, AtHR1 NM_114905, AtHR2 NM_114906, AtHR3 NM_114907, AtHR4
NM_114908, AlHR1/AlHR2/AlHR3/AlRPW8.2 AY225591a, BoHRa AY225587, BoHRb
AY225588, BoHRc AY225589, BrHRa/BrHRb/BrHRc AY225586a, BrHRd AY225590.
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Chapter 3: Origin of the Extra-Haustorial Membrane (EHM)
Introduction
Many plant pathogenic fungi including powdery mildew, dikaryotic rusts and
algae-like oomycetes have evolved a similar haustorium-based invasive strategy to
colonize their respective plant hosts.  This strategy involves the development of
appressoria from epicuticular or intercellular hyphae of pathogens for host cell-wall
penetration and subsequent differentiation of haustoria - the feeding organs in close
contract with the host cell cytoplasm for nutrient uptake (Voegele et al., 2001; Voegele
and Mendgen, 2003; O'Connell and Panstruga, 2006) (Figure 3-1).  Apart from stealing
photosynthates from plants to establish parasitism, haustoria are also responsible for the
delivery of effector proteins from pathogens into host cells to suppress host defense
mechanisms (Kim et al., 2005; He et al., 2006; Janjusevic et al., 2006; Xiang et al., 2008;
Gimenez-Ibanez et al., 2009) (Figure 3-1 C).
Based on earlier electron microscopic observations, the haustorium is thought to
be separated from the host cytoplasm by an interfacial membrane termed the
extrahaustorial membrane (EHM) that encases the haustorium from the neckband (Hahn
and Mendgen, 1992; Roberts et al., 1993) (Figure 3-1).  The EHM represents the host -
pathogen interface and a critical battleground important for both host defense and
pathogen pathogenesis.  However, the origin and biogenesis and the  molecular
composition of the EHM are  largely unknown.  Using a monoclonal antibodies raised
against isolated haustorial complexes in pea (Pisum sativum) infected with Erysiphe pisi,
Roberts and colleagues detected a ~250 kDa glycoprotein of unknown origin and
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structure that was exclusively found in the EHM (Roberts et al., 1993).  Conversely, Koh
and colleagues found that eight PM-localized proteins were excluded from the EHM
during infection of Arabidopsis with Golovinomyces cichoracearum (Koh et al., 2005).
These observations, together with our recent finding that RPW8.2 is specifically targeted
to the EHM but not found in the PM in haustorium-invaded cells (Wang et al., 2009),
suggest that the EHM is likely of  host origin and distinct from the host PM.  However,
whether the EHM is formed via PM invagination and subsequent differentiation or via de
novo synthesis remains to be an open question.
As described in Chapter 2, YFP-HR3 expressed from the 35S promoter is
localized to both the PM and the EHM (Figure 2-7/8).  I reasoned that this unique feature
of localization could be useful for investigating the origin and biogenesis of the EHM.  I
hypothesize that if the EHM originates from the PM via “invagination” and subsequent
differentiation of the portion of the PM where the fungal penetration and haustorial
differentiation occur, YFP-HR3 already localized at the PM will be found in the EHM at
early stages of the biogenesis of the EHM because YFP-HR3 is intrinsically compatible
with the EHM and will unlikely be excluded. However, if only newly synthesized YFP-
HR3 can be targeted to the EHM, but not PM-localized YFP-HR3, it would indicate that
recruitment of proteins (and lipids) for the formation of the EHM probably occurs via the
biosynthetic secretory pathway but not from lateral diffusion of the PM. I thus exploited
the unique feature of YFP-HR3's subcellular localization to interrogate the origin of the
EHM.
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Figure 3-1.  The Haustorium of Powdery Mildew.
(A-B) A micrograph showing a sporeling of Gc-UCSC1 (A) that has developed the first
haustorium (H) in an epidermal cell of Arabidopsis (B). The fungal hypha and haustorium
(H) was stained blue by trypan blue. (C). A cartoon illustrating the composition of the




YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2-RFP Are Colocalized at the EHM
In order to unambiguously and instantaneously discern the dynamic localization
of YFP-HR3 to the PM, the papilla and the EHM, it is necessary to visualize the EHM
and EHM-targeted trafficking in a non-invasive manner.  For this purpose, we generated
Col-gl plants transgenic for both 35S::YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2p::RPW8.2-RFP.  In such
transgenic plants, the EHM-specific localization of RPW8.2-RFP in mildew-infected
cells (rendered by RPW8.2 promoter) can be used not only to validate and monitor the
dynamic EHM-localization of YFP-HR3, but also to provide an ideal spatiotemporal
reporter for new protein synthesis in cells undergoing EHM biogenesis (Figure 3-2).
Indeed, we confirmed that YFP-HR3 was targeted to the EHM as shown by nice
colocalization with RPW8.2-RFP at the EHM (Figure 3-3A).  As described in Chapter
2, YFP-HR3 expressed from the 35S promoter in these dual-reporter transgenic lines was
also found in the PM and the papilla in majority of haustorium-invaded cells (Figure 3-
3A). These transgenic lines were then used for the following experiments to determine
whether the EHM is derived from the PM or via de novo synthesis.
The EHM Appears to be de novo Synthesized
As illustrated in (Figure 3-2), I reasoned that if the EHM is entirely or partially
derived from the PM, the existing PM-localized YFP-HR3 in fungus-infected cells whose
new protein synthesis is blocked should also be found in the EHM.  If not, the opposite is
probably true: i.e. the EHM is formed via de novo synthesis. I thus employed
cycloheximide (CHX) to inhibit protein synthesis of leaf epidermal cells.  I first
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conducted experiments to determine the minimal concentration of CHX that can
completely block new protein (RPW8.2-RFP) synthesis to minimize inhibitory effect of
CHX on haustorial differentiation.  I infiltrated 0, 1, 10, 25, and 50µM CHX water
solution to mildew infected leaves from the base of the abaxial side at ~12hpi when
haustoria start to develop.  The timing of CHX application is to reduce toxicity of CHX
on fungal development and host cell metabolism.  I found that leaf infiltration of 25µM
CHX could effectively block protein synthesis as reflected by an almost complete lack of
YFP signal in the EHM highlighted by FM4-64 when examined between 36 to 48hpi
(Figure 3-3 B), while the haustorial development appeared to be normal in this time
period.
I then used the same method to treat mildew infected leaves of Col-gl plants
transgenic for 35S::YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2p::RPW8.2-RFP.  Results from examination of
>50 haustorium invaded cells in each of three duplicated experiments showed that >90%
of invaded cells (judged by the presence of YFP-HR3 labeled papillae and formation of
haustoria under transmitted white light) completely lacked  RPW8.2-RFP  at the EHM,
and the rest cells had very weak RFP signal at the EHM, indicating effective blockage of
protein synthesis.  Importantly, while there was a moderate decrease of YFP-HR3 signal
in the PM and around the penetration site in the CHX-treated cells compared to buffer
control (Figure 3-3 C-D), there was no detectable YFP-HR3 signal in the EHM encasing
the differentiated haustoria underneath the penetration site (Figure 3-3 D).  These
observations support our hypothesis that the EHM is formed via de novo synthesis rather
than from simple extension of the PM.
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Figure 3-2.  Schematic Illustration of Three Possible Scenarios of Protein
Localization Following Cycloheximide Treatment.
Leaves of transgenic plants co-expressing 35S::YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2p::RPW8.2-RFP
are to be used for cycloheximide infiltration.  Three possible scenarios are described
above.
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Figure 3-3.  The Extra-haustorial Membrane Appears to be de novo Synthesized.
(A) YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2-RFP colocalize at the EHM. A representative image of a
single optical section showing localization of YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2-RFP in a
haustorium-invaded cell co-expressing 35S::YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2p::RPW8.2-RFP at
42hpi.  Papillae localization of YFP-HR3 is indicated by blue arrows.  Bars = 10µm. (B)
Effectiveness of cycloheximide in blocking protein synthesis reported by RPW8.2-YFP.
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Representative images showing the presence of RPW8.2-YFP in a cell treated with buffer
(left) and the absence of RPW8.2-YFP in a cell treated with 25µM CHX (right).
Haustoria are highlighted by FM4-64 staining (pseudo-colored red).  Bars = 10µm. (C-
D) PM-localized YFP-HR3 is not translocalized to the EHM. Leaves from plants co-
expressing 35S::YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2p::R82-RFP were treated with buffer (C) or
25µM CHX (D) at 16hpi.  Shown are representative images of single optical sections
captured at 36hpi.  The haustorium in the far right image of (D) was visualized by PI
staining.   Note, in all cases YFP-HR3 is absent from the presumable EHM (indicated by
dashed yellow lines) in CHX-treated cells. Bars = 10µm.
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Discussion
The origin and biogenesis of the EHM is of great interest to researchers in the
field because of its apparent importance in understanding the host-pathogen interaction
but unfortunately remains largely undetermined.  The exclusion of eight PM-localized
proteins from the EHM (Koh et al., 2005) and the EHM-specific localization of RPW8.2
(Wang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010) suggest that the PM and the EHM are two distinct
types of membranes.  However, whether the EHM is formed via PM invagination
followed by differentiation or it is de novo synthesized has not been definitively
determined.  Here, we take advantage of YFP-HR3's triple localization to the PM, the
papillae and the EHM (Figure 2-7/8/9) to provide cell biological evidence to support the
notion that the EHM is largely de novo synthesized.
Our conclusion is based on several observations.  First, whereas the existing PM-
localized YFP-HR3 could be translocalized to the papillae, it was not found in the EHM
during haustorial differentiation from 20 to 48hpi if new protein synthesis was blocked
by CHX treatment (Figure 3-3).  This suggests that the EHM is physically separated
from the PM, which is likely imposed by the so-called "neckband" surrounding the neck
of the haustorium, observable by electron microscopy (Gil and Gay, 1977).  In this case,
the "neckband" must form concomitantly with the biogenesis of the haustorium while the
EHM is subsequently formed via de novo synthesis.  However, the timing of EHM
synthesis in relation to haustorium formation is unknown.  Since RPW8.2-YFP and YFP-
HR3 were both detectable at the EHM ~16-18hpi, the EHM must have formed before
16hpi.  Second, in (Chapter 2), we showed that translocalization of the PM-localized
YFP-HR3 to the papillae is likely via a BFA-sensitive endosomal recycling pathway, but
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that the delivery of YFP-HR3 and RPW8.2-YFP to the EHM was BFA-insensitive
(Figure 2-10, Suppl-Figure 2-1).  This suggests that the contribution of the endocytic
trafficking pathway to the EHM biogenesis may be insignificant because PM-localized
YFP-HR3 was not obviously translocalized via this pathway to the EHM in the presence
of CHX (and absence of BFA), further supporting a PM-independent origin of the EHM.
de novo synthesis of the EHM may also provide crucial advantages for the fungus
to establish a functional haustorium within a hostile environment.  For example, the
fungus may deliver effectors inside the host cell to exert its impact on the molecular
composition of the EHM by interfering with host membrane/protein trafficking
pathway(s) or by delivering fungal proteins/lipids to directly modify the EHM during
biogenesis.  On the other hand, de novo synthesis of the EHM may be necessary for the
host to mount effective post-penetration resistance against the haustorium—the "Achilles'
Heel" of powdery mildew.  For example, this may give the host cell an opportunity to
"build" a novel interfacial membrane as a defense barrier through selective recruitment of
lipids and proteins (such as RPW8 family proteins).
The de novo synthesis hypothesis is also compatible with the notion that the
EHM-oriented membrane/protein trafficking pathway becomes the major default
trafficking pathway because of the need for de novo synthesis of the EHM while the PM
is in a relatively static state.  This perhaps offers an explanation for the observations that
several tagged membrane proteins (including the syntaxin PEN1and the synaptotagmin
SYT1) when stably or transiently overexpressed in haustorium-invaded plant cells,  were
found to be localized to the EHM induced by oomycete haustoria (Lu et al., 2012).  This
result is also in contrast to our finding that GFP-PEN1 and GFP-SYT1 expressed from
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their native promoters were not clearly found at the EHM induced by powdery mildew
haustoria (Wang et al., 2009; Xiao, unpublished).  Additionally, there must be a certain
degree of specificity for EHM-targeted trafficking, because we did not observe any EHM
localization of the PM-resident protein LTI6b (Cutler et al., 2000) and the syntaxin
SYP131 when expressed either from the 35S promoter of the RPW8.2 promoter (Figure
2-8D, Xiao, unpublished data).
A similar situation where polarized membrane/protein trafficking during the
biogenesis of the peri-arbuscular membrane (PAM) in Medicago truncatula (Mt) root
cells containing developing arbuscules of the mycorrhizal fungus Glomus versiforme has
recently been investigated (Pumplin et al., 2012).  Based on the observation that PM-
localized Medicago phosphate transporter 1 (MtPT1) is targeted to the PAM when
expressed from the promoter of PAM-specific MtPT4, Pumplin and colleagues proposed
that there is transient re-orientation of the host cell’s major secretory pathway toward to
the PAM during the biogenesis of the arbuscules (Pumplin et al., 2012).  However, the
PM-resident protein PIP2A was not found in the PAM when expressed from the MTPT4
promoter suggesting that a certain level of specificity for PAM-oriented trafficking still
exists (Pumplin et al., 2012).  While a specific targeting motif was not identified in
MtPT4 for PAM-localization, two short motifs enriched for basic residues have been
identified in RPW8.2 and appear to be largely conserved among all RPW8 family
members (Wang et al., manuscript under review).  Combined, these findings provide an
early step toward a better understanding of the biogenesis and molecular composition of
the EHM, which is of particular importance for future elucidation of the molecular




Fully expanded leaves of ~7 week-old RPW8.2-YFP or YFP-HR3/RPW8.2-RFP
Col-gl background plants were detached from the base of the petioles and inserted into
sterilized Murashige and Skoog (MS) agar medium in Petri dishes.  Detached leaves were
inoculated evenly with Gc-UCSC1 and at ~12 or 16hpi (as indicated) each half leaf was
pressure-infiltrated with a blunt end 1 mL plastic syringe containing 0, 1, 10, 25 or 50
µM of cycloheximide (CHX) dissolved in water or buffer (water only).  Leaf sections
(~.25 cm2) were examined using a Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope at 36-42hpi
following staining with 0.5% propidium iodide (PI) or an 8.2µM FM4-64 solution.
Detectable RPW8.2-RFP signals were used to determine an effective level of CHX to
nearly completely inhibit protein synthesis.
Other Analysis
All lines, growth conditions, materials and methods not listed can be found in
(Chapter 2).
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Chapter 4: Utilization of RPW8.2 to Target Antimicrobial Cargos to the
Host-pathogen Interface
Introduction
During the long-time co-evolutionary arms-race between plants and their
pathogens, the pathogens often have the upper hand because of their faster multiplication
and higher genetic recombination frequency.  This is reflected by the fact that R-gene
dependent resistance of crop cultivars in most cases is overcome by pathogens in a short
period of time (5-15 years) (Pavan et al., 2010).  Moreover, more and more pathogens
have evolved the capacity to suppress the highly conserved SA-dependent defense
pathway and become highly virulent on crop plants.  Thus, engineering broad-spectrum
and durable resistance in crop plants is of special importance to modern agriculture.
Tremendous progress in our understanding of the molecular basis of plant resistance and
pathogen pathogenesis in the past 20 years has opened a number of novel approaches to
create disease-resistant crop cultivars.  Those approaches include (i) pyramiding multiple
R genes or multiple alleles of the same R gene into the same genetic background via
marker-assisted molecular breeding (for R genes at different genomic locations) or
transgene technology (for both) (Brunner et al., 2010; Tan et al., 2010; Ferreira et al.,
2012); (ii) utilizing PRRs evolved in a specific plant family across family boundaries
(Lacombe et al., 2010); (iii) activating ETI via pathogen inducible expression of an Avr
gene in plants containing the cognate R gene for broad-spectrum resistance (Keller et al.,
1999); (iv) overexpressing defense signaling components such as NPR1 (Makandar et al.,
2006; Kumar et al., 2012); and (v) targeted modification of host compatibility factors
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required for pathogenesis using novel genome editing technology (i.e. TALEN) (Li et al.,
2012).
Recent research in the Xiao laboratory revealed that RPW8.2 activates
haustorium-targeted (thus broad-spectrum) defense against powdery mildew pathogens
by integration of precise EHM-targeting with defense activation (Wang et al., 2009;
Wang et al., 2010).  Interestingly, although RPW8.2-triggered subcellular defense
responses including H2O2 production and enhancement of the formation of the callosic
haustorial encasement is SA-dependent, RPW8.2's specific targeting to the EHM does not
seem to require SA-signaling (Wang et al., 2009).  Moreover, RPW8.2 appears to be also
targeted to the EHM induced by the barley powdery mildew Blumeria graminis f. sp.
hordei (Bgh) and the oomycete pathogen Hpa (Wang et al., 2009) (Figure 4-1), and the
extra-invasive hyphal membrane (EIHM) induced by a hemi-biotrophic fungi
Colletotrichum higginsianum (Xiao lab unpublished results).  This suggests that there
may be a common feature among different types of host-pathogen interfacial membranes
that may serve as a trafficking cue for RPW8.2's specific targeting.  In addition, RPW8.2
seems to be able to reach the EHM induced by Gc-UCSC1 in epidermal cells of
cucumber cotyledon leaves when ectopically expressed (Xiao lab unpublished results)
implying that the EHM-directed membrane/protein trafficking machinery is conserved in
different plant species.
Based on these observations, we reason that it is possible to utilize RPW8.2 as a
delivery vehicle to target antimicrobial cargos to the EHM or even the extra-haustorial
matrix (EHX) for inducing novel SA-independent broad-spectrum resistance against
haustorium-forming fungal and oomycete pathogens.  Our endeavor towards this
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Figure 4-1.  RPW8 is Targeted to the Host-Pathogen Interface of Other Pathogens.
These images were taken from Wang et al., 2009. (A) RPW8.2-YFP is localized to the
periphery of haustoria (H) of Bgh in epidermal cells of the eds1-2 mutant in Arabidopsis.
Bars = 10µm. (B) Maximum intensity projection of RPW8.2-YFP localized to the
periphery of haustoria of Hpa in Arabidopsis.  Inset is a single optical section showing
EHM localization.  Bars = 10µm.
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potential application of RPW8.2 is a component of a collaborative project funded by the
National Science Foundation (NSF) Basic Research to Enable Agricultural Development
(BREAD) program.  The long-term goal of this project is to engineering novel resistance
against fungal and oomycete pathogens in developing country crop plants.  Cacao
(Theobroma cacao), a fruit crop for chocolate production, was selected as the focus crop
plant for this project for several reasons: (i) cacao is an economically important cash crop
for many developing countries in Africa and South America; (ii) cacao diseases reduce
the potential crop yield by an estimated 810,000 tons annually (nearly 30% of world
production) and in severe cases cause a near complete yield loss for individual small-
holder farmers (Bowers et al., 2001; Ploetz, 2007); and (iii) improving cacao disease
resistance via conventional breeding is difficult due to lack of obvious resistance gene
resources and other factors (reviewed by Guiltinan et al., 2008).
Specifically, there are three potential strategies for the utilization of RPW8.2 to
improve disease resistance in cacao.  The first strategy is to express RPW8.2 as a
transgene in cacao to see if it can enhance basal resistance cacao to haustorium-forming
pathogens.  Considering that RPW8 activates resistance to powdery mildew in tobacco
(Xiao et al., 2003a) and that cacao is more evolutionarily related to Arabidopsis (~59
MYA) than tobacco (Argout et al., 2011) (Evolutionary Tree of Plant-based Foods), it is
possible that RPW8.2 may be functional in cacao.  The second strategy, which constitutes
the core of this project, is to use an RPW8.2 mutant version defective in defense
activation (RPW8.2D116G) that retains EHM-targeting to shuttle a variety of known
antimicrobial peptides to the EHM to constrain the haustorium of fungal and oomycete
pathogens.  The third strategy also utilizes RPW8.2D116G to target phosphoinositide (PI)-
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binding or degrading proteins to the EHM in an attempt to block host-entry of effector
proteins. This is based on a recent exciting finding that RXLR-containing fungal and
oomycete effectors bind specific phosphoinositide lipid species for entry into the host
cells (Kale et al., 2010).
Here, I summarize our group efforts in testing the second strategy in Arabidopsis
to engineer novel resistance to powdery mildew and highlight my contributions in (i)
determining the membrane topology of RPW8.2, (ii) testing the delivery of antimicrobial
cargo peptides to the EHM and their efficacy in conferring mildew resistance in
Arabidopsis and (iii) engineering a mechanism to release antimicrobial cargo peptides to
the extra-haustorial matrix.
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Figure 4-2.  Strategy for Using RPW8 as a Delivery Vehicle.




RPW8.2 is a Type I Membrane Protein
The RPW8 family member proteins contain a putative N-terminal transmembrane
(TM) domain and are predicted to be Type I membrane proteins by online prediction
software available (ie: ConPredII and TMpred) with their C-tails in the cytoplasm
(Figure 4-3A&B).  However, this membrane orientation has not been confirmed.
If RPW8.2 is indeed a type I membrane protein, the C-terminally tagged YFP
should be in the cytoplasmic side of the EHM when RPW8.2-YFP is targeted to the
EHM.  To obtain definitive evidence for clarification of RPW8.2's membrane topology,
one method was devised based on the use of a specific protease to cleave YFP as a
reporter that is fused at the C-terminus of RPW8.2 spaced with a protease cleavage site
(PCS).  If YFP signal disappears from the EHM labeled by RPW8.2-PCS-YFP after
cleavage, then the C-tail of RPW8.2 must be in the cytoplasm (Figure 4-3B). This
method, if successful, may also be used to release antimicrobial cargos to appropriate
subcellular compartments from the RPW8.2-cargo fusion proteins.  To this end, I
generated a new RPW8.2p::RPW8.2-YFP construct where RPW8.2 and YFP are spaced
by a specific protease cleave site (PCS) “EFRAL” that is specifically recognized by an
engineered protease known as subtilisin (Sbt) (this fusion construct hereafter is referred
to as R82-PCS-YFP) kindly provided by Dr. Philip Bryan (IBBR, University of
Maryland) (Gallagher et al., 2009).  Subtilisins (serine endopeptidases), are proteases
initially obtained from the soil bacteria Bacillus subtilis and are secreted in large amounts
from many Bacillus spp.  They belong to a group of serine proteases that are physically
and chemically well characterized (reviewed in Wells and Estell, 1988).
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As a proof of concept, I conducted in vitro tests for the ability of purified
bacterially expressed Sbt enzyme to cleave the YFP fluorophore from RPW8.2-PCS-YFP
expressed in planta.  Total and microsomal (membranous containing) protein fractions
from stable transgenic lines expressing R82-PCS-YFP and control plants (Col-0) were
extracted at 7dpi with Gc-UCSC1.  Both total and microsomal fractions from R82-PCS-
YFP and Col-0 samples were treated with purified Sbt enzyme and buffer solution and
subjected to an incubation period at 37°C for 1 hour.  Following treatment with Sbt
enzyme, samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE and western blot analysis using YFP
specific antibodies (Figure 4-3C).  As expected, total fractions for Col-0 samples
revealed no detectable YFP signal (lane 2) while R82-PCS-YFP samples had weak
detectable signals at the approximate size of 47.7 kDa in untreated (lane 3) or buffer-
treated only samples (lane 4).  Upon the addition of the purified Sbt enzyme (15µM), the
R82-PCS-YFP band became undetectable.  More convincingly, 80-90% of the full-length
protein band was lost in the microsomal fractions of R82-PCS-YFP samples treated with
15µM Sbt while a ~27 kDa band with the same size as YFP seen in the control sample
(lane 1).  These results suggest that RPW8.2-PCS-YFP expressed in planta is recognized
and cleaved by Sbt enzyme in vitro (Figure 4-3C).
In order to determine the topology of RPW8.2 at the EHM, I then prepared
RPW8.2-PCS-YFP labeled haustoria from the same transgenic plants infected with Gc-
UCSC1 at 7dpi.  The isolated haustoria were incubated with Sbt (15µM) or buffer for ~1
hr at 37°C and examined under confocal microscopy (Figure 4-4).  For haustorial
samples incubated with buffer, almost all haustoria (>90%) were labeled with YFP signal
indicating EHM-localization of RPW8.2-PCS-YFP (Figure 4-4A).  In contrast, for
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Figure 4-3.  Subtilisin Can Cleave YFP from the RPW8-YFP fusion protein in vitro.
(A) Schematic drawing of RPW8.2 in fusion with YFP at the C-terminus. (B) A cartoon
depicting the predicted Type I membrane topology of RPW8.2.  The full-length amino
acid sequence is listed according to the predicted tertiary structures including the
transmembrane domain (TM) and 2 coiled-coil domains.  Black circles represent the
engineered protein sequence of the protein cleavage site (PCS) -EFRALSAGGSG- while
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the scissor represents the Subtilisin (Sbt) enzyme.  YFP is the yellow rod. (C) Western
blot analysis using anti YFP antibodies for the total and microsomal protein fractions
prepared from infected wild-type Col-0 and RPW8.2-PCS-YFP transgenic plants at 7dpi.
Total and microsomal fractions were subjected to treatment  with or without Sbt (15µM)
at 37°C for 1 hour.
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Figure 4-4. RPW8.2 is a Type I Membrane Protein.
(A) Haustoria extracted from R82-PCS-YFP transgenic lines at 7dpi with Gc-UCSC1
treated with buffer only (left panel) or with subtilisin (Sbt) enzyme (right panel).
Treatment with Sbt results in disappearance of the YFP from R82-PCS-YFP labeled
haustoria unless the haustoria are encased.  Bars = 20µm. (B) Extracted haustoria from
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R82-PCS-YFP transgenic lines treated with Sbt and stained with Sirofluor.  The callosic
encasement may prevent Sbt access to the EHM.  Bars = 10µm. (C) A single extracted
haustoria from R82-PCS-YFP transgenic lines treated with Sbt at room temperature.
Note YFP signal intensity is reduced within minutes of treatment.  Bars = 10µm.
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haustorial samples treated with Sbt, a majority (~75%) of haustoria were completely or
partially devoid of YFP signal, indicating removal of YFP from RPW8.2-PCS-YFP at the
EHM (Figure 4-4A).  Interestingly, some haustoria (~25%) did retain part or most of the
YFP signal after Sbt treatment, but all of these haustoria were either fully or largely
encased by a layer enriched for callose as revealed by Sirfluor staining (Figure 4-4 A &
B).  Apparently, the encasement of the haustorial complex (EHC) must have impeded
access of Sbt to its substrate, i.e. RPW8.2-PCS-YFP, resulting in the retainment of YFP
signal at the EHM.  Additionally, a time course experiment with a single isolated
haustorium showed diminishment of YFP signal intensity at the EHM in 5-10 min after
Sbt treatment at room temperature (Figure 4-4C).  Collectively, these observations
indicate that the C-terminal tail of RPW8.2 must be in the cytoplasmic side of the EHM,
supporting the in silico prediction that RPW8.2 is a type I membrane protein.
I also attempted to use other methods to determine the membrane topology of
RPW8.2.  One of these experiments involved the engineering of glycosylation constructs
with a putative N-glycosylation recognition sequence (NNSS) (Turk et al., 1996) between
RPW8.2 and YFP (R82-NNSS-YFP) and YFP and RPW8.2 (YFP-NNSS-R82).  Protein
glycosylation occurs to specific protein domains of secretory proteins that are localized
inside the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) lumen after passage through the translocon.
Asparagine-linked oligosaccharides (GlcNAc2Man9Glc3) are transferred onto proteins by
the oligosaccharyltransferase (OST) proteins and play an important role in the
biosynthesis, folding, trafficking, stabilization and ER translocation of eukaryotic
membrane proteins (Johnson and van Waes, 1999; Dempski and Imperiali, 2002; Yan
and Lennarz, 2005).  While both proteins were detected at the EHM upon Gc-UCSC1
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infection, western blot analysis with YFP specific antibodies did not reveal a typical
discernable shift in protein size of ~2.5kDa upon single glycosylation (Martinez-Gil et
al., 2010) (data not shown).  These results suggests that neither of these proteins were
subjected to (or recognized for) N-glycosylation upon protein secretion prior to
localization to the EHM.
Targeting Antimicrobial Cargos to the Host-pathogen Interface
RPW8.2’s ability to localize to the EHM provides a unique opportunity to test if
we can target antimicrobial proteins to the host-pathogen interface using RPW8.2 for
engineering novel resistance against a variety of haustorium-forming pathogens.  Prior to
obtaining conclusive evidence on RPW8.2’s membrane topology, our group had
engineered two T/A cloning vectors (Chen et al., 2009b) that contains RPW8.2D116G for
making translational fusions of RPW8.2 with antimicrobial or phosphoinositide-binding
proteins at both termini of RPW8.2 (Figure 4-5&6).  Group efforts from Dipti Bendigeri,
Xianfeng Ma and myself in the Xiao lab led to the cloning of ~20 RPW8.2-antimicrobial
cargos fusion constructs  in two orientations (ie: RPW8.2-X or Signal Peptide (Sp)-X-
RPW8.2) and stable expression of each of these constructs in Arabidopsis.  Cargo
proteins include but are not limited to: chitinases (which break down chitin, a major
component of fungal and oomycete cell walls) from Arabidopsis and cacao, PR and
PLANT-DEFENSIN (PDF) proteins from Arabidopsis, synthetic peptides D4E and D5C
that have been tested for disease resistance in crops (reviewed in Cary et al., 2011), PI-
binding proteins (2xFYVE (PI3P); PHFAPP1 (PI4P); PHPLC  (PI4,5P2) (Garcia et al., 1995;
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Lemmon et al., 1995; Gaullier et al., 1998; Godi et al., 2004) and antimicrobial proteins
from moth, honeybee and drosophila.
Stable Arabidopsis lines transgenic for a variety of RPW8.2D116G–Cargo
constructs have been successfully tested for increased resistance to Gc-UCSC1.  For
example, Col-gl lines expressing RPW8.2D116G-PR2 or RPW8.2D116G-PR5 displayed
enhanced disease resistance to Gc-UCSC1 (Figure 4-5).  However upon close inspection,
this resistance is also associated with accrued host costs in the form of spontaneous and
mildew-induced cell death and a stunted phenotype for multiple independent lines
(Figure 4-5).  Based on the topology of RPW8.2, it seems likely that the high cost of
resistance may be due to overexpression of the transgene and the consequent over-
accumulation of the antimicrobial peptides at the cytoplasmic side of the EHM, activating
strong resistance to powdery mildew while killing host cells.  This situation is analogous
to the overexpression of antimicrobial peptides in crop plants that leads to smaller stature,
lesion formation and decreased yields overall (Collinge et al., 2008; Islam, 2008; Ceasar
and Ignacimuthu, 2012).
On the other hand, preliminary results showed that some Sp-cargo-RPW8.2D116G
fusion constructs may render enhanced resistance to Gc-UCSC1 without severe fitness
penalty.  For example, Col-gl lines transgenic for two Sp-cargo-RPW8.2D116G constructs
in which the antimicrobial cargo gene is either Metchnikowin (Mtk), encoding a novel
immune-inducible proline-rich peptide from Drosophila with antibacterial and antifungal
properties (Levashina et al., 1995), or Magainin (Maga), encoding a peptide with broad-
spectrum antimicrobial activity from the African clawed frog Xenopus laevis (Zasloff,
1987), showed enhanced resistance to powdery mildew with less pronounced HR and less
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Figure 4-5.  RPW8.2-AtPR2 Confers Resistance with a High Cost.
(A) Schematic illustration of translational fusion of antimicrobial cargos to the C-
terminus of RPW8.2D116G. RPW8.2D116G and the antimicrobial cargo is spaced by the
protein cleavage site (PCS) that is recognized by subtilisin. (B) Col-gl T1 lines
transgenic for RPW8.2D116G-AtPR2 inoculated with Gc-UCSC1. The picture was taken at
12dpi.  Yellow arrows indicate independent T1 lines with enhanced resistance and
experiencing high costs on the plant.
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negative impact on plant stature (Figure 4-6).  Transgenic T1 and T2 lines expressing
other Sp-cargo-RPW8.2D116G fusion proteins did not show obvious resistance to powdery
mildew.  For example, Melittin (Meli), an amphipathic cationic peptide from honeybee
venom (Wachinger et al., 1998), did not confer resistance when used as a cargo protein
(Figure 4-6C).  These preliminary results imply that targeting some antimicrobial
peptides to the pathogen side of the EHM (i.e. the EHX) may confer more cost-effective
resistance against powdery mildew.  However, more work has to be done before a solid
conclusion can be reached.
Engineering a Cargo-Release Mechanism Subsequent to Targeted Delivery
We reasoned that targeted delivery and subsequent release of antimicrobial
peptides (enzymes in particular) into the EHX may greatly enhance the efficacy of their
antimicrobial activities. Hence, we have conceived such a strategy at the beginning of the
NSF-BREAD project.
As depicted in (Figure 4-5&6), both the RPW8.2-cargo and cargo-RPW8.2
constructs contain the PCS specifically recognized by the subtilisin enzyme that was used
to derive evidence for the membrane topology of RPW8.2.  Insertion of the PCS into the
cargo fusion constructs is to allow for the specific release of antimicrobial cargos into the
EHX by Sbt when the cargo fusion proteins are targeted to the EHM by RPW8.2.  This
would require that (i) Sbt functions as a protease in planta, (ii) Sbt is also targeted by
RPW8.2 to the EHM in the same orientation as the antimicrobial cargos, and (iii) Sbt in
the Sp-Sbt-PCS-RPW8.2 fusion protein retains protease activity and could release itself
off the fusion protein and then cleave antimicrobial cargos off the respective RPW8.2
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Figure 4-6.  Sp-MTK-RPW8.2 May Confer Resistance with A Lower Cost.
(A) Schematic illustration of translational fusion of antimicrobial cargos to the N-
terminus of RPW8.2D116G. (B) Infection phenotypes of Col-gl wild-type and
representative T2 plants expressing Metchnikowin (MTK) or Magainin (Maga) as
cargoes (X) in Sp-X-RPW8.2D116G transgenic lines. Pictures were taken at 11dpi.  (C)
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Disease quantification of plants in (B).  Melittin (Meli) cargo lines (not shown in (B)) are
as susceptible as Col-gl. (D) Trypan blue staining of representative leaves between Col-
gl and MTK T2 cargo lines reveals a dramatic decrease in fungal mycelia and production
of conidiophores (stained in blue) in MTK T2 cargo lines.
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fusion proteins.  To date, I have obtained some promising preliminary results towards this
objective.
To test if plant-expressed Sbt can cleave PCS-site containing plant proteins in
vivo, I made translational fusion between a conserved regulatory protein 14-3-3
(At1g22300) from Arabidopsis and YFP spaced with the PCS (35S::YFP-PCS-14-3-3 ).
I also made the 35S::Sbt construct for planta expression of Sbt.  These two constructs
were transiently expressed individually or in combination in ~4 week-old N. benthamiana
leaves via agroinfiltration.  As shown in (Figure 4-7A), whereas YFP-PCS-14-3-3  alone
exhibited a ubiquitous distribution in the transformed leaf epidermal cells, co-expression
of YFP-PCS-14-3-3  and Sbt resulted in a high percentage of cells (~50%) displaying an
altered YFP expression pattern where YFP signal was concentrated in concave
protrusions of transformed epidermal cells without obvious signal in the nucleus.  The
change of localization pattern of YFP signal may be caused by Sbt-mediated YFP
cleavage although indirect interference on protein localization by Sbt-expression cannot
be excluded.  It is noteworthy that N. benthamiana leaves transiently expressing Sbt
alone or in combination with YFP-PCS-14-3-3  exhibited necrotic cell death that became
visible to the naked eye 1-2 days post infiltration (Figure 4-7B).  This suggests that
transient overexpression of the Sbt enzyme is either toxic to the plant cell or activates
host cell death machinery.  To confirm that the change in YFP expression patterns is
caused by Sbt-mediated cleavage, I performed a western blot analysis with the
transformed N. benthamiana leaf samples using an anti-GFP antibody.  As shown in
(Figure 4-7C), a strong band (~56kDa) corresponding to the YFP-PCS-14-3-3  fusion
protein and a weak band in the size of YFP (~28 kDa) were detected in leaves expressing
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YFP-PCS-14-3-3  alone.  In contrast, there was only a faint band for YFP-PCS-14-3-3
but a strong band for YFP in the leaf samples co-expressing YFP-PCS-14-3-3  and Sbt.
Altogether, these results indicate that the engineered Sbt can be expressed and functions
as a protease that is capable of cleaving proteins via the specific PCS in planta and
comprises the first step of our group efforts towards targeted delivery and release of
antimicrobial cargo proteins to the EHX using RPW8.2.
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Figure 4-7.  Subtilisin Cleaves YFP-PCS-14-3-3 in vivo.
(A) Single optical sections of N. benthamiana leaf epidermal cells transiently expressing
YFP-PCS-14-3-3  alone (left) or YFP-PCS-14-3-3  together with Sbt (right). Imaging
was conducted at ~36 hours post agroinfiltration.  Bars = 50µm. (B) Leaf sections of N.
benthamiana transiently expressing the indicated proteins. (C) Western blot analysis of
total proteins extracted from agroinfiltrated N. benthamiana leaf samples.  The table on
the right details the information about the amount of total protein extracts and the specific
proteins under detection.  The red arrow indicates the approximate position of the ~56
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kDa YFP-PCS-14-3-3  fusion protein.  Note there may be a low level of cleavage of
YFP-PCS-14-3-3  by endogenous proteases of N. benthamiana in the absence of Sbt.
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Discussion
A unique feature of RPW8.2-mediated broad-spectrum resistance is the
integration of defense activation with a precise subcellular targeting resembling "missile"
defense.  While the defense component is SA-dependent, the targeting components of
RPW8.2 seem to be SA-independent (Wang et al., 2009).  Based on this feature, we
explored a unique strategy to utilize RPW8.2 for engineering haustorium-targeted and
hopefully SA-independent resistance in plants.  This strategy centers on the use of a
defense-defective, but targeting competent allele of RPW8.2 as a delivery vehicle to
shuttle antimicrobial cargo proteins to the extra-haustorial matrix such that more effective
resistance against haustorium-forming pathogens may be achieved.  However,
engineering such a "missile" defense system in plants is not trivial and faces several
challenges.  My contribution to this exciting project mainly addresses the cargo
orientation (relative to the vehicle) and cargo release issues, and has hopefully helped
pave the road to future success for this project.
First, because knowing the membrane topology of RPW8.2 is a pre-requisite for
targeting antimicrobial cargos to the EHX, I sought a "one stone, two birds" strategy to
definitively resolve RPW8.2's membrane orientation.  Using Sbt-mediated cleavage of
YFP in fusion with RPW8.2, I not only demonstrate that RPW8.2 (and likely all RPW8
family proteins) is a type I membrane protein with its C-tail in the cytoplasmic side of the
EHM (Figure 4-3&4) but also provide preliminary yet encouraging data for the utility of
Sbt for controlled release of antimicrobial cargos at the EHM (Figure 4-7).
Second, based on the knowledge I gained for RPW8.2's membrane topology, the
Xiao lab selectively fused antimicrobial cargos to the N-terminus of RPW8.2D116G with a
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signal peptide leader in the N-terminus of the cargo-RPW8.2D116G fusion proteins to
ensure proper secretion and EHM-targeting (Figure 4-6A).  However, whether the cargos
in such an orientation are really targeted to the EHX side of the EHM has not been
determined.  For this purpose, I generated and examined Arabidopsis lines stably
expressing SP-YFP-PCS- RPW8.2D116G.  Interestingly, preliminary results showed that
YFP signal from this fusion protein was only detectable as a few punctate spots in some
mildew infected epidermal cells (Figure 4-8), and in most cases, there was no detectable
YFP signal.  However, western blot analysis showed that the SP-YFP-PCS-R82 protein is
expressed at a similar level as RPW8.2-YFP or YFP-RPW8.2 upon infection with Gc-
UCSC1 (Figure4-8).  One likely interpretation for the above results is that the EHX
environment is acidic and the YFP fluorophore gets quenched when the YFP fusion
protein is targeted to the EHX side of the EHM.  Our observation that YFP-RPW8.2 (and
YFP-HR3) without an N-terminal signal peptide showed normal EHM-localized YFP
signal are compatible with this interpretation.  However, definitive evidence is needed to
make a conclusion that YFP in SP-YFP-PCS- RPW8.2D116G expressed in haustorium-
invaded cells is indeed targeted to the EHX side of the EHM.  One promising approach is
to use the mCherry-GFP dual fluorescent protein as cargo to report the exact localization
of Sp-cargo-RPW8.2 proteins, because mCherry is less pH-sensitive and may be more
detectable in the EHX.
Third, and perhaps the most challenging task for realizing RPW8.2-guided missile
defense is to release the cargo to the EHX.  Even though I showed that Sbt can function
in planta to release cargos (YFP as an example) from RPW8.2-PCS-cargo fusion
proteins, I have not confirmed (i) whether Sp-Sbt-PCS-RPW8.2D116G (for targeting of Sbt
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Figure 4-8.  SP-YFP-PCS-RPW8.2 Is Expressed But YFP May Be Quenched.
(A) Representative Z-stack projection of a stable Arabidopsis plant expressing
SP-YFP-PCS-R82.  Weak YFP signal is detectable in some epidermal cells following
Gc-UCSC1 infection.  Bars = 100µm. (B) Western blot analysis with an anti-GFP
antibody for the detection of SP-YFP-PCS-R82 in total or membrane fractions of pooled
SP-YFP-PCS-R82 T1 lines (lanes 1-2). YFP-R82-HA (lane 3-4) and YFP were used as
control (lane 5).  Black star indicates SP-YFP-PCS-R82 (lane 2) or YFP-R82-HA protein
(lane 4).  Both proteins are approximately 57 kDa in size.
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to the EHM in the same orientation as Sp-cargo-RPW8.2D116G) could function as a
protease to release Sbt itself and (ii) then further release antimicrobial cargos from cargo-
RPW8 fusion proteins.  Recently, I also noted that Arabidopsis plants expressing Sbt
exhibited stunted growth and HR-like cell death (data not shown) which is in an
agreement with my observation that N. benthamiana leaves transiently expressing Sbt
developed necrotic cell death in (Figure 4-7B).  Whether secreted Sbt is toxic or capable
of triggering plant cells is not known, however I did notice a similar level and timing of
cell death for N. benthamiana plants expressing Sp-Sbt (data not shown).  Assuming this
is the case for Arabidopsis transgenic plants, modified Sbt with slower or lower protease
activity may be used to reduce the negative impact due to Sbt expression.
Lastly, it is worth pointing out that so far only two (Metchnikowin and Magainin)
out of > 20 tested antimicrobial cargos in fusion with RPW8.2 at the N-terminus are
marginally effective in confering enhanced resistance against Gc-UCSC1.  Metchnikowin
is from Drosophila (Levashina et al., 1995) and Magainin (Maga) is from frog (Zasloff,
1987).  None of the antimicrobial proteins from plants showed obvious effect.  One
possible explanation could be that well-adapted powdery mildew pathogens like Gc-
UCSC1 may have evolved the ability to detoxify these antimicrobial proteins.  Another
possibility is that anchoring at the EHM alone without release into the EHX is not
sufficient to exert an antifungal effect.  Currently, the Xiao lab is co-expressing Sp-Sbt-
RPW8.2D116G with each of the >20 Sp-cargo-RPW8.2D116G constructs to see if it can
significantly improve resistance of the respective transgenic Arabidopsis plants against
powdery mildew.  However, one cannot exclude the possibility that some of these Sp-
cargo-RPW8.2D116G fusion proteins may not be correctly targeted to the EHX side of the
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EHM due to unknown trafficking constraints.  Development of a method to determine the
precise localization of such Sp-cargo-RPW8.2D116G fusion proteins will be very useful for
deriving definitive conclusions.
While additional experiments are needed to provide convincing proof-of-concept
data for engineering novel resistance via targeted delivery and controlled release of
antimicrobial cargos by RPW8.2 to the host pathogen interface in Arabidopsis, I have
made five DNA fusion constructs in a binary vector suitable for stable transformation of
cacao and these constructs are being used by our collaborator's lab for making transgenic
cacao.  Such a "missile" defense strategy, once validated, could be potentially used to




Plant materials and cultivation
Arabidopsis accessions Col-0 or Col-gl were used for generation of all transgenic
lines.  All genetic analyses for genotyping and phenotyping were conducted in
accordance with previous reports (Xiao et al., 2003b; Xiao et al., 2005). Unless otherwise
indicated, seeds were sown in Sunshine Mix #1 or Metro-Mix 360 soil (Maryland Plant
& Suppliers, Inc, USA) and cold-treated (4 ºC for 1-2 days).  Seedlings were kept under
22 ºC, 75% RH, short-day (8 hrs light at ~125 µ mol·m-2·sec-1, 16 hrs dark) conditions
for 5-6 weeks before pathogen inoculation and/or other treatments.
Pathogens strains, inoculation and phenotyping
Powdery mildew isolate Golovinomyces cichoracearum UCSC1 (Gc-UCSC1)
was maintained on live Col-0 or Col-NahG plants for generation of fresh conidia for
inoculation purposes.  Inoculation, visual scoring, photographing and quantification of
disease susceptibility were done as previously described (Xiao et al., 2005).
Cloning and Plasmid Construction
RPW8.2-PCS-YFP, YFP-PCS-RPW8.2 and YFP-PCS-14-3-3  constructs were
created using standard PCR amplification strategies coupled with restriction enzyme
digestion and T4-mediated ligation. RPW8.2 and YFP were amplified from a previously
constructed vector containing RPW8.2 in fusion with YFP (P2Y13) and the PCS
sequence was adapted to specific primers used for this amplification.14-3-3  was
amplified from a Col-0 cDNA sample and used for cloning.  The DNA sequence for the
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protein cleavage site (PCS) used for amplification was obtained from Dr. Philip Bryan
(UMD-IBBR) and is: 5’GAGTTCAGGGCTCTCAGCGCAGGTGGCAGTGGAGGT3’
and codes for 5’E-F-R-A-L-S-A-G-G-S-G-G3’.
For RPW8.2-PCS-YFP, the PCS-YFP fragment was amplified using the primers
(PCS-YFP-F:
5’gaattcAGGGCTCTCAGCGCAGGTGGCAGTGGAGGTATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGA3
’ and BglYFPR1: 5’gcagatcTCACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG3’) while the R82
fragment was amplified using (BamR82F:
5’caccggatccATGATTGCTGAGGTTGCCGCA3’ and R82-PCS-
R:5’cctgaattcTCCAGAATCATCACTGCAGAACGTAAA3’).  Full length R82-PCS-YFP
was amplified using the primers (BamR82F:
5’caccggatccATGATTGCTGAGGTTGCCGCA3’and BglYFPR1:
5’gcagatcTCACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG3’).For YFP-PCS-RPW8.2, the PCS-R82
fragment was amplified using the primers (EcoSCSLF:
5’agaattcAGGGCTCTCAGCGCAGGTGGCAGTGGAGGTATGATTGCTGAGGTTGC
CGCA3’ and BamR82R2: 5’ttggatccTCAAGAATCATCACTGCAGAAC3’) while the
YFP fragment was amplified using the primers (BamYFPF1:
5’tcggatccATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAG3’ and EcoYFPR:
5’tgaattcTCCGGACTTGTACAGCT3’).  Full length YFP-PCS-R82 was amplified using
the primers (BamYFPF1: 5’tcggatccATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAG3’ and BamR82R2:
5’ttggatccTCAAGAATCATCACTGCAGAAC3’). YFP-PCS-14-3-3  was amplified and
created in a similar manner using the primers (BamYFPF1:
5’tcggatccATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAG3’ and EcoYFPR:
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5’tgaattcTCCGGACTTGTACAGCT3’) for the YFP fragment and the primers
(5’agaattcAGGGCTCTCAGCGCAGGTGGCAGTGGAGGTATGGCGGCGACATTAG
GCAGA3’ and Xho14hR: 5’ccgctcgagTCAGGCCTCGTCCATCTGCT3’) for the PCS-14-
3-3  fragment.  Linked YFP-PCS-14-3-3  was amplified using the primers (BamYFPF1:
5’tcggatccATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAG3’ and Xho14hR:
5’ccgctcgagTCAGGCCTCGTCCATCTGCT3’).
All resulting fragments were digested with the EcoRI restriction enzyme
according to NEB protocol and linked using the recommended procedures provided for
Promega T4 ligation using T4 Ligase (Promega, Promega T4 Ligase)  Both RPW8.2-
PCS-YFP and YFP-PCS-RPW8.2 were amplified with ExTaq polymerase (Fischer,
Fischer ExTaq Polymerase) and cloned via T/A cloning into the previously described
homemade pCX-DG-82p vector (see Chapter 2).  YFP-PCS-14-3-3   was cloned in a
similar manner into the 35S driven pCXSN T/A cloning vector (Chen et al., 2009b).
Glycosylation (NNSS) RPW8.2 constructs were also created using PCR
amplification and restriction enzyme linkage strategies.  These DNA clones were also
inserted via T/A cloning into the pCX-DG-82p vector. 35S::Sbt was created by cloning
the subtilisin gene from Bacillus amyloliquefaciens (Accession Number: X00165.1) into
the pCXSN vector via T/A cloning using the primers (BamSbtF:
5’caccggatccATGGCGAAGTGCGTGTCTTA3’ and EcoSbtR:
5’tgaattcTGATCCCTGAGCTGCCGCTTCTACGT3’).All N-terminal and C-terminal
RPW8 cargo constructs, including the SP-YFP-PCS-R82 construct (see Discussion) were
created using the homemade pCX-DG-82p vector as a backbone.  More detailed
description for the creation of these cargo vectors, and the resulting cargo constructs are
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available upon request as it was a multi-step process that is too lengthy and difficult to
list here.
Transformation of Arabidopsis and transient expression in N. benthamiana
All generated constructs in binary vectors were introduced into Agrobacterium
strain GV3101 and stable transgenic Arabidopsis plants were generated by floral dip
(Clough et al., 2000) or transiently expressed by agrobacterium-mediated infiltration of
4-5 week old mature N. benthamiana leaves(Bendahmane et al., 2002).  Fresh GV3101
agrobacterium cultures carrying expression constructs were grown O/N at 30°C and
washed at least 1 time(s) in 10mM MgCl2 solution.  Cell suspensions were diluted to an
approximate OD600 concentration of 0.4-0.6 and N. benthamiana leaves were slowly
infiltrated using a needleless syringe on the abaxial side of the leaf.
Extraction of Haustoria
This protocol is modified from the “Isolation of intracellular hyphae by isopycnic
centrifugation technique” described in (Pain et al., 1994). Extracted haustoria suspensions
were obtained from pooled T2-T4 lines of appropriate transgenic backgrounds between
7-8dpi with Gc-UCSC1.  Approximately 1-2 total grams of infected leaf tissue was
macerated 2x in a conventional kitchen blender in a minimum volume 20-30ml of fresh,
chilled haustoria extraction buffer (3-[N-morpholino]-propane sulphonic acid (MOPS)
.02M, pH 7.2 containing 0.2M sucrose) for 45-60 seconds.  After each 1X blending
procedure, macerated plant material was filtered through a 40µm nylon mesh material
using vacuum filtration to remove large fragments of plant debris as most mature Gc-
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UCSC1 haustoria are typically between 15-25µm in size.  Final filtrates were centrifuged
at 1080 x g for 15min at 4°C.  Pelleted material containing haustoria was resuspended in
2-3ml of haustoria extraction buffer and kept at 4C prior to imaging or further analysis.
Subtilisin Treatments
Purified subtilisin enzyme (isoform S189)was obtained from Dr. Philip Bryan
(UMD-IBBR) and directly used in combination with cleavage buffer (10mM NaNO2) to
analyze the functionality of Sbt in cleaving the PCS.  Purified total and membrane protein
fractions from RPW8.2-PCS-YFP lines or extracted haustoria were treated with ~15µM
Sbt and 10mM NaNO2 for 45-60min at 37°C and analyzed by Western blot or confocal
microscopy.  General assay instructions were given through personal communication
with Dr. Philip Bryan.
Protein Isolation, SDS-PAGE and Western blotting
Membrane proteins (containing RPW8) were isolated by homogenizing between
0.5-1.0g of fresh leaf material at around 5-8dpi with Gc-UCSC1.  Leaf material was
homogenized in 4-5ml of extraction buffer (50mM Tris, pH 7.5, 50mM NaCl, 1mM
EDTA, 1mM DTT, 10% w/v sucrose and .1% protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma)) using a
pre-chilled mortar and pestle.  Homogenate samples were filtered through two layers of
Miracloth or cheesecloth and centrifuged at 3,000 x g for 15min at 4°C to remove excess
debris.  Resulting supernatant fractions were ultracentrifuged at 100,000g for 1hr at 4°C
and the resulting membrane pellets were resuspended in approximately 250-350µl of
membrane resuspension buffer (20mM Tris, pH 7.5, 50mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 1mM
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DTT, 10% w/v sucrose and .1% protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma)).  A proportion of the
supernatant was also put aside for later analysis on total protein fractions.  Isolated total
and membrane fractions were mixed with 2x SDS loading buffer and denatured in a 90-
95°Cwater bath for roughly 10-15min and then fractionated by SDS-PAGE on 8-12%
w/v polyacrylamide gels for 1.5hr at 110-120V.  Following electrophoresis, proteins were
electroblotted onto a supported PVDF or nitrocellulose membrane using the Owl semi-
dry electroblotting system (Thermo Scientific) at 15V for 45min.  Following
electroblotting, membranes were incubated with a 1:5,000 dilution of the primary rabbit
monoclonal anti-YFP (Abcam) followed by a 1:20,000 dilution of the goat-anti-rabbit
HRP conjugated secondary antibody (Sigma).  Immunodetected proteins were visualized
using the ECL Advance Western Blotting Detection Kit (Amersham).  Total fractions
only of transiently expressed proteins in N. benthamiana were isolated in a similar
fashion.
Other Analyses
Trypan blue staining for cell death and fungal structures was performed as
previously described in (Xiao et al., 2003b). Imaging and laser scanning confocal
microscopic (LSCM) imaging was done using either a  Zeiss Axioepifluorescence
microscope coupled with an HBO 100 microscope illumination system or with a Zeiss
LSM710 confocal microscope as previously described in (Wang et al., 2007; Wang et al.,
2009; Wang et al., 2010).  All images presented are single optical sections or Z-stack
projected of 15-30 images unless otherwise indicated.  For PI staining, detached leaf
sections (~.25 cm2) were submerged in 0.5% PI solution for 45-60 minutes then washed
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briefly (10-15 minutes) in water before imaging.  Alternatively, a final PI concentration
of 0.5% was added to extracted haustoria suspensions prior to imaging.  Sirofluor
staining of leaf sections or extracted haustoria for callose was conducted with a 0.1mg
ml-1 dissolved in a 1% DMSO solution; (Biosupplies,
http://www.biosupplies.com.au/products.htm).  Image data was processed using Zen
2009 Light Edition and Adobe Photoshop CS5.
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Chapter 5: Towards Understanding the Mechanisms Underlying EHM-
specific Targeting of RPW8 Family Proteins
Introduction
The identification of RPW8 family proteins as EHM-specific residents suggests a
host-origin for the EHM and provides the first EHM-specific markers to study the nature
of the EHM and the molecular interaction between the host and pathogen.  In Chapter 3,
I provide the first piece of cell biological evidence to suggest that the EHM is de novo
synthesized upon haustorial differentiation.  However, this is only a small albeit the very
first step towards molecular characterization of the enigmatic EHM.  There are more
challenging questions in relation to the biogenesis of the EHM (i.e. the spatiotemporal
dynamic protein/lipid composition of the EHM), and why and how RPW8 family
proteins are specifically targeted to the EHM.  It is conceivable that it may be the lipid
composition of the EHM that determines its protein constitution through selective
recruitment mechanisms pertaining to specific lipid species that may be (transiently)
enriched in the EHM.  Based on lipid chemistry and relevant past studies (see below),
among a plethora of membrane lipids, phosphoinositides (PIs) are likely candidate lipids
that may serve as a spatiotemporal landmarks for the EHM.
PIs are phosphorylated derivatives of the membrane lipid phosphatidyl-inositol
(PtdIns) that contain a hydrophobic diacylglycerol (DAG) backbone esterified to a myo-
inositol 1-phosphate [Ins(1)P] headgroup where three of the five hydroxyl residues
(3,4,5) of the inositol ring of PtdIns can be phosphorylated individually or in combination
by specific PI kinases to generate seven different varieties of PIs [PI(3)P, PI(4)P, PI(5)P,
PI(3,4)P2, PI(3,5)P2, PI(4,5)P2, PI(3,4,5)P3] (Figure 5-1).  All seven varieties of PIs are
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detected in animal cells while all but PI(3,4,5)P3 are detectable in plant cells (Thole and
Nielsen, 2008).  PIs serve as structural materials of eukaryotic membranes, key regulators
of lipid and cell signaling, regulators of membrane trafficking and serve as spatial and
temporal markers for subcellular membranes and domains in both animal and plant cells
(Behnia and Munro, 2005; Blumental-Perry et al., 2006; Di Paolo and De Camilli, 2006;
Thole and Nielsen, 2008; Vicinanza et al., 2008) (Figure 5-1).  For example in plant
cells, PI(3)P has been found to be concentrated in the vacuolar membrane in leaf
epidermal cells (Kim et al., 2001; Vermeer et al., 2006), PI(4)P is mainly found in the
Golgi apparatus, secretory vesicles, and the PM (Preuss et al., 2006; Vermeer et al., 2009)
and PI(4,5)P2 is found in the cytoplasm and becomes enriched in the PM in response to
salt stress or as a gradient at the tip of growing root hairs during cell division (van
Leeuwen et al., 2007).
Interestingly, PI(3)P has also been found to be transiently accumulated on the
matured phagosomal membranes (Vieira et al., 2001) and host PI metabolism is targeted
by intracellular bacterial pathogens of animals to modulate the host PM or vacuolar
membranes for host entry and multiplication (Weber et al., 2009).  Moreover, as
described in Chapter 4, host PIs, specifically PI(3)P and PI(4)P are necessary for host
uptake of oomycete and fungal effector proteins via binding a conserved RXLR motif
that is conserved in the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum (Kale et al., 2010)
(Figure 4-2).  Combined, these findings suggest that host PIs (i) may serve as landmarks
for the interfacial membrane between plant hosts and pathogens and (ii) may be
specifically targeted by pathogens or utilized by hosts in the ongoing molecular warfare
at the host-pathogen interface.
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Figure 5-1.  Phosphoinositides are Spatial Landmarks of Eukaryotic Cells.
(A) Structural drawing of phosphoinositides (PI) lipid derivatives.  Hydrophobic
diacylglycerol (DAG) backbone (orange box) esterified to a myo-inositol 1-phosphate
[Ins(1)P] head group (green box) of phosphatidylinositol (PtdIns).  Specific hydroxyl
groups of the inositol ring at positions 3,4,5 can be phosphorylated individually or in
combination to create the 7 different PI species. (B) Cartoon representation of the
predominant subcellular membrane location of PIs in eukaryotic cells and the rapid
interconversion between PI species.  Modified from Di Paolo and De Camilli, 2006.
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Results & Discussion
A PI(3)P Biosensor is Transiently Enriched at the EHM
Based on the above findings, I hypothesize that phosphoinositides may serve a
role as (i) lipid landmarks ensuring EHM-directed membrane/protein trafficking (i.e.
serving a trafficking cue for EHM-targeting of RPW8.2) and/or (ii) as signaling
molecules in the regulation of plant host defense responses.  To monitor the
spatiotemporal dynamics of phosphoinositides, PI biosensors, which are known protein
domains responsible for specific protein-lipid (PI) interactions, are fused to fluorescent
tags and used as subcellular reporters of PIs.  As such, I created a biosensor for one
specific phosphoinositide, PI(3)P,  to investigate the spatiotemporal dynamics of PI(3)P
in response to powdery mildew and to investigate how the EHM differs from the host PM
in terms of PI(3)P.
Specifically, I translationally fused the Arabidopsis PI(3)P binding protein, AtPH1
(NP_565687) (Dowler et al., 2000), to YFP at both termini and Col-gl plants were
transformed with either RPW8.2p::AtPH1-YFP and 35S::YFP-AtPH1.  Before
inoculation with Gc-UCSC1, YFP signal was largely undetectable in RPW8.2p::AtPH1-
YFP transgenic lines as RPW8.2p is a powdery mildew inducible promoter.  After
inoculation, detectable YFP levels dramatically increased within haustorium-invaded
epidermal cells and most importantly, YFP-positive puncta were detected at or near the
EHM (Figure 5-2 A&B).  For 35S::YFP-AtPH1 transgenic lines, a high level of
ubiquitously expressed YFP signal was detectable before inoculation in epidermal cells
while YFP signal became detectable at or near the EHM following inoculation with
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Figure 5-2.  PI(3)P is Transiently Enriched in the EHM Upon Haustorial
Differentiation.
(A & B) Representative single optical sections of Col-gl plants expressing AtPH1-YFP
from the RPW8.2 promoter.  The AtPH1-YFP PI(3)P biosensor is transiently enriched at
the EHM uniformly or as punctate-like spots around the EHM of differentiated haustoria
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at 42hpi.  Fungal structures and host PM are stained with PI (red) in (A).  Bars = 20µm.
(C & D) Representative single optical sections of constitutively expressed YFP-AtPH1in
epidermal cells before (C) and after (D) Gc-UCSC1 inoculation.  Yellow arrows indicate
location of haustoria.  Bars = 50µm in (C) and 20µm in (D).
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powdery mildew (Figure 5-2 C&D) suggesting that PI(3)P is transiently enriched at the
EHM upon haustorial differentiation.
To confirm that AtPH1-YFP is indeed localized to the EHM membrane, co-
transformation of Col-gl plants with RPW8.2p::AtPH1-YFP and RPW8.2p::RPW8.2-RFP
was conducted.  Confocal imaging of these lines strongly suggests that AtPH1-YFP is
colocalized with RPW8-RFP at the EHM membrane (Figure 5-3 A&B).  It is noteworthy
that while RPW8.2-RFP signal was strongly and uniformly detected at the EHM, AtPH1-
YFP signal was slightly weaker and occasionally appeared to be enriched at the EHM as
puncta-like membrane components suggesting a transient localization to this unique
membrane during its biogenesis (Figure 5-3 A&B).  Moreover, time-lapse imaging used
to monitor the movements of vesicles positive for AtPH1-YFP revealed that these
vesicles were highly mobile and trafficked along cytoplasmic strands throughout the cell
and in the periphery of the EHM (Figure 5-3C).  This pattern is similar to the manner
described for another PI(3)P biosensor, YFP-2xFYVE, in response to oomycete
haustorium-forming pathogens  (Lu et al., 2012).  This highly motile movement appears
to be bidirectional at the host-pathogen interface, suggesting that endosomal trafficking is
active in haustorium-invaded cells between the host cell and the EHM.
I was also interested in testing the extracellular localization of PI(3)P using a
biosensor in fusion with the N-terminal secretion signal peptide (Sp). This work is
relevant to using PI(3)P-binding proteins to interfere  host cell entry of RXLR-containing
fungal or oomycete effectors (Chapter 4).  In short, I obtained a 35S::Sp-GmPH1-
mCherry (PI(3)P) construct from the Tyler group and created transgenic lines in
Arabidopsis to test its extracellular (extrahaustorial matrix) localization upon powdery
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Figure 5-3. The PI(3)P-biosensor is Colocalized with RPW8.2 at the EHM.
(A & B) AtPH1-YFP is colocalized with R82-RFP at the EHM membrane as evident by
weak uniform EHM labeling signal (A & B) or punctate like vesicles (B) at the EHM.
Differentiated haustoria are indicated by RPW8.2-RFP labeling at 42hpi with Gc-
UCSC1.  Bars = 20µm. (C) Single optical sections from a sequential time lapse scan of
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the AtPH1-YFP biosensor in a haustoria-invaded epidermal cell.  Punctate spots and
small vesicle-like structures are highly mobile and move around the host PM,
cytoplasmic strands and the EHM suggestive of endocytic recycling between the host and
EHM.  Yellow arrows indicate cytoplasmic strands moving toward the EHM while blue
arrows indicate vesicle-like structures apparently fusing with the EHM.  The orange
arrow in the last panel indicates a vesicle-like structure moving away from EHM.  Bars =
20µm.
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mildew infection.  I found that this PI(3)P biosensor was homogeneously distributed in
the extracellular space (apoplast) of Arabidopsis leaves before powdery mildew infection
(Figure 5-4A).  Upon infection with powdery mildew, I could not detect mCherry signal
in the EHX (Figure 5-4B).  Given that the EHM is de novo synthesized and the EHX is
probably physically separated from the apoplastic space by the fungal neck band that is
analogous in function to the Casparian strip of endodermal cells (Heath, 1976; Gil and
Gay, 1977), this result is not surprising as this biosensor does not contain any EHM-
targeting signal.  To confirm the apoplastic localization, I applied 1M NaCl to the cells
and mCherry signal was found in the enlarged apoplastic space as a result of plasmolysis
(Figure 5-4A).  As expected, mCherry signal was also seen in the apoplastic space
surrounding the fungal penetration site (papillae region) (Figure 5-4B).  Similar results
were also obtained by Brett Tyler’s group using Sp-biosensors and transient expression in
N. benthamiana challenged with Hyaloperonospora parasitica (Brett Tyler, Personal
communication).
In an effort to determine if RPW8-mediated resistance and/or EHM-localization
could be abrogated by interference with host PI(3)P function or metabolism, I have
investigated silencing of a PI(3)P kinase and the use of pharmacological treatments to
deplete host PI(3)P levels.  While three classes of PI3Ks exist in mammalian species
(Wymann and Pirola, 1998), only one class (Type III) exists in plants (Hong and Verma,
1994; Welters et al., 1994) and is homologous to the Vps34p enzyme first identified in
Saccharomyces cerevisae (Herman et al., 1992).  In Arabidopsis, PI3K is encoded by a
single copy gene also known as AtVPS34 (At1g60490 - NM_104735).  Unfortunately, T-
DNA insertion mutants have been shown to be gametophyte-lethal and ineffective in
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Figure 5-4. Sp-GmPH1-mCherry is Secreted to the Extracellular Space.
Leaves of transgenic plants constitutively expressing Sp-GmPH1-RFP imaged before (A)
and after powdery mildew infection (B). Single optical section images of epidermal cells
were acquired before (left) and after plasmolysis using 1M NaCl (right).  Bars = 50µm in
(A) and 20µm in (B).  Note GmPH1-RFP is not detectable in the EHX of fully
differentiated haustoria in epidermal cells (blue arrows).
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studying molecular functionality of AtVPS34 (Lee et al., 2008).  Therefore, I created
amiRNA lines targeting PI3K but these plants did not exhibit any obvious phenotypic
changes in response to Gc-UCSC1 (data not shown) as plants with only slightly reduced
PI3K transcript levels survive and they do not shown distinct phenotypes (Lee et al.,
2008).  For pharmacological treatments, several inhibitors of PI3Ks including
Wortmannin, a furanosteroid metabolite of the fungi Penicillium funiculosum, and
LY294002, a morpholine derivative of quercetin, are commonly used in cell suspension
studies.  However, infiltration studies of RPW8.2-YFP lines with Wortmannin and
LY294002 did not result in a reduction of RPW8 targeting efficiency (data not shown)
presumably due to the short half-life in tissue culture and transient inhibition of PI3Ks
(Okkenhaug and Vanhaesebroeck, 2001) that are insufficient to reduce host PI
metabolism.
Overall, these results suggest that host PI(3)P is localized to the EHM and this
localization may be a transient event mediated by rapid modification of the EHM by the
plant host.  In this regard, it will be interesting to test additional lipid biosensors for other
PI or bioactive lipid species.  Additionally, another future objective will be to determine
if host PI(3)P-depletion compromises RPW8.2-EHM targeting efficiency and defense
activation at the EHM.
RPW8.2 May Preferentially Bind PI(3)P
Spatiotemporal dynamic distribution of PIs determines protein localizations at
specific subcellular localizations (Kher and Worthylake, 2011; Munnik and Nielsen,
2011; Gil et al., 2012).  Because PI(3)P is transiently enriched at the EHM, and the
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putative RPW8 family EHM-targeting signals are enriched for positively charged amino
acid residues (R/K) (Wang et al., under review) (Figure 5-5) that are reminiscent of the
RXLR domain responsible for PI binding in pathogen effectors (Kale et al., 2010;
Bhattacharjee et al., 2012), I speculated that RPW8 family proteins may bind to the
negatively charged headgroup of PI(3)P and that this binding may be responsible for
EHM localization.  To determine potential binding interactions between RPW8 and
bioactive lipid species, I purified bacterially expressed GST (glutathione S-transferase) -
RPW8.2 fusion protein using the pGEX-4T-1 vector (GE Healthcare-Life Sciences)
modified to contain a gateway cloning cassette (Brett Tyler, Oregon State University) and
tested RPW8.2’s binding to a variety of lipids using membrane lipid strips (Echelon).
Membrane lipid strips are hydrophobic membranes that have been spotted with 100pmol
of 15 different biologically important lipids (Figure 5-6A) found in cell membranes and
are used to determine whether a protein of interest specifically interacts with any lipid
using a protein-lipid overlay assay where bound proteins are detected by Western blotting
(see Methods).  My initial binding tests using commercialized strips showed that among
all seven PIs, phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylcholine (PC),
phosphatidylserine (PS) and phosphatidic acid (PA), RPW8.2 seemed to specifically,
albeit weakly, bind PI(3)P (Figure 5-6B).  In a similar protein-lipid overlay assay, no
obvious interaction was detected between GST-RPW8.2 and a panel of 15 sphingolipids
including sphingosine, ceramide or cholesterol (data not shown).  As a control, GST
alone showed no interaction with any of the spotted lipids (Figure 5-6B).  I then
conducted similar assays with GST-tagged RPW8.1 and HR3 and found that both of



































































































































































































Figure 5-6. RPW8 Family Members Bind PI(3)P in Lipid Filter Assays.
(A) Commercially available lipid filter strips are hydrophobic membranes that have been
spotted with 100pmol of 15 different biologically important lipids found in cell
membranes and are used to determine how a protein of interest interacts with these lipids.
(B) GST-R82, GST only, GST-R81 and GST-HR3 proteins tested for the binding affinity
to the 15 spotted lipids (including PIs) seen in (A).  For R82, R81 and HR3, a weak to
moderate detectable binding signal is noticed for PI(3,4,5)P3 (yellow stars).  GST control
protein does not bind any of the spotted lipids.
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also showed weak binding affinity for PI(3,4,5)P3 (Figure 5-6B).  However, because
PI(3,4,5)P3 has not been detected in plants, this interaction is unlikely functionally
relevant.
This preliminary result was particularly exciting because PI(3)P may be
(transiently) enriched at the EHM during its biogenesis as described above (Figure 5-2/3)
and some RXLR-containing effector proteins bind PI(3)P for host-cell entry (Kale et al,
2012).  It is reasonable to hypothesize that one of the two EHM-targeting motifs, or one
or more of the several predicted RXLR-like motifs in RPW8.2 (Figure 5-7A) may be the
PI(3)P binding site(s) and PI(3)P-binding provides a critical cue for EHM-targeting.  To
validate RPW8.2-PI(3)P binding and then test the above hypothesis, I first made lipid
filter strips by spotting commercially available PIs from either (Echelon) or (Cayman
Chemicals) in a range of concentrations from 200pmol to 12.5pmol on Hybond-C Extra
nitrocellulose membrane according to (Kale and Tyler, 2012) for more robust and
focused binding assays. In the meantime, I also created 18 GST-RPW8.2 mutant
constructs to determine critical residues responsible for the RPW8.2-PI(3)P interaction.
These RPW8.2 proteins include existing mutants used for assessing EHM-targeting
mutants (Wang et al., under preparation) and additional mutations in RXLR-like motifs
(Figure 5-7B).
Results from several independent experiments with the homemade lipid filters
showed that even though binding between RPW8.2 and PI(3)P was readily detectable,
both the RPW8.2 wild-type and various mutant proteins showed binding not only to
PI(3)P but also other PIs, such as PI(4)P, PI(5)P and PI(3,5)P2.  In addition, there was
significant variations from experiment to experiment in binding affinity and specificity,
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making it extremely difficult to qualitatively gauge RPW8.2’s binding to PI(3)P in
comparison to other PIs and/or to assess whether any of the mutated motifs shown in
(Figure 5-7 A&B) had any impact on RPW8.2’s binding to PI(3)P (Figure 5-7C).
 In an effort to circumvent some of these specificity issues, we began
experimentation with a liposome binding assay (see Methods) that provides an
experimental system where the protein of interest interacts with the target phospholipid in
the context of a membrane-like environment (Kale and Tyler, 2012).  In short, binding
affinity for a specific phospholipid is measured by incubating purified protein with
unilamellar liposomes containing specific phospholipids against unilamellar control
liposomes that lack the potential interacting phospholipid.  As with the lipid-filter binding
assays, results from the initial tests showed that majority of GST-RPW8.2 was detected
in the pelleted fraction when incubated with liposomes containing PI(3)P,  just as seen
with GST-Avh5, a demonstrated PI(3)P binding protein (Kale et al., 2010) as control
(Figure 5-7D).  However, upon repeated testing, I encountered specificity issues between
different PI-containing liposomes and detected similar levels of GST-RPW8.2 WT and
GST-RPW8.2 mutant (MT) proteins in the pelleted fraction indicating similar binding to
PIs (data not shown).  To clarify this, we tested GST-RPW8.2’s protein solubility in the
liposome incubation buffer (50mM Tris, pH 6.8, 50-100mM KCl) and discovered that
GST-RPW8.2 was largely insoluble as a significant proportion of the protein continually
precipitated out of solution “mimicking” binding to the liposomes.
In summary, despite promising preliminary results suggesting that RPW8.2 may
preferentially/specifically bind PI(3)P, and despite my quite extensive efforts, whether
RPW8.2 specifically binds PI(3)P  remains to be an unanswered question.  Further
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challenging work is required to tailor optimization and improvement of the experimental
conditions for both lipid filter and liposome assays for RPW8.2, in order to derive
unequivocal evidence for making a conclusion as to whether RPW8.2 binds PI(3)P for
EHM-targeting.
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Figure 5-7.  Scanning Mutants of GST-RPW8.2 for Binding Assays.
(A) Protein sequence of RPW8.2 indicating residues of the predicted TM, CC, and the
putative EHM-targeting sequences (ETS) (pink font).  Red brackets correspond to clones
1-9 and represent the location of 6aa replacements with the amino acid sequence N-A-A-
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I-R-S that cover both ETS sites and potential RXLR-like motifs found in other species
[blue font] (communication with Brett Tyler).  Clones 10-15 represent single or double aa
mutations in the positively charged residues in one or two ETS motifs.  Clones 17-18
represent double NAAIRS mutation replacements for regions covering both ETS motifs.
(B) List of clones and and significance. (C) Representative homemade lipid filter assay.
Note the lack of specificity of GST-RPW8.2 to PI(3)P. (D) Liposome blot of GST-R82,




Plant materials and cultivation
Arabidopsis accessions Col-0 or Col-gl were used for generation of all transgenic
lines.  All generated constructs in binary vectors were introduced into Agrobacterium
strain GV3101 and stable transgenic Arabidopsis plants were generated by floral dip
(Clough et al., 2000).  All genetic analyses for genotyping and phenotyping were
conducted in accordance with previous reports (Xiao et al., 2003b; Xiao et al., 2005).
Unless otherwise indicated, seeds were sown in Sunshine Mix #1 or Metro-Mix 360 soil
(Maryland Plant & Suppliers, Inc, USA) and cold-treated (4 ºC for 1-2 days).  Seedlings
were kept under 22 ºC, 75% RH, short-day (8 hrs light at ~125 µ mol·m-2·sec-1, 16 hrs
dark) conditions for 5-6 weeks before pathogen inoculation and/or other treatments.
Pathogens strains, inoculation and phenotyping
Powdery mildew isolate Golovinomyces cichoracearum UCSC1 (Gc-UCSC1)
was maintained on live Col-0 or Col-NahG plants for generation of fresh conidia for
inoculation purposes.  Inoculation, visual scoring, photographing and quantification of
disease susceptibility were done as previously described (Xiao et al., 2005).
Cloning and Plasmid Construction
The 35S::Sp-GmPH1-mCherry construct were obtained from Brett Tyler’s group
(Oregon State University) as part of collaborations. AtPH1-YFP and YFP-AtPH1
constructs were created using standard PCR amplification strategies coupled with
restriction enzyme digestion and T4-mediated ligation. AtPH1 (At2g29700) was
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amplified from a genomic Col-0 DNA sample and used for multiple cloning steps using
the standard primers (BamAtPH1-tpF:
5’caccggatccATGGAGAGTATCTGGCGAATCG3’ and BamAtPH1-R1: 5’
gcggatccCCGCCTGTGATCATAATCGAGA3’ or EcoAtPH1-R2: 5’
gcgaattcTCACCGCCTGTGATCATAATCGA3’). AtPH1 (no stop) was translationally
fused upstream of YFP in an RPW8.2p driven vector (P2Y3’-6) using traditional BamH1
cloning and also shuttled to a 35S driven T/A cloning vector pCXSN (Chen et al., 2009b)
using the primers (BamAtPH1-tpF: (see above) and BglYFPR1:
5’gcagatctCACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG3’). YFP-AtPH1 was created by using
gateway technology to shuttle an entry vector carrying AtPH1 (AtPH1/TOPO) into the N-
terminal YFP destination vector pEG104 (Earley et al., 2006) and then to move YFP-
AtPH1 to the T/A cloning vector pCXSN by amplification with the primers (BamYFPF1:
5’TCGGATCCATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAG3’ and EcoAtPH1-R2 (see above).
The artificial miRNA (amiRNA) PI3K was constructed according to a published
method (Schwab et al., 2006) incorporated into the web-based tool at
(http://wmd3.weigelworld.org/) and targets the 11th out of 17 exon of PI3K
(NM_104735). The primers for making the PI3Kami fragment are: (PI3K aRNA-I:
5’gaTATATTCTGTAATGCCCGCTGtctctcttttgtattcc3’, PI3K aRNA-II:
5’gaCAGCGGGCATTACAGAATATAtcaaagagaatcaatga3’, PI3K aRNA-III:
5’gaCAACGGGCATTACTGAATATTtcacaggtcgtgatatg3’ and PI3K aRNA-IV:
5’gaAATATTCAGTAATGCCCGTTGtctacatatatattcct3’).  The amiRNA fragment was
digested with KpnI/BamHI and cloned into the binary vector pBTEX KpnI/BamHI site
downstream of the 35S promoter (Frederick et al., 1998).  Following assembly via
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overlapping PCR, the amiRNA fragment was also cloned into the pCXSN T/A cloning
vector using the primers (amiRNA-F: 5’caccAAACACACGCTCGGACGCAT3’ and
amiRNA-R: 5’CCCCATGGCGATGCCTTA3’).
GST-RPW8.2 WT and MT plasmids were created by gateway technology by
cloning the full length cDNA of RPW8.2 WT or MT derivatives into the pENTR/D-
TOPO entry vector using the standard primers (R82tpF:
5’caccATGATTGCTGAGGTTGCCGCA3’ and BamR82R2:
5’TTGGATCCTCAAGAATCATCACTGCAGAAC3’).  Specific mutant clones were
generated by either (i) RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis of mutant RPW8.2-YFP T2
plants used in a mutagenesis analysis by (Wang et al., under review) or (ii) by site-
directed overlapping PCR procedures.  Entry clones were translationally fused
downstream of GST using a modified pGEX-4T-1 vector (GE Healthcare-Life Sciences)
containing a gateway cloning cassette (gift from Brett Tyler’s group).  All other GST
clones including RPW8.1 and HR3 were created in a similar manner.  All materials not
listed are available upon request.
Pharmacological Treatments
Fully expanded leaves of ~7 week-old RPW8.2-YFP Col-gl background plants
were detached from the base of the petioles and inserted into sterilized Murashige and
Skoog (MS) agar medium in Petri dishes.  Detached leaves were inoculated evenly with
Gc-UCSC1 and at ~16hpi each half leaf was pressure-infiltrated with a blunt end 1 mL
plastic syringe containing either 1-50µM Wortmannin dissolved in DMSO or 10-100µM
LY294002 dissolved in DMSO and their respective controls (DMSO/water solution).
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Leaf sections (~.25 cm2) were examined using a Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope at
36-42hpi following staining with 0.5% propidium iodide (PI).  Detectable RPW8.2-YFP
signal at the EHM was used to determine if either PI3K inhibitor had significant effect on
RPW8.2 localization to the EHM.
Protein Purification
Sequence confirmed GST-RPW8.2 WT or MT clones were transfected into either
Rosetta Blue (DE3) competent cells (Rosetta Blue) or BL2.1 Codon Plus competent cells
(BL21 Codon Plus) via heat shock transformation.  Single PCR confirmed positive clones
were inoculated into a 3-5 mL of O/N Luria Broth (LB) and then into a 100 mL O/N LB
culture.  50 mL of 100 mL O/N culture was inoculated into 500 mL without antibiotics
and grown to an OD600 between .4 and .6 and then induced with Isopropyl -D-1-
thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) at a final concentration between .3 and 1mM.  (Note:
Standard induction conditions range from 3-5hrs at 37°C, however bacterial cells
containing RPW8.2 often experienced accelerated death rates presumably to expression
of the RPW8.2 protein.  Therefore, cells expressing RPW8.2 were grown at lower
temperatures ranging from 16-20°C for longer periods of time with lower IPTG
concentrations [~.3mM]).  Following induction, cells were spun at 7000 rpm for 15 min
at 4°C and resuspended in 10-15 mL Cold buffer (50 mM Tric-HCl pH7.5, 150 mM
NaCl) with a final .1% protease inhibitor cocktail concentration.  Cells were lysed with 2
cycles of sonication and rocked at 4°C in a 1% Triton X-100 solution for 45-60 min.
GST- proteins were purified using B-PER GST fusion protein column or spin purification
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kits and their respective available protocols at room temperature with minor
modifications (GST Purification Kits).
Protein concentrations were measured using the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein
assay reagent kit and available protocol from Thermo Scientific (BCA Assay Kit) and a
562nm plate reader after dialysis into a 1X phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution as
excessive Tris or glutathione remaining in protein elution fractions can drastically alter
plate readings.
Lipid Filter – Binding Assays
Lipid filter binding assays were conducted according to protocols provided by
Echelon (Lipid Filter Binding Assay) or by instructions provided by the Brett Tyler
laboratory or their published protocol found in (Kale and Tyler, 2012).  In short,
commercially available or homemade lipid strips are blocked in a PBS-T + 3% bovine
serum albumin (BSA) solution for 1hr at room temperature or O/N at 4°C in a petri dish
on a bench top rocker.  After blocking, 10-20 mL of fresh PBS-T was added to the filters
with ~.5-1.0µg/ml of the protein of interest.  Proteins are incubated for 1hr at room
temperature or O/N at 4°C with continual rocking.  Following incubation, lipid
membranes are washed 3X with PBS-T and following both primary and secondary
antibody incubations.  Lipid filters were incubated with a 1:7,000 dilution of the primary
goat monoclonal anti-GST followed by a 1:20,000 dilution of the rabbit-anti-goat HRP
conjugated secondary antibody (Sigma).  Immunodetected proteins were visualized using
the ECL Advance Western Blotting Detection Kit (Amersham).
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Homemade phosphoinositide lipid filters were created by spotting PIs dissolved in
either a chloroform:methanol:water (65:30:8) or chloroform:methanol (65:35) from either
(Echelon) or (Cayman Chemicals) in a range of concentrations from 200pmol to
12.5pmol on Hybond-C Extra nitrocellulose membrane  (GE Healthcare-Life Sciences).
Lipid filters were dried in the dark at room temperature for 1 hour before blocking.
Liposome - Binding Assay
Liposomes were prepared from a suspension of PC, PE, and where appropriate a
PI-x-P (5-10%), in chloroform/methanol/water (65:30:8).  Lipid mixtures were dried then
rehydrated by three cycles of freeze/thawing. Large unilamellar vesicles were formed by
extruding the lipid suspension through a 0.1 mM lter.  After a pre-centrifugation spin of
100,000g for 15 min at 4°C, protein (~1µg/ml) was added to liposomes and incubated for
1 hr at room temperature.  Protein-liposome mixtures were centrifuged at 100,000g for 15
min at room temperature and supernatant and pellets were separated before SDS-PAGE
analysis.  Pellets containing liposome-bound proteins and supernatants containing free
proteins were then analyzed by SDS-PAGE.  See (Kale and Tyler, 2012) for additional
details and troubleshooting tips for liposome binding assays.
Other Analyses
Imaging and laser scanning confocal microscopic (LSCM) imaging was done
using either a  Zeiss Axio epifluorescence microscope coupled with an HBO 100
microscope illumination system or with a Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope as
previously described in (Wang et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010).  All
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images presented are single optical sections or Z-stack projected of 15-30 images unless
otherwise indicated.  For PI staining, detached leaf sections (~.25 cm2) were submerged
in 0.5% PI solution for 45-60 minutes then washed briefly (10-15 minutes) in water
before imaging.  Image data was processed using Zen 2009 Light Edition and Adobe
Photoshop CS5.
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Chapter 6: Initiatives in Other Projects
I. PLD  is Dispensable for RPW8-mediated Resistance But is Essential
for Basal Resistance
Introduction
The activation of plant immunity results in a variety of early signaling events
including the rapid accumulation of ROS, changes in cellular ion fluxes, activation of
protein kinases cascades, cell wall reinforcement, activation of HR, and the induction of
defense gene expression (see Chapter 1).  Likewise, recent reports are beginning to
elucidate the importance of lipids and lipid-related molecules including glycerolipids,
sphingolipids, fatty acids, oxylipins, jasmonates and sterols in the activation and
regulation of plant immunity (reviewed in Shah, 2005; Canonne et al., 2011; Munnik and
Nielsen, 2011; Berkey et al., 2012; Chehab and Braam, 2012; Wang et al., 2012a).
Specifically, phospholipase enzymes that hydrolyze phospholipids into fatty acids and
other lipophilic substances and phospholipid-derived second messengers, such as
phosphatidic acid (PA), diacylglycerol (DAG) and inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) have
also been implicated in a variety of plant signaling events including plant immunity
(Laxalt and Munnik, 2002; Munnik and Testerink, 2009).
Phospholipases are a complex group of enzymes that hydrolyze phospholipids in
eukaryotic cells.  The plant phospholipase family is comprised of multiple members that
can be classified according to the positional specificity of their substrate phospholipids
(Figure 6-1) while sub-group members or isoforms are further distinguishable by their
structural, biochemical and physiological characteristics (Wang, 2001; Canonne et al.,
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2011).  In terms of positional specificity of substrate phospholipids, there are five major
classes of plant phospholipases: D (PLD), C (PLC), A2 (PLA2), A1 (PLA1) and B (PLB)
(Wang, 2001) (Figure 6-1).
Each major class of plant phospholipases has been associated with a variety of
subcellular signaling events in response to abiotic and biotic stresses (Wang, 2001; Chen
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012a).  In regards to pathogen stresses, PLAs (A1 and A2) have
largely been associated with plant immunity through their involvement in JA and
oxylipin biosynthesis through the conversion of phospholipids into lysophospholipids and
free fatty acids as precursors for the octadecanoid pathway (Ryu, 2004; Wang, 2004).
Interestingly, a non-enzymatic function was recently identified for one secreted PLA2
enzyme, AtsPLA2-  (Froidure et al., 2010).  In response to Pseudomonas syringae
infection, AtsPLA2-  is partially localized to the nucleus upon interaction with AtMYB30
and subsequently leads to the repression of AtMYB30-mediated regulation of HR
(Froidure et al., 2010).  For PLD enzymes, specific isoforms were found to be
upregulated in rice in response to Xanthomonas oryze (Young et al., 1996) and in
Arabidopsis in response to virulent and avirulent strains of P. syringae (de Torres Zabela
et al., 2002) and ultimately led to an accumulation of PA via the PLD and PLC/DGK
(DIACYLGLYCEROL KINASE) pathways (Andersson et al., 2006).  Additionally,
Krinke and colleagues have shown that phospholipase D activation is an early component
of the SA-signaling pathway in Arabidopsis cell suspensions (Krinke et al., 2009) and
resulting PA has been shown to induce ROS production and the activation of defense-
related (Yamaguchi et al., 2005) or ethylene-responsive genes (Testerink et al., 2008).
Another recent study by Raho and colleagues shows that nitric oxide (NO) upregulates
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the induction of PA production in response to the xylanase PAMP in tomato cells and
that PA is required for defense activation (Raho et al., 2011).  Likewise, plasma
membrane localized PLC enzymes are also involved in plant immunity and have been
found to be activated by PAMP recognition that results in an increase in cytosolic IP3.
Cytosolic IP3 triggers a release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores and the formation of PA
through DGK (Legendre et al., 1993; van der Luit et al., 2000).  More recently, a study
by Vossen and colleagues identified specific PLC family members in tomato that are
required for Cf-4 HR activation and induce PA accumulation in response to
Cladosporium fulvum (Vossen et al., 2010; Abd-El-Haliem et al., 2012).
Although evidence is accumulating to suggest a regulatory role for plant
phospholipase genes and phospholipase-derived products in plant immune signaling and
defense, how phospholipases and/or their products exert regulation on plant immunity
remain largely uncharacterized.  In addition, there have been no reports concerning the
involvement of phospholipase enzymes in resistance against powdery mildew.  As my
preliminary studies on a possible RPW8.2-phospholipid interaction suggest a potential
role of PI(3)P in regulation of RPW8.2's specific targeting to the EHM, I was further
prompted  to explore if other phospholipids (or their derivatives) play a role in RPW8-
mediated resistance via genetic analysis of Arabidopsis mutants defective in several
phospholipase genes.
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Figure 6-1.  Phospholipids are Cleaved by Diverse Phospholipases.
(A) Schematic representation of a phospholipid molecule with two fatty acyl chains
linked to a glycerol backbone and a phosphate group creating the phosphatidyl moiety to
which variable head groups are attached.  Arrows indicate the cleavage sites of indicated
phospholipase enzyme groups.  Phospholipase B (not depicted) sequentially removes two
fatty acids from phospholipids (PLA1 and PLA2 activity combined).  (B) Several head
group varieties and the resulting phospholipids that are subject to phospholipase cleavage
are listed.  PLA- phospholipase A(1 or 2); PLB- phospholipase B; PLC- phospholipase C;
PLD- phospholipase D; PI- phosphatidylinositol; PIP- phosphatidylinositol
monophosphate; PIP2- phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate; PC- phosphatidylcholine; PE-
phosphatidylethanolamine; PA- phosphatidic acid.
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Results
To determine if any phospholipase genes are involved in powdery mildew
resistance in Arabidopsis, I examined the disease reaction phenotypes of 12 T-DNA
insertion mutant lines from Dr. Xuemin Wang  (University of St. Louis, St. Louis, MO).
These T-DNA lines  were: PLD 1 (At3g15730), PLD 1 (At2g42010), PLD
(At4g35790), PLD  (double mutant), pPLAII  (At4g37050), pPLAII  (At4g37060),
pPLAIII  (At3g63200), pPLAIII  (At2g39220), pPLAII  (At2g26560), pPLAIII
(At4g29800), pPLAI (At1g61850) and pPLAIII  (At3g54950)
(see Table 2).  While the T-DNA insertion lines for the eight phospholipase A isoforms
appeared comparable in susceptibility to Col-0 wild-type plants in response to Gc-
UCSC1 (data not shown), two T-DNA mutant lines for PLD isoforms displayed a
difference in susceptibility to Gc-UCSC1 when compared to Col-0 (Figure 6-2).
Specifically, I noticed that pld 1 -/- plants displayed an edr phenotype while pld  -/-
plants displayed an eds phenotype quantitatively similar to the super susceptible Col-
NahG plants (Figure 6-2).  Moreover, double mutant pld 1 -/-; pld  -/- plants were
similar to pld 1 -/- in disease resistance suggesting that PLD 1 is functionally epistatic to
PLD  (Figure 6-2).  Interestingly, pld 1 -/- lines were also slightly stunted in overall
stature with low to moderate levels of detectable SHL compared to other T-DNA lines
and Col-0 (data not shown).
To confirm the eds phenotype of pld  -/- plants, I obtained multiple T2
PLD p::PLD  complementation lines from Dr. Xuemin Wang’s group and purified the
pld  -/- background one time by back crossing into Col-0 plants.  Once challenged with
Gc-UCSC1, purified pld  -/- lines remained more susceptible to powdery mildew than
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Figure 6-2. PLD  is Involved in Basal Immunity Against Powdery Mildew.
(A) Phenotypic screen of PLD T-DNA insertion mutant lines in response to powdery
mildew. pld 1 -/- lines display an enhanced disease resistance to powdery mildew while
pld  -/- lines display an enhanced susceptibility to Gc-UCSC1 at 12dpi. (B) Disease
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quantification of plants in (A) plus S5 as a resistant control. pld  -/- lines are
quantitatively similar to the highly susceptible Col-NahG plants. (C) Infection phenotype
of representative leaves from pld  -/- purified lines, a PLD  T2 complementation line and
Col-0 plants at 12dpi. (D) Disease quantification of plants in (C) plus the original pld  -
/- line. (E) Representative leaves from control plants (S5, Col-0 and Col-NahG) and
independent T1 lines of PLD  overexpression in Col-NahG background.
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Col-0 while multiple PLD  complementation lines restored basal resistance to powdery
mildew that were quantitatively similar to Col-0 wild-type plants (Figure 6-2).  Because
PLD  appeared to play a positive role in basal resistance against powdery mildew, I also
overexpressed PLD  in the SA-deficient Col-NahG background.  My preliminary results
suggest that ectopic expression of PLD  enhances resistance to powdery mildew in Col-
NahG (Figure 6-2).  Altogether, these results suggest that PLD  plays a positive role in
basal immunity against powdery mildew in Arabidopsis and that PLD 1 may negatively
regulate defense responses against powdery mildew.
To determine if PLD  (or other PLA/PLD isoforms) are required for RPW8-
mediated resistance, I crossed all 12 T-DNA insertion mutant lines into the S5
background (Col-gl transgenic for RPW8) and selected for homozygous lines.
Interestingly, all homozygous F3 progenies of pld  -/-/S5 (and other phospholipase
isoforms) were resistant to Gc-UCSC1 as S5 control plants suggesting that PLD  is not
required for RPW8-mediated defense (Figure 6-3).  I also transformed all PLA/PLD T-
DNA insertion mutant lines with RPW8.2p::RPW8.2-RFP to examine if RPW8.2’s
localization to the EHM is compromised in these T-DNA insertion mutant backgrounds.
Not surprisingly, RPW8.2-RFP was precisely localized to the EHM (Figure 6-3) with
similar targeting efficiency compared to RPW8.2-RFP in control plants (data not
shown).
In an effort to understand where PLD ’s may function to enhance basal resistance
to powdery mildew, I analyzed the subcellular localization of PLD  in epidermal cells
invaded by haustoria using 35S::YFP-PLD  transgenic lines obtained from Dr. Xuemin
Wang.  Before powdery mildew inoculation, YFP-PLD  appeared to be ubiquitously
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Figure 6-3. PLD  is Not Required for RPW8-mediated Resistance.
(A) Representative leaves of two homozygous pld  -/-/S5 F3 lines and control plants
(pld  -/-, Col-0, S5 and Col-NahG) infected withGc-UCSC1 at 12dpi. (B) A single
optical section of RPW8.2-RFP EHM-localization in pld  -/- background confirming that
RPW8.2 trafficking is unaffected in pld  -/- background at 48hpi.  Bars = 50µm.
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expressed at the plasma membrane which is consistent with its reported subcellular
localization (Wang and Wang, 2001) (Figure 6-4).  However, after powdery mildew
infection there was no apparent change in the PM localization of YFP-PLD  and PI
staining of differentiated haustoria reveals that PLD  is not an EHM localized membrane
protein (Figure 6-4).  Interestingly, several lines ectopically expressing YFP-PLD  did
however result in an eds phenotype in response to Gc-UCSC1 when compared to
35S::YFP lines (Figure 6-4), suggesting a dominant negative effect of YFP-PLD  on the
endogenous PLD .  This result provides additional support to the above conclusion that
PLD  plays a role in basal resistance against powdery mildew.
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Figure 6-4.  PLD  is Not an EHM Resident Protein.
(A) Representative single optical section of ectopic expression of YFP-PLD  in a
haustoria invaded epidermal cell at 42hpi.  YFP-PLD  is only found in the host PM and
not the EHM of differentiated haustoria.  Bars = 20µm. (B) 35S::YFP-PLD  transgenic
lines display enhanced susceptibility to powdery mildew.  Representative leaves from T2
lines expressing 35S::YFP and 35S::YFP-PLD  infected with Gc-UCSC1 at 8dpi.
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Discussion
Disease tests of a panel of PLD T-DNA insertion mutants with powdery mildew
identified  PLD isoforms, PLD 1 and PLD  to be a negative and a positive regulator of
basal resistance, respectively.  Because the biochemical functions of PLD 1 and PLD
are supposed to be similar (i.e.  production of PA from phospholipid substrates), it
appears intriguing that these two genes have opposing roles in regulation of basal
resistance.  One possible explanation is that PLD 1 and PLD  may be localized to
different subcellular compartments (Fan et al., 1999) and consequently producing distinct
subcellular PA pools that may interact with different target proteins (Hong et al., 2008);
thereby inducing differential signaling leading to distinct defense responses.  A second
possibility is that PLD 1 and PLD  may have different biochemical properties and
substrate specificities (Wang, 2001; Wang et al., 2012a) and therefore produce opposing
effects on the plant basal resistance pathway.  To test the first possibility, we have
recently obtained PA biosensor constructs from Dr. Xuemin Wang and are investigating
their localization pattern in haustorium-invaded cells.  My initial results suggest that
these biosensors are ubiquitously expressed with very weak signal or without any signal
at the EHM in most cases, suggesting that PA is not a major component at the EHM
(data not shown).  It is worth noting that in a recent report, Uraji and colleagues suggest
that while both PLD 1 and PLD  function in ABA (abscisic acid) -induced stomatal
closure, their functions are not completely overlapping and that these isoforms respond
differently to ABA treatment (Uraji et al., 2012).
Considering that RPW8 activates resistance to powdery mildew by enhancing
basal resistance, it is interesting that PLD  (and other PLA/PLD isoforms) are
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dispensable for RPW8-mediated disease resistance or specific targeting to the EHM.
Based on these observations, I speculate that (i) either defense activation by RPW8 is
PA-independent, unlike the recently identified requirement of PLC enzymes and
subsequent PA production for HR activation by Cf-4 in tomato (Vossen et al., 2010; Abd-
El-Haliem et al., 2012) or ii) basal PA levels are sufficient for signaling in cells
containing RPW8.  Taken together, my preliminary results suggest a positive role for
PLD  and a negative role for PLD 1 in plant basal immunity, and future genetic work is




Plant Lines, Cloning and Plasmid Construction
All T-DNA insertion mutant lines for the listed PLA and PLD isoforms, PLD
complementation, and 35S::YFP-PLD  lines were obtained from Dr. Xuemin Wang
(University of St. Louis, St. Louis, MO).  Likewise, agrobacterium cells containing PA
biosensor constructs (YFP or CFP) were also obtained from Dr. Xuemin Wang and used
to transform Col-gl or RPW8.2-RFP (or YFP) background plants.  Col-0 and S5 (Col-gl
transgenic for RPW8) plants were used for crossing and purification of the pld  -/-
background.  The previously described RPW8.2::RPW8.2-RFP/pCX-DG construct was
used for agrobacterium-mediated transformation of PLA and PLD T-DNA insertion
mutant lines.
The PLD  overexpression construct (35S::PLD ) was created by cloning the full
length genomic sequence of PLD  into the T/A cloning vector pCXSN (Chen et al.,
2009b) from a Col-0 gDNA extraction sample.  The primers used for amplification of
PLD  were (BamPLDdelta-F: 5’caccggatccATGGCGGAGAAAGTATCGGA3’ and
EcoPLDdeltaR: 5’gcgaattcTTACGTGGTTAAAGTGTCAGGAAGA3’).
Other Analysis
All growth conditions, materials and methods not listed have been previously
used and described in (Chapters 2-5).
Accession Numbers
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Sequence data can be found in the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative or
GenBank/EMBL databases under the following gene IDs, accession numbers and SALK
IDs:
PLA/PLD Isoform Gene ID Accession SALK Line
PLD 1 At3g15730 NM_112443.2 SALK_053785
PLD 1 At2g42010 NM_129765.3 SALK_079133





see above see above
pPLAII At4g37050 AY099596.1 SALK_142351
pPLAII At4g37060 NM_001204013.1 SALK_090933
pPLAIII At3g63200 NM_116185.1 SALK_029470
pPLAIII At2g39220 AY062648.1 SALK_040363
pPLAII At2g26560 NM_128213.3 SALK_059119
pPLAIII At4g29800 NM_001203937.1 SALK_088404
pPLAI At1g61850 NM_104867.4 SALK_087152
pPLAIII At3g54950 AY080807.1 SALK_057212
          Table 2. PLA and PLD Isoforms.
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II. ATJ3, a Putative RPW8.2-interacting Protein, is Required For
RPW8-mediated and Basal Resistance.
Introduction
In our preliminary studies, we have identified several putative RPW8.2-
interactors by yeast-2-hybrid screen using either full-length RPW8.2 or a TM-truncated
version, RPW8.2(Nt 1-22), as bait.  One of putative interacting proteins was ATJ3
(At3g44110: NM_114279.3), a heat shock protein (Hsp40-like) (Zhou and Miernyk,
1999; Li et al., 2005) that contains a highly conserved DnaJ domain found in bacterial,
mammalian and plant proteins (Qiu et al., 2006).  As one of my initiative projects, I have
begun characterizing the role of ATJ3, and its closely related homolog, ATJ2
(At5g22060: NM_122127.2), in plant defense.
DnaJ domain-containing proteins play crucial roles in protein translation, folding,
unfolding, translocation and degradation.  They primarily work by interacting with and
stimulating the ATPase activity of Hsp70s (heat shock proteins) (Fan et al., 2003;
Hennessy et al., 2005).  While there are no available reports indicating that ATJ3 (or
ATJ2) play a role in plant immunity, there is substantial evidence in the field suggesting
that Hsp70 and other heat shock proteins (Hsp90 and SGT1 [suppressor of G-two allele
of SKP1]) are involved in plant (Hubert et al., 2003; Noel et al., 2007; Meldau et al.,
2011) and animal innate immunity (Mayor et al., 2007; Chen and Cao, 2010; van Noort et
al., 2012).  Moreover, recent reports suggest that plant pathogens target heat shock
proteins for virulence or pathogenesis.  For example, one recent study suggests that SGT1
contributes to coronatine signaling and Pseudomonas syringae disease symptom
development in tomato and Arabidopsis (Uppalapati et al., 2011).  Likewise, a
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Pseudomonas syringae effector protein, HopI1, contains a DnaJ domain that is
responsible for specific binding to and recruitment of Hsp70 to chloroplasts (Jelenska et
al., 2010).  This binding not only stimulates Hsp70 ATP hydrolysis activity in vivo, but is
also responsible for the suppression of SA accumulation and other defense related
responses (Jelenska et al., 2007; Jelenska et al., 2010).  Another study by Ye and
colleagues reveals that the SGT1-Hsp70 complex is up-regulated by Potato virus X and
contributes to viral accumulation in N. benthamiana (Ye et al., 2012).
Collectively, it seems probable that co-chaperone DnaJ proteins like ATJ3 as
working partners of other heat shock proteins (Hsp70, Hsp90 and SGT1), may also be
involved in regulation plant immunity and/or as potential targets of pathogen effector
proteins.  To test this speculation, I obtained T-DNA insertion mutant lines for ATJ3 and
its closely related homolog, ATJ2 (90.3% identity at the protein level), and examined if
they play a role in basal and/or RPW8-mediated resistance against powdery mildew.
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Results
To determine if either ATJ3 or ATJ2 are involved in powdery mildew resistance
in Arabidopsis, we conducted a screen of T-DNA insertion mutant lines for their disease
reactions in comparison with wild-type plants.  The T-DNA insertion mutant lines are as
follows: atj3-1 (SALK_141625), atj3-2 (SALK_132923), atj2-1 (SALK_012035) and
atj2-2 (SALK_071563) (Figure 6-5A).  My preliminary results suggest that both of these
genes are involved in basal resistance as representative T-DNA lines for atj3 -/- and atj2 -
/- display an enhanced disease susceptibility phenotype in comparison with Col-0
(Figure 6-5C&D).  Specifically, I found that atj3-1, atj3-2 and atj2-2 lines appeared
more susceptible than wild-type plants and were quantitatively more similar to highly
susceptible Col-NahG plants (Figure 6-5C&D) while atj2-1 plants were similar to Col-0
(data not shown).  Subsequent RT-PCR analysis showed that while atj2-2 lines are
knocked out for ATJ2, atj2-1 lines have similar ATJ2 expression as Col-0 (Figure 6-5B)
correlating with the respective powdery mildew susceptibility phenotypes.  As reported in
a recent study, the ATJ3 transcript was truncated and knockdown in both atj3-1 and atj3-
2 (Shen et al., 2011).
Interestingly, I also noticed that RPW8-mediated disease resistance was partially
abrogated in atj3-1 -/- background compared to resistant S5 plants (Figure 6-5C&E).
Moreover, atj3-1 -/-/S5 plants were generally larger than S5 plants of the same age
suggesting that fitness costs associated with RPW8 expression (Orgil et al., 2007) are
partially relieved (Figure 6-5E).  Subsequent quantification of S5 and atj3-1 -/-/S5 plants
reveals that atj3-1 -/-/S5 are statistically more susceptible than S5 plants (Figure 6-5D).
Altogether, these results suggest that both ATJ2 and ATJ3 likely play a role in basal
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Figure 6-5. ATJ2 and ATJ3 are Involved in Basal Immunity Against Powdery
Mildew.
(A) Schematic gene structures and approximate location and direction of T-DNA
insertion lines for ATJ2 and ATJ3. atj3-1: SALK_141625 [6th Exon]
(+1734CCAAA.. ..GCACT+1743), atj3-2: SALK_132923 [4th Exon]
(+1212CAAGC.. ..AGATG+1221), atj2-1: SALK_012035 [3’UTR]
(+1973GAAGA.. ..ACCTC+1982), atj2-2: SALK_071563 [1st Intron]
(+182CTCTG.. ..TAAAT+191). (B) RT-PCR analysis of T-DNA insertion lines.  Left
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panels - ATJ2 gene-specific primers indicated in (A) by red arrows.  Right panels –
UBC21 gene-specific primers.  Samples were subjected to RT-PCR (30 cycles). (C)
Disease phenotypes of representative Col-0, Col-NahG, S5, atj2-2 -/-, atj3-1 -/- and atj3-
1 -/-/S5 plants at 12dpi with Gc-UCSC1 (atj2-1 and atj3-2 plants not displayed). (D)
Quantitative assay of disease susceptibility.  Data represent means ± SEM (n=4) from one
of three representative experiments.  Student’s t test was used to calculate P value for
each genotype compared with Col-0 and S5 compared with atj3-1 -/-/S5.  (* = p < .05).
(E) Disease phenotypes of representative S5 and atj3-1 -/-/S5 plants at 12dpi. (F) ~7
week old sesqui atj2-2 +/-; atj3-1 -/- mutants are viable and are highly susceptible to
powdery mildew at 12dpi.
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immunity against powdery mildew and may be required for full resistance activated by
RPW8.
To further explore how ATJ3 is required for RPW8-defense activation or
signaling, I investigated whether RPW8's EHM localization was also compromised in
atj3-1 -/- background.  T1 plants expressing RPW8.2p::RPW8.2-YFP in atj3-1 -/-
background had normal EHM localization of RPW8.2-YFP upon powdery mildew
infection (Figure 6-6A).  However, we did note that all RPW8.2-YFP/atj3-1 -/- T1 lines
were fully susceptible to powdery mildew corroborating our results that ATJ3 is partially
required for RPW8.2 defense activation (data not shown).  Likewise, we also aimed to
investigate the subcellular localization of ATJ3 and generated Col-0 and atj3-1 -/- plants
constitutively expressing YFP-ATJ3 from the 35S promoter.  We found that while YFP-
ATJ3 is ubiquitously expressed in epidermal cells (Figure 6-6B), we could not detect
YFP-ATJ3 at the EHM upon infection with powdery mildew (data not shown).
I also tested whether atj3-1 -/- lines were compromised in defense against other
pathogens including the virulent bacterial pathogen Pst DC3000.  Interestingly, my
preliminary results suggest that atj3-1 -/- plants seemed more susceptible than wild-type
plants to bacterial infection as shown by enhanced chlorotic and necrotic symptoms
following bacterial spray inoculation (Figure 6-7A).  Quantification of bacterial growth
at 4dpi reveals that atj3-1 -/- plants were statistically more susceptible than Col-0 wild-
type plants (Figure 6-7B).  Altogether, it appears likely that ATJ2 and ATJ3 are involved
in conserved basal resistance mechanisms against multiple plant pathogens.
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Figure 6-6. atj3 -/- Does Not Compromise RPW8-EHM Localization.
(A) Single optical section of RPW8.2-YFP localized to the EHM in atj3-1 -/- background
at 3dpi with Gc-UCSC1. (B)  Single optical section of ectopic expression of YFP-ATJ3
from the 35S promoter in Arabidopsis.  YFP-ATJ3 is ubiquitously expressed in
Arabidopsis epidermal cells but is not localized to the EHM (data not shown).  Bars =
100µm.
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Figure 6-7. ATJ3 is Involved in Basal Resistance Against Psuedomonas syringae.
(A) Representative whole plant images of Col-0 (left), atj3-1 -/- (middle) and eds1-2
(right) in response to Pst DC3000 4dpi.  Detached leaf images for each genotype (bottom
panels). (B) Quantitative assay of disease susceptibility.  Data represent means ± SEM
(n=5) from one of three representative experiments.  Student’s t test was used to calculate
P value for each genotype compared with Col-0.  (** = p < .01).
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Discussion
My preliminary results suggest that ATJ3, and its closely related homolog ATJ2,
play a role in basal immunity in Arabidopsis against powdery mildew.  Moreover, ATJ3
also appears to be involved in host resistance against bacterial pathogens.  Whether or not
RPW8.2 interacts with ATJ3 in vivo has not been determined.  However, the observation
that RPW8-mediated mildew resistance is slightly compromised in atj3-1 -/- likely
provides genetic evidence for an interaction between RPW8.2 and ATJ3.  How ATJ3
may be involved in basal and RPW8-mediated resistance is not known.  Given the
predicted chaperone function of ATJ3, ATJ3 may play a role in proper folding of
RPW8.2.  However, because EHM-localization of RPW8.2-YFP did not seem to be
affected in atj3-1 -/- plants, it is unlikely that down-regulation of ATJ3 alone affects
RPW8.2's trafficking properties.  Residual ATJ3 in atj3-1 -/- plants and/or functional
redundancy between ATJ3 and ATJ2 may explain partial loss of RPW8-mediated
resistance and seemingly normal EHM-localization of RPW8.2-YFP.  To address this
possibility, I intended to create atj2/atj3 double mutant.  Unfortunately, screening of >96
F2 individuals derived from atj3-1 x atj2-2 failed to identify a single double T-DNA
mutant.  Close examination revealed that ~1/16 young seedlings from the F2 population
developed extensive cell death and died shortly after germination, suggesting that the
atj2/atj3 double mutant is seedling lethal (data not shown).  Initial disease tests showed
that F2 individual of the atj2-2+/-;atj3-1-/- genotype (i.e sesqui mutant) were highly
susceptible to powdery mildew (Figure 6-5F), supporting the speculation that there is a
functional redundancy between ATJ2 and ATJ3.  Future efforts are required to determine
if RPW8.2 interacts with ATJ3 (and ATJ2) in vivo, whether ATJ2 and ATJ3 are required
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for classical PTI and ETI, and whether these two chaperones are indeed in complex with
Hsp90, Hsp70 and SGT1 to regulate innate immunity in plants and animals.
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Materials & Methods
Plant Lines, Cloning and Plasmid Construction
All T-DNA insertion mutant lines for ATJ2 and ATJ3 were obtained from the
Arabidopsis stock center.  Col-0, atj3-1 -/- and S5 (Col-gl transgenic for RPW8) plants
were used for crossing and/or agrobacterium-mediated transformations.  The previously
cloned RPW8.2p::RPW8.2/ pPZPYFP23  (Wang et al., 2007) construct was used for
agrobacterium-mediated transformation of atj3-1 -/- lines.
The 35S::YFP-ATJ3 expression construct was created by cloning the full length
genomic sequence of ATJ3 into the pENTR/D-TOPO entry vector and subsequently
cloned into the gateway compatible vector pEG104 (Earley et al., 2006) via LR
recombination.  The primers used for amplification of ATJ3 from the F26G5 BAC clone
sample were (ATJ3tpF: 5’caccggatccATGTTCGGTAGAGGACCCTCGA3’ and
EcoATJ3R: 5’ggaattcTTACTGCTGGGCACATTGCA3’).
Bacterial Spray Inoculation
For bacterial infection, fully expanded rosettes of 7 week old plants (6-12) were
sprayed with a bacterial suspension (OD600 ~ 0.5000) of Pseudomonas syringae pv.
tomato (Pst) DC3000 in a 10 mM MgCl2 solution containing 0.025% Silwet-L77.




All growth conditions, materials and methods not listed have been previously
used and described in (Chapters 2-5).
Accession Numbers
Sequence data can be found in the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative or
GenBank/EMBL databases under the following gene IDs, accession numbers and SALK
IDs:
Gene/Gene ID Accession T-DNA Mutant ID/SALK Line
ATJ2: At5g22060 NM_122127.2 atj2-1/SALK_012035
ATJ2: At5g22060 NM_122127.2 atj2-2/SALK_071563
ATJ3: At3g44110 NM_114279.3 atj3-1/SALK_141625
ATJ3: At3g44110 NM_114279.3 atj3-2/SALK_132923
          Table 3. ATJ2 and ATJ3 Mutant Lines.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Perspectives
The major goal of my thesis project was to understand the functional origin of
RPW8 by characterizing the function of the RPW8 homologs in Arabidopsis and Brassica
and to further dissect the signaling pathways and molecular mechanisms of RPW8-
mediated broad-spectrum disease resistance.  As the project developed, I expanded my
thesis studies to include the investigation of the origin and biogenesis of the membranous
host-pathogen interface  the extra-haustorial membrane (EHM) and the exploration of
utilizing RPW8 as a delivery vehicle for achieving novel resistance against haustorium-
forming pathogens.
Below I summarize the major findings from my thesis and discuss the outstanding
questions and future experiments necessary for understanding and engineering
haustorium-targeted plant defense mechanisms (see Figure 7-1).
1.  How does this study contribute to our understanding of the functional origin of
RPW8?
RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 belong to a small gene family in the Arabidopsis and
Brassica lineages.  While RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 seem to be under positive selection, some
RPW8 homologs, i.e. HR1, HR2 and particularly HR3, appear to be under purifying
selection for  maintaining a conserved, yet unknown function(s) (Xiao et al., 2004; Orgil
et al., 2007).  Because our previous evolutionary studies indicated that RPW8 has evolved
from an HR3-like progenitor gene (Xiao et al., 2004; Orgil et al., 2007), identification  of
the cellular function of HR3 and other RPW8 homologs will not only help understand the
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functional origin of RPW8 but also shed light onto the molecular basis of RPW8-
mediated broad-spectrum disease resistance.
Here, I report that three homologs in Arabidopsis, HR1, HR2 and HR3, play a role
in salicylic acid-dependent basal resistance against powdery mildew (Chapter 2).
Additionally, the Brassica olerecea homolog, HRa, is capable of conferring resistance to
the well-adapted powdery mildew isolate Gc-UCSC1 when heterologously expressed in
Arabidopsis (Chapter 2).  Most interestingly, I also show that all tested homologs of
RPW8 are EHM-resident proteins upon haustorial differentiation within invaded
Arabidopsis epidermal cells (Chapter 2).
Altogether, these results support my hypothesis that RPW8.1 and RPW8.2 evolved
from duplication and functional diversification (enhancement) of a more ancient
component of basal immunity in Arabidopsis and that RPW8-mediated broad-spectrum
mildew resistance represents functional improvement/renovation rather than an entirely
new invention from the more ancient family members.  Moreover, the EHM-targeting of
RPW8.2 is a unique feature that originated during an early evolutionary stage of the
RPW8 family and has been maintained before the separation of Arabidopsis and
Brassica.  Therefore, it is plausible that the semi-dominant resistance gene RPW8.2 has
evolved to increase the strength of defense response to counterattack more adapted and
aggressive powdery mildew pathogens, whereas HR1, HR2, and HR3 may activate basal-
level resistance against less adapted powdery mildew or potentially other haustorium-
forming pathogens.
However, how exactly RPW8.2 has evolved in protein sequence from an HR3-
like progenitor to gain a higher resistance capacity has not been fully determined.  Apart
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from domain swapping experiments conducted in my thesis studies, a more detailed
mutational analysis between RPW8 and HR3 is required for the identification of critical
residues or regions that are responsible for the functional diversification.  Another critical
question for future studies on RPW8-HR3 is how HR3 (and RPW8) exploits the central
SA-dependent signaling pathway for basal resistance.  Relevant to this question,  it is
worth mentioning that outside of the RPW8 family, HR3 has the highest homology to the
CC domain of a group of non-canonical NB-LRR proteins including NRG1 and ADR1
that primarily function as signaling components  rather than sensors for pathogen
effectors (Grant et al., 2003; Peart et al., 2005; Collier et al., 2011).  This situation is
analogous to the function of mammalian sorting adaptors, such as MyD88 and TRIF, that
are required for activation of immune signaling at specific subcellular locations by TLR
receptors (Kagan, 2012).  Therefore, I hypothesize that the RPW8 family proteins may
also serve as sorting adaptors of central NB-LRR immune complexes for the activation of
resistance at the EHM.  Testing this hypothesis requires challenging experiments in the
future.
2.  How does this study contribute to our understanding of the host-pathogen
interface?
Many plant pathogenic fungi and oomycetes have evolved a similar haustorium-
based invasive strategy to colonize their respective plant hosts.  Despite the importance of
the EHM as the host-pathogen interface in defense and pathogenesis, the origin and
biogenesis of the EHM remains to be characterized.
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The highly specific localization of RPW8.2 to the EHM together with the absence
of several plasma membrane proteins in the EHM (Koh et al., 2005) suggests that the
EHM is likely of host origin, and distinct from the host PM.  In this thesis, by taking
advantage of the localization of YFP-HR3 to the host plasma membrane, the papillae, and
the EHM, in combination with RPW8.2-RFP as an EHM marker protein, I provide the
first piece of cell biological evidence to suggest that the EHM is of host origin and de
novo synthesized during haustorial differentiation of powdery mildew in invaded plant
epidermal cells (Chapter 3).
3.  How does this study contribute to our understanding of the EHM-directed
protein/membrane trafficking?
Specific targeting of RPW8 family proteins to the EHM suggests that there must
be a trafficking cue(s) at the EHM that induces/guides EHM-specific protein/membrane
transport.  In Chapter 5, by using a fluorescent lipid biosensor, I provide evidence to
suggest that the EHM appears to be transiently enriched for a specific phosphoinositide
lipid species, PI(3)P.  PI(3)P has been shown to be transiently enriched in the phagosomal
membrane in mammalian cells (Vieira et al., 2001) and has recently been shown to
mediate the uptake of oomycete and fungal effector proteins (Kale et al., 2010) by plant
host cells.  I therefore speculate that PI(3)P may serve as a landmark for EHM-identity.
As a next step, my preliminary results from initial lipid binding assays suggest RPW8.2
may specifically bind PI(3)P for EHM targeting.  However, these results will need
confirmation and clarification using more extensive lipid filter-binding and liposome
binding assays.  A more detailed study of the spatiotemporal dynamics of PI(3)P and
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other closely related PI species in plant epidermal cells invaded by haustoria will also be
helpful.  Future work will also be required to identify the PI(3)P binding site in RPW8.2
and determine if PI(3)P binding indeed provides the trafficking cue for targeting RPW8.2
to the EHM.
4.  Can RPW8 be used as a delivery vehicle to confer novel resistance against
haustorium-forming pathogens?
RPW8.2 is specifically targeted to the EHM whereby it activates defense to
constrain haustoria of powdery mildew (Wang, et al., 2009).  The highly EHM-specific
localization of RPW8.2 has inspired the design and testing of a strategy for engineering
novel resistance against haustorium-forming pathogens.  This strategy involves using
RPW8.2 as a delivery vehicle to target antimicrobial peptides to the pathogen side of the
EHM for more effective killing of the invading pathogens.  Through the introduction of a
protease cleavage site (PCS) between RPW8.2 and YFP (as a cargo) and co-expression of
the resultant RPW8-PCS-YFP fusion protein and a serine protease subtilisin that
specifically recognizes the PCS site, I demonstrate that RPW8.2 is a type I membrane
protein and the subtilisin may be used to release antimicrobial cargo protein to the
extrahaustorial matrix.  Combined with preliminary results from group efforts in testing
various antimicrobial proteins in fusion with RPW8.2, my work  provides encouraging
information for future tests toward targeted delivery and controlled release of
antimicrobial cargo proteins to the host-pathogen interface as a novel strategy for fighting
against haustorium-forming pathogens.
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Figure 7-1.  A Summary and a Working Model
Haustorium-forming pathogens such as powdery mildew differentiate haustoria to secrete
fungal effectors to suppress host defense and obtain photosynthate from the host cell.
Haustoria are encased the EHM that is of host origin and de novo synthesized upon
haustorium differentiation.  RPW8 family members are type I membrane proteins (as
exemplified by RPW8.2) that are targeted to the EHM whereby they activate on-site
defense against powdery mildew.  The EHM may be enriched for PI(3)P and RPW8.2
may specifically bind PI(3)P. Hence, PI(3)P may provide the trafficking cue for EHM-
specific targeting of RPW8.  The unique EHM-targeting feature of RPW8 has inspired a
strategy in which RPW8 is used as a delivery vehicle to target antimicrobial peptides to
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